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DSnrELOHIENT OF SOCIAL CONTBOL IN 'JHE
SPANISH T7EST IM)IES
INTRODUCTION
IKPQRTANCE OF THE SUBJECT
I - AN URGENT NEED OF KNOWLEDGE
’’There have been few public questions in
this country which -have received more attention in
the past few years than the policy of intervening
in the affairs of the Latin American countrieso
No governmental policy in the past decade or two
has been more consistently or more persistently
followed by both political parties The number
of cases of intervention by the United States in
the affairs of some other country probably runs up
to a hundred* Particularly in the smaller countries
of the Caribbean has the Uhited States often inter-
vened> controlling the affairs of the country by the
force of American arms, scaae times continuing such
control fora considerable number of years. There
is scarcaly another great public question on irtiich
gHT ;ii jonTr'Oo jaidob ?r..
:^ j/ni KEiiiA^e
KclT X
JU2k »?HT Ky gr;:A^ ^G<na
ioc:^;co 'r.:gD?RJ iia - z
ax 3n*'i^aex;p cziosjq vrsl ae^d er^id ctsiIT’’
al noi^iie^^B s'tcs bs'rieo©T evRxi xfclfiw \;T*ai;CO alrlt
^-insTie^ni ‘to \:ailc<x erf* nsiif eassx wet tssc eritf"
.aela^nx-f :'-': nsaiaernA al+a - a:?? 'to E'^i:*?‘t‘tB erC^ al
cmf ro eheceb ZB&q ori? al vollo^ Xscrnsfiaievos dVi
'^/Ine^F. iBTeq; rrca tc yljne^elaaco eaoin nsecf Bad
zedissjn sdT Esllaa.T iBClllIoq a'd’ocf ytf bsTrcXIcft
al Bsd-BJftl betlnXJ e.fl y- not laevae jt’1 to eoeBC to
qu ar.in yiefsdcrrq \:'^lni«oc laitlo enca to e'clattn sa^
eJ^l':tai;oo Tollsixa eal ni ylaal^rol .birrbaarl e of
-'!'9lrl na^'tc BafetC bellrSJ erf? EBf{ aasdcTiiSO erf? tc
erf? yrf yatnx/co erf? tc ealatta erf? ^alllcrr^aoo tbeaov
licufi galanxlaor a 9^.1? eciOE ^bzlz •. to ec'ict
OTerfT .B'xsey to zeZinvn eXrfBTe blaaoo Bad Icnfaoo
rid IT ac acilaeau olIrfL':?. taeas xen^oaa yleoacoB e1
2the people of this country have formed their opinions
and reached their conclusions on the basis of so
little definite information, on which so large a
part of our own people are so ill-informed,” (1)
Many of the Latin American republics
have been victims of an insidious and selfish
propaganda, and now, as never before, is felt
the urgent need of educating the American people
to the true facts about these countries. To many
of us, the South American republics are ’'just
countries where there is a revolution every day",
and we often look upon them with contempt, forgetting,
or not knowing about the contrast between the case
of the Spanish colonies ifiiich won their political
Independence from Spain and that of the En^ish
colonies ^hich became the United States.
The English colonies possessed almost
complete political freedom before the Revolution,
and were led to revolt through fear that they might
in course of time be dispossessed of it • The English
colonists were men of consummate political training
(1) "Intervention in Latin America", Lamer Beman,
Introduction, p. 5,
ancini:c,o bam'io't ored Y-r^ni/OJ? aiil^ to siqoaq erfS"
05 to zl^ad Slid no e'nc ianionoo Tlen^ bns
Q 9^*151 oo iloiri^v no jnoirf sen otr i ©;tJtni:tef/
{!) ” .fteiTi'TCxni-- rii cs siqoeq nwo mo to tisq
BOlldf UE't HBOiism nlj'fij ©rft to
n'sxtisa ij*: EiJciijiGni n© to emi;?riv need evsd
^let Bl ,9’xoted 'levsf: ee jTfon .efcnBSjEsqoiq
elqoe . n x'O i tco;
’
m ad cf“ rmt^&^'Ube to 5esn tnas 'm 8
YfiGM o*r .eelt^ntfoo scedt tuo<S& odoat sinJ od?*
tsuf* eis eolldi/qei pexji^emk dc^uoS e:ft ,ei/ to
,”YJ3^ Y^8v© nolmioveT b ai anorf-ff' aeli^nnoo
(QClsJ J'O’H'iot ,dqnB0 d-noo d^iw asdd noqn }tooI nsJto qw £)ns
08 80 odd" neoTrJ'ad ^fsBii-noo sdd" ^rods ^niwond ;fon io
IjBOldiioq ’iledS near doidr asinclco rfeinaqS edd’ to
rle ilan'J: and to derfd brvs nJtsqa xspo'xt sonanneqednl
.aedf*d8 bedlnV arfd emaoed rioJtdlF aetnoloo
dc-ojaln ftenaenaoq eainolcc dellgnJl edT
(flc tdoIcveJ! add aiotod niofc0s*it Xeotdilog adeXqnoo
dri^ix Y®dd dsdd 'rnet rlmoTrid dlov-si od baX aiew brta
dzI-L^nS Off? . dl to baEaa&eoqsXd ed cjrnXd to oeiifco nX
Sniniand XacidXXoq edjisrcrttfaaoo to non otott edsinoXoo
,
fisneH rOiTcsJ ,”80i'refiiA nldBj ni noX dno^'‘'isdnI”.- (X)
.2
.q ^rtoltDiiboiinl
3who had inherited the knowledge of free institu-
tions for more than a thousand years. On the
other hand, the Latin ^er leans, under the Spanish
regime, had little opportunity for acquiring expe-
rience in the working of free political institutions*
Their lack of experience in self-government has been
the chief reason for the lack of stability in Latin
America, but the stability of her political institu-
tions is growing by leaps and bounds*
In dealing ?rlth these Southern republics,
therefore, it is our duty to remember tha.t, regard-
less of race, creed or color, it is only fair to
"Give to Caesar what belongs to Caesar". But,
aside from this, there are material or economic
reasons which make it necessary that a more general
knowledge about these countries be spread throu^out
the United States. This is particularly so in
regard to the Caribbean countries, as corroborated
by the fact that "the business public of the United
States, the manufacturers, the farmers, the exporters
and importers, the people engaged in transportation,
and the people supplying funds for all these indus-
tries — the banks — have become intensely interested
}-iSlsii'': osT'i Jc syibe'von>! Sj-f;?" ij^tiTenjiJt i)erf orfw
3ji& n" .atcesv Lui^eL Ofi.-^ n&il'J fctD.'i: 'tc'i enoiS
dzl.T3c^ arfj ie orti' fS/T rri^'Bj aifi' ; T>riv+o
-9uxa ^ni'ii^rpoia lol: y Led , etv.l’: -^'i
, loan 1 r.i,ol?lloc se-il 'io ';^r.J:>'Tav adf tii eoneti
r.^sd 3Fri j£7e;.i:Tr9i'’c^ -1 fsa ni ©onei 'reqxa ?.; >iOBl TierfT
ni^Q": nl \jtlicf£j-a l ,- ylosl edS 'tc'^ noeseT lel.io ed"
i: I-^Dtd-lIoq; lo ytxXicf.^^e edJ J-rc ^a: t-ranA
. « &n uo bn £• 8 qe a I \d t?: et aaoli
t c- f’x JcTjja fii-jii.t L'C^]; dt tv: sfi-tlxol; nl
-nsei Teda.ifl.a'- yJufi 'ir.o ai X
: ,
=^nc^ened:-
0* nieb vino ox ;?-x (irfoo 're >o s?.*?!
,
txfc .’‘TBasfir. erf s^nc Toe j^.y T:se630 oJ aviO^'
cincno?s
-ro
-x-i sbIsb
Tc.^ r VT^- seoan il a>ij3it! ncxilT snoeBsn
?£? G’xva eo eel'x -TiiL/oc ©acsffrf ii-ocft. 6i*i>ol77cnji
ni 0 a ylnsIuG xi. /g ei airlT . . Q tB^ c Lett ntr s
^aji’TOc'c'i'roc £i3 t -. jIt jcu'O-' nfit^da iirO L’Z;^%.ei
I>o;InU erfj’ to cllrftjq r> 3 dni: 3 tv' arft” '’.d^ .'i’o.al arfv yrf
a'TQ^'Toqica srf? srrf ‘rsTxrfc i; ti/nar- sri^ ,not3^8
,
ncX tdX'io jsnaicf ni oe^sy^n© ©Jdcog ori^
^
a^s^t lociiLt nns
-BX'Ini ©2 3xfj IIs T ot gfl2Yl'‘rt''3 siqos r oil? I)n©
fc©j‘£v-.;'^ +rfi YlcHiiaini e/jccscf evosi — exnsrf ad* -- asi'tu
in conditions present and prospective of the indus-
tries, transportation and finance in the Caribbean
countries”. (1)
These countries produce almost exclusively
tropical growths: sugar, coffee, cacao, tobacco,
fruits, cocoanuts, etc,, as well as many other
articles which the temperate zone must have. In
exchange they must have certain temperate zone
products: meats, breadstuffs, clothing, and
manufactures of all kinds, for, so far, the
manufacturing industries have not thriven, to
any appreciable extent, in the tropics.
We can better judge the coimnercial impor-
tance of these Caribbean countries if we consider
that in imports into the United States from Latin
America during the calendar years 193 2, 1933 and
1934, Puerto Rico occupies the second place and
Cuba the third. In exports from the United States,
Puerto Rico occupies the first place and Cuba the
third. In the exterior trade of the United States
during the same years, Puerto Rico occupies the 9th
place and Cuba the 14th, and in shipments to the
(1) "Trading with our Neighbors in the Caribbean”,
Oscar P, Austin, p. 18.
'iO sviJoeq’OTcr JbaA :tn©aeTq p.noiJibnoc at
aaH' ci-Tfi-: edt nl ao/tenil fr.i' nci ^sd'‘i07Ent'’r.^ .p.eiid-
{11 ,"r:0Xi.tr.rco
,Lcvi:aifIox9 er^jjfccxq B!?iTJni;oo 3eeriT
,cccR-^cJ ,c;£'jpo ,es‘ixOO :3ri;fwoT3 leoiqcrrc
Tsri^o re liar bb ,c..tui:Booco
nt . •••=*.'f J-.-r:;r. uT'-os dcSKic' TTsr 9C[j dcl itw ef'iriT'XF
tv arjBfl tcjj/ii a^nr-rfoxe
5n~ Ilolo , - t'tirv olijeicf toifou-ocnq
or^«^ '’3 ^":o': ,p\Ti:5{ He lo Bir::r#ofi‘tL/ixiixc
cl ('TPYiiil^ Ion ©vflTf eaiilsjjfifii gnl^rlcr-lL^xicm
. odo ni 5 InelTD elcfexoaagqB vxib
-ToqjcJ: la.'-iotte i'acio sgbui, 'is'^’Ierf iiBO e»'
TBijIancr. er 'ii aslTlni/oc nsscIIieO seerfi ‘J'o oonel
r'llBT no'll ?9lP*C ball.'!* aril oinl sl'ioqirl at laril
rin? 8769Y 'r-jnaliio adl-^niitflb aot-z^-^^iik
taa eoeic bnocss orll sftiqrooo oolfl olT&ii^ t^^l9I
eelslc. f)7;ijiU edi '^ctI &I'iocrx& tI .biirfl ^jffl ac'iC
erfi BdjjC aoBlq la'll! srll ssiqi/cro ooi:" ot'ieu^
aolBlc-r LattnU &di lo eba'il •zct-i&fxe sill nl .bTlrfl
di'9 Oil! Bulqucoo ooLH Cv'^’xoLf'^ OiTisa erfi ^^ciTi/b
’Sirfl ol BSn&zqtds nt bna (fllM ©rfl BcfoO bn© ecelq
t
*’
•taecfdl'taC orivt ni e.7 '.xfdstel^ tlpc- riltw i^rlb^-rT” 'X)
.~r
.q ,niIai;A .
'
'raorO
5United States Puerto Rico and Cuba occupy the 8th
and 9th places, respectively. (See Tables 1 and
2, pp. 221 and 222).
"The Caribbean countries", says Samuel
Crowther (1), "are in transition. They have passed
rather definitely from the period of soldier of for-
tune and continuous political revolution to the
period of the American engineer and comparative
political stability. The potential wealth of these
countries is being developed in a broad and scientific
manner. Wealth and purchasing power are being created
as they were created in the United States. The great
American experiment is being tried, and is succeeding.
An economic conception is making a conquest "
II - THE CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES DEFirJED
The Caribbean countries may be defined as
those bordering on the Caribbean Sea. "This sea
results from the enclosing of a great stretch of
the Atlantic Ocean by a chain of islands reaching,
roughly, from north of the Orinoco River in Venezuela
in South America to Florida in North America. The
largest of these islands is Cuba. Puerto Rico belongs
(1) "The Romance and Rise of the American Tropics",
Foreword, p. 7.
ei<^’6 y_qjjooc odi.C f>[tB ooiH ?, ed-BcfS bed’inU
finis I eelcfeT oeS) .y.f.ev i^ceiiEST: ,a90j3Xq- rftQ fins
fin.;? ]:.- .-q ,S
I & vo'i
,
* n 0 X I j I'.no o r boc. q t'lv? s ilT'*
fisoaecr ovesr' v©rIT .;i' nl ein” ,(I) isrftwoiD
-'rc'l 'to ^0 ficiisq e.lJ TsiicfsT
0rft ot nc id:;Xovc‘'!: Ij.n i7 J Icq c n^'fjn frnon fifis s.nx«5r
evX J’B'i.sqxif.'C' ficj to aniens ndoiTorA Ic ^olnaq
oasii? 'io rl^Ifjew Xnl^nevJ'c i f::fT .Y^-Xica^a IsoiJiJoq
ci'ii^nelcs fine fisoTcf 3 iiJ: fiaqclerafi vnxacf bX ssl*;. J-nroc
fia?BeTO ‘A 'isu 6Te t^wot sni-: bnj* liulBf*’' .Tanuzijr
ji.'0T:3 an":' .e 9 + ^^';: fieXinU srld- nJt fioXr.GTo erbw sb
.i^rlf'fppcojjc. s’ L»ne
,
.ogXt
X
nlcjc: pX ^ne .iiTeq^© naoi ioimA
” X'seo'pnoo a al noiP iaonoo ci lorjcT.s HA
gg'.i^Ea 3:v!:^- sn r^ - ii
as fi-3ni^9L ed nc ealTctTriTon noaiJc'XT.e:' erfT
aaa eirIT” .as;. ni5a<'/ffx’Ta? Grf.t no suxTsoTcd seorii'
to do 'STta v'B >T?j 3 to j^nXecIone HO'it e^Iubst
t'srXiio »aT ennelal lo nisric ^ yd cai-cC ofitnelr-i-' eri^
i?Ie'.'5:eno 7 nX ~e”i^ coonx'L ©ilc to jrftTOi: rjcrt
01'
" . '\,iTo:iUi. nx ofii':\ rT ot acxt>xt:. rr^i-'Cv; ni
A OoTLi. 4 .od/jL a.t a 5 to let ono.iX lo faenrel
,
"ncXqo'iT nj3-: iTs*ii/» erit tc eaJ; " fina scnorjo^! erfT’ {!)
. q , "-ToroTo'?
6to the United States as the result of the Spanish
American War. The Virgin Islands were bought by
the United States from Denmark. Over Cuba the
United States exercises a sort of supervision and
a larger supervision over Santo Domingo and Haiti.
Thus the Caribbean is an American lake, although
Great Britain owns Jamaica and has both a military
and a naval base there." (1)
III - THE SPANISH WEST INDIES DEFINED
In this paper I shall deal with the
Spanish West Indies only. The term includes the
islands of Cuba, Puerto Rico and Santo Domingo.
IV - SPAIN IN THE NEW WORLD
I believe it impossible to write in detail
about the development of these islands without giving
long and careful consideration to the part played by
Spain in their early history.
In this connection, it is exasperating to
note that most historians are unwilling to give Spain
the credit due her for her early efforts in spreading
Christianity and civilization in the New World. Many
(1) "The Romance and Rise of the American Tropics"
Samuel Crowther, p. 2.
rin^rtfiqE lo SLuzei edi sb bsSlnV ®rtf otf
9T;ew p.f3nj3j[8l cisTiV Qilf . ibW naoiisniA
srf^ BdL'O *i9v0 .:-I'^Bflic3C laoi^ BBSa;tc bB^taV edt
JtniB uci siviaqi/a cTioe e ssaicTexs p.eafi^S lis^ial!
.l^lflF bna cjknxiio I cxtna^ zero no^abvzequa i»ST£l b
ri3uorfXIa e9j<Bl nfcclisffi;. aJt nasddizsO adi surlT
‘Tifitiilci B 8Bii f»nB Poi:s = .BT» an wo rJ.Bd’i'iS ^aezO
(I) ”.a'£9rft Bajtd iBYfjn a bna
agic&:i T&sy 2KT - iii
9x1^ ri^lw Ib© 6 IlBrfB I legeq alA^ nl
an^- a6£»uIonl nnet erfT .Yinc soibnl ifainaq?
. oj}xii;rro(I oinnZ Ins ooJtF ^&duO lo eficiBlei
'ly-C/^. \S7ii 3HT KI - TI
Ijtfiuai) nl ell'll cl sXc'laEO 11 evsliscf I
;^nlv-i^ ijLiCifll’sf enoBlai seerfl 'to faeaizo Isve b edf tuocfs
rd bovsiq 1^ cq aril ol nollH-'ier ii'i'C c Ii.'^e'CBO bns snoi
.v^xolEirl Tlexll nl rlsqa
cl srtllETsqisBx© zl tl ,noxlo9nrfoo slril nl
ni?q£ ©'‘‘IS ol ^llllwni/ ©tb an£ tTOlalx*! Seem SsdS elon
3nlBpi#ncrE ai eSzo'^Je ylras rod 'to“t Z'jA sub Sitazo eifS
TCitsU .ciTor weT-r adl nl ncllBsillYio Sns Insl laiirfC
^BOiqon- JiBOizemA adJ xO ©cl^ be b eonamoR sdT** (I)
.2
.q ,*ra£ll?:“orrC Xoi/nsS
7of them have been virulent and bitter, and notoriously
unjust, in their criticism of Spanish colonization,
forgetting that "the Spaniards built the first
cities, schools and churches", that "they brought
the first printing presses and made the first
books", that "they wrote the first dictionaries,
histories, and geography", that "they transplanted
here some of the best attributes of the Old World
civilization generations before the Pilgrims landed
at Plymouth Rock and three Spanish universities in
the New World were rounding out a century of cultural
existence before Harvard College was founded". (1)
It is gratifying, therefore, to find one
or two historians i4io look impartially upon the
country ^ich, in the history of nations, stands
foremost as the discoverer, conqueror and colonizer
of new lands.
"Whatever may be said of the men who, moved
principally by the restless spirit of adventure which
was the dominant characteristic of that period, dis-
covered and conquered the New World", says Arturo
Cuyas (2), "the paternal solicitude and care of the
(1) "Bulletin, Pan American Union", October ,1935, p.768
(2) "The New Constitutional Laws for Cuba", p. 11.
l8L(CtTotoa fjns e'raJJid baa nead ^»*/ad iJiortr
t fTCl^diiiaoIoo to r^Bloli-J:r£o tierf? nl
^B'Tlt Bd7 efj'ialneqG Jsilit cre^io'i
v+nrufoTG vpriJ^ ^ari? , "serioTudo has eloodoe
dGJlt edii' sbsm tuxi aeeeeiq d'e'iH mi
^7*' iTiJXiOi:tr 26 ari^J e^oiw ,”82icca'
6i5v'tr:eI\Dr:L'i+ \od^*" ^aiit friB .aei-xo^alil
61'rc'' 6X0 edJ lo sa^ucfXi^-^s tsad adJ’ lo ©ecs enad
bebaaL z iL'zsJil i otid’ ©rro'lad RnoX?F*T9r.e3 floidfisiXIrio
nt 23 Its 3’Ltr’ a<f rfein©qa ©sxrld Lne >iooF sltjjoiz^l^ is
jBTU^Xro *2 0 s ^:xo 3nX6nGoT MtoF wel' 9rf:t
(.(} .’’ieSnrol ebw ©saXIoO bievipj’ emoted ©o.TeJ'aXx©
aao :d
,
©i cl ©t:© ,3:.a''c1X?bt3 eX i-I
3ri.+ ficqi. ^col odsr enalzota td ovt 'xo
ab.'ifide jBnoXcfsn lo xried'aXri oiiJ^ ni ,doi.d^ ^*3^^111/00
'rrsXncIco onti loiairpn^x ,Te'ra7cc£XD ed^ zz ^eomeiol
.s6nBl wan Ic
boTOi^ jOdr nara ©/if bias cd y/ua Tcvata/fv?”
doXdw 9Ti/dn©Tbe lo ;fi*tiqs saaXf?. c/jt yd yllacionX'rq
-p 2'- ,fioXT©q lo oXJeXieiosTadc druscXisob ed^ S8^.<r
O'Tt J'iA aycB row '^ai: ©dd berstrpnoo bus bersTOc
adt to ©Tao bdB ©arJXoJtloe lanTe^sq ©rf**" ^(S) E-iycO
.q ,2SGXtT©dr.vO0 ,”iioinIf n^oiiaBL*- na*! (X)
.XI
.q j’^adt'O 1 cl e'^sJ lencidn^l^eiicO wsH ©dT^ (S)
8Crown (Spain) and its Councilors for the welfare
of the subjugated Indians were made evident by wise
laws, ?4iich stand as a monument of early civilization
in America.
”An eminent Cuban Autonomist, Senor Rafael
M. Labra, for many years a Representative from Cuba
in the Spanish Cortes, in his critical ^History of
Colonization*, frankly admits that *by framing the
famous Laws of the Indies, Spain justly laid claim
to an enduring civilization, and to the foremost
place among the great colonizing nations of modern
times* ”
"No attempt shall be made here to excuse,
palliate or condone the heinous deeds of some of the
men who first set foot in America”, says this impartial
historian. "Taken by themselves, they should be
strongly condemned, but such individual misdeeds
should not be imputed to the whole Spanish nation,
nor be made the only salient feature of early
Spanish colonization.
"It should be remembered that *it was in
the very year of the discovery of America that the
Spaniards, in the conquest of Granada, had finished
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9their ei^t centuries of continuous war for wresting
their proud country from the invading Moors, This
war had made every Spaniard a fighter and every
infidel an enemy exempted from all tolerance and
mercy’
.
"If we are to be guided by strict logic,
it would be difficult to condemn the Spaniards for
the mere act of conquering Mexico without involving
in the same condemnation our own forefathers, who
crossed the ocean and overran the territory of the
United States, with small regard for the proprietary
rights of Algo nqu ins or Iroquois, or red men of any
sort ,
”
John Carter, in his "Conquest, America’s
Painless Imperialism" (1), writes as follows:
"Spain rapidly acquired, through discovery
and conquest, a great colonial empire in the Western
Hemisphere, It has long been fashionable to sneer
at the Spaniards as bad colonists; yet it is note-
worthy that the Spanish-American colonies held
their allegiance a full century longer than the
British colonies. Before dismissing the Spaniards
as incompetent, it is also advisable to note that
(1) Page 22
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alone of European nations, they have succeeded in
imposing their civilization on alien and Oriental
races. Long after Spanish rule over America
teminated, Spanish civilization, culture, language,
and religion remained to attest the permanence of
the Spanish conquest,
"Spain* s engines of empire were two-fold:
the Poman Catholic faith, a moral idea, and the
Spanish system of municipal home rule, a physical
(political?) technique. The colonies were under
the direct supervision of the Council of the Indies,
vhich nominated both the temporal and spiritual
authorities of New Spain. Spanish rule in America
was thus a diarchy, much of the burden of administra-
tion being borne by the Church. The colonial
municipalities (1) enjoyed extensive powers,
electing a majority of their own magistrates.
They even had some authority over the surrounding
country. The fine traditions of Spanish urban
(1) "The Spanish ’municipio*, like the New England
township, includes the surrounding territory. The
centre of administration is the ’pueblo* or *poblacion*,
while the minor divisions or ’barrios* correspond to
the ’suburbs* or ’undeveloped sections’. County
government, in the American sense, does not exist,
but its functions are divided between the municlpio’
and the central (Colonial or national) authorities."
Dr. M. K. Donaldson’ s "notes". (See page 164).
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CHAPTER ONE
CUBA (1)
I - HISTORY
Cuba, "the most beautiful island that
human eyes ever beheld", was discovered by Columbus
in 1492. (2). It was settled in 1511 by Diego
Columbus, son of Christopher, who founded Santiago
in 1514, and in 1519 the present city of Havana was
established. This settlement soon became the fore-
most town in the Island and the center of government.
It is worth while mentioning here that "in spite of
the typically cruel government exercised from the
first", this colony remained until 1898 the "Ever
Faithful Isle".
(1) Cuba has borne successively the names of Juana,
in honor of Prince John, son of Ferdinand and
Isabella; Fernandina, Santiago, and Ave Ifaria,
coming back finally to the aboriginal name,
"Cuba".
(2) "Providence works in strange ways. There
seems to be no doubt that the flight of a flock
of land birds, in conjunction with the discontent
of his crews, diverted Columbus' course so that
he first sighted and landed upon an insignificant
island (the island called by the natives Guanahani,
renamed by Columbus San Salvador, The Savior),
instead of upon the Florida coast to which Spain
would then have had first claim as discoverer
with all the consequences ensuing. Throu^ that
turn southward Spain gained Cuba and San Domingo,
and lost North America." Grose "Advance in the
Antilles", pp.7-9.
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The Spaniards reduced the natives to
slavery, and by the middle of the sixteenth century
the race was almost extinct. (1) This required the
introduction of negroes from Africa. Havana was
destroyed by the French in 1534 and again in 1554
and was captured by the Dutch in 1624, but it was
immediately restored and thereafter was repeatedly
the prey of filibusters and pirates.
During the 18th century Cuba was exploited
by a line of vicious and oppressive governor generals,
but after the Seven Years* War (2) during which En^and
had captured the island only to return it to Spain
in 1763 (3), prosperity ruled and the resources of
(1) There may be some exaggeration in the narratives
about the cruel way in which the Spaniards treated the
Indians, but tradition says that when Chief Hatuey,who
tried to defend his little territory, fell into
Velasquez* s hands, .the governor had him burnt alive
as a punishment. During his torture the noble chief
was asked if he would not profess the faith that his
soul might go to heaven. He asked in turn if any
Spaniards would be there, and when told that they
would, he said: **I prefer hell to heaven if there
are Spaniards in heaven**.
(2) 1756-1763. Austria, France, Russia, Sweden and
Saxony against Prussia.
(3) **Cuba was invaded and conquered by the British
in 1762. 2,300 American soldiers aided in that victory.
That was a crisis in Cuban history. On what slight
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Cuba were developed. (1) The island was attractive
to American statesmen > especially those of the South
as a field for the extension of slavery, and it was
the secret ambition of many American presidents to
gain control of it by purchase. Finally, in 1848
hinges a people’s destiny scmetimes seems to swing!
Had it not resulted in the course of treaty making
the following year that Cuba was restored to Spain
by England, how different the history of the island
would have been! The religious and social life of
the people would have been changed as radically as
the political status and rule."
Grose "Advance in the Antilles", p.l3.
(1) "In 1777 there came a new era bright with promise,
Spain gave Cuba an independent colonial administration
under a Captain General, This lasted as long as the
Liberal Government did in Spain, and during the first
quarter of the 19th centuiy Cuba enjoyed its golden
age of government. Something like a provincial
legislature was established, a militia was organized,
advisory boards and committees discussed public
questions, the press was free and Cuba sent delegates
to the Spanish Cortes or Parliament, But in 1825
was issued the famous Royal Order of tyrannical
Ferdinand TTI of Spain, which became Cuba’s only
constitution until revolutions had drenched the
island with blood. This order clothed the Captain
General with the fullest powers and made absolute
despotism of the worst kind possible."
Grose "Advance in the Antilles", p. 15,
"In 1808 when Napoleon deposed the reigning
Bourbons, the Cuban p rovine ial council resolved
unanimously to preserve the allegiance of the Island
to the legitimate dynasty and Ferdinand VII was
proclaimed King, European events were fast tying
Napoleon’s hands, or this bold action might have
called down his wrath upon Cuba, even as the heroic
career of Tous saint Louverture had drawn it down
upon Santo Domingo. For such an act of loyalty
Cuba came to be known as the ’ever faithful isle’."
"History of all Nations", Vol,XX, p.l29.
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President Polk offered $100,000,000 to Spain but
it was refused. In 1854 eminent American ministers
to Great Britain, France and Spain
,
among vihom was
James Buchanan (1), united in drawing up the Ostend
Manifesto which urged the United States to annex
Cuba by force if Spain refused to sell it. Nothing
came of these efforts. This manifesto, ntfiile drawn
up at the direction of President Pierce, turned out
to be a document of the pro-slavery party. It was
not approved in the United States.
In the meantime, the people of Cuba were
striving to abolish slavery and to gain their inde-
pendence. Many insurrections occurred, notably those
of 1849 and 1854 which thou^ causing great suffering
accomplished little. Finally in 1868 began a ten
year struggle which extorted from the Spanish govern-
ment the promise of liberal government, representation
in the Spanish Parliament and encouragement of
industry. (2). These promises, however, were
(1) Later fifteenth president of the United States,
1856-1860.
(2) "When Queen Isabella in 1865 asked Cuban delegates
to present their grievances to a Rojral Commission, these
were their requests: (a) The establishment of a constitu-
tional insular government; (b) freedom of the press;
(c) ri^t of petition and assanbly; (d) the right of
Cubans to hold office in Cuba, and (e) Cuban representa-
tion in the Cortes."
Grose "Advance in the Antilles", p. 18.
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partly kept and discontent increased until 1895
Tdien the last great rebellion broke out. • Spain
sent General Campos to the island to suppress the
rebellion but the insurgents, under Gomez, Maceo
and Garcia continued to gain success and by
guerrilla warfare, completely checked the efforts
of the Spanijah soldiery to pacify the island.
"Governor General Campos, the most
I)e aceful and kindly ruler ever sent by Spain to
Cuba," says Grose in the previously quoted "Advance
in the Antilles" (1), "had come bearing the olive
branch of peace. He was authorized to promise the
reforms asked for in case hostilities ceased, namely:
(a) . The political and administrative organization
of Cuba;
(b) . Pardon for political offenses;
(c) . Freedom of persons under indictment;
(d) . Amnesty for deserters;
(e) . The emancipation of the coolies and slaves
serving in the rebel ranks; and
(f) . Free transportation for those desirous of
leaving the island."
"General Martinez Campos had won over the
Cubans by an elaborate scheme of administrative and
fineincial reform, but these reforms were highly
(1) Page 20
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disapproved of by the Conservatives in Spain and
Campos was unable to persuade the Reactionary Party
to keep faith with the Cubans. After months of
bitter debates and personal attacks in which the
Cuban cause was lost to view in a cloud of recrimi-
nations, Campos made way for Canovas liio, knowing
the feeling in the country refused to consider the
projects for Cuban autonomy. In the end the
promises made to the Cubans were all broken.” (1)
Campos was succeeded by Weyler ^o under-
took such savage measures that sympathy was aroused
for the Cubans throu^out the world, and especially
in the United States. Cuba in the meantime had
frequently requested the United States to interfere
in its behalf and the time seemed opportune for such
interference when an American warship, the Maine, was
destroyed in Havana harbor February 15, 1898, by some
mysterious cause which the American people believed
to be known to Spain. In this tremendous explosion,
nearly 300 men were killed or wounded. "To disbelieve
the telegraphed messages of condolence from General
(1) "History of All Nations", Vol. XX, page 128
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Blanco and from the Queen Regent of Spain would
show a lack not only of courtesy but of poor
judgment. The Spanish government had lost
$100^000 in Cuba. It was on the verge of
bankruptcy. It hardly knew where to go in
Europe to borrow another peseta. Is it likely,
then, to have been eager for a war with the United
States? But whatever may be the true e3q)lanation
of this mystery, it can hardly be seriously main-
tained that the destruction of this battleship was
of itself justification for going to war. (1) The
causes which impelled the United States to war on
this occasion were of two kinds, the one eminently
discreditable, the other eminently creditable.
\^en a great people is impelled to so serious an
enterprise as war we may be certain that there are
selfish causes at work as well as disinterested ones.
There is the average politician eager to be on what
he believes the popular side; there is the prospect
of appointments to be made to the multitude of new
places to be created and of large expenditures
(1) "Wisan has proved conclusively that the Spanish
American War was brought on as much to increase the
lagging circulation of a chain of newspapers, as to
defend American interests and to promote the welfare
of Cuba."
"The North American Review", September,
1935, page 327.
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involving contracts to be awarded to those who have
political influence. There were in the present
case troublescane issues such as the currency and the
protective tariff which mi^t be shelved for a short
time and perhaps find their solution in the new
exigencies of international conflict. There were
the burning questions of Civil Service Reform and
of Municipal mi sgovernment which could be brushed
aside in the sweep of patriotic emotion. All these
naturally rendered the political leaders eager to
arouse popular passion and the two parties rivalled
each other in the cheap patriotism of hurrying the
nation into war. The attitudes assumed by the
great European powers at this juncture are worthy
of notice. Upon the continent of Europe the only
nation friendly to the United States seems to have
been Italy. The French showed such a strong sympathy
with Spain that Americans in Paris were subjected to
frequent insults at hotels and on the streets. It
has been suggested that this attitude of the French
may have been due to the fact that so many of the
Spanidi bonds were held in their country. The
hostility of the Germans, Thich was less strongly
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pronounced, was thought to have some discernible
connection with tariffs and sausages. A few half
smothered grunts from the Russian bear seemed to
indicate lack of sympathy with us, not wholly un-
connected, perhaps, with the fact that American
interests in the Pacific Ocean seemed to be becoming
visibly identical with Japanese. On the other hand,
the attitude of Great Britain was so cordial that it
at once tied the hands of the continental powers.
But for this, it is not unlikely that France mi^t
have interfered counting upon the support of Russia,
as well as of Austria, vtiose sympathy for the Spaniards
Was’ . chiefly due to an alliance between the dynasties. (1)
But any such intervention was liable to open the
door for an alliance between the United States and
Great Britain, something which none of the continental
powers were willing to see. Thus when war was
declared on the 21st of April the United States and
Spain were left confronting one another and the issue
of any conflict between the twD could not possibly be
doubtful. So great indeed was the disparity of
(1) The marriage of Juana La Loca (The Mad),
daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella, with
Philip of Habsburg, son of the emperor Maximilian,
brought the Austrian dynasty to Spain.
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force as to leave little room for military glory
in the victoiy of the United States and little room
for shame in the defeat of Spain.” (1) Yet, "most
Americans then felt that only heroism and luck
combined could win. We (the Americans) were badly
scared and saw Spanish spies behind every bush. "(2)
A - THE AimiCAN INTYRTENTION
By the Treaty of Paris, December 10, 1898,
Spain relinquished all sovereignty over Cuba. The
United States temporarily occupied the island. A
constitutional convention was called in 1901, and a
constitution was adopted (3), including a special
(1) "History of All Nations", Vol. XXIII, pp. 352-353.
(2) Professor?!, H. Donaldson’s "Notes".
(3) Summarizing the dociment as a whole, the Cuban
Constitution establishes: (a) A republican form of
government; (b) Religious liberty with separation
of church and state; (c) universal suffrage; (d)
popular election of senators; (e) general state
control of education.
(See "The New Constitution", Page
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amendment known as the Platt Amendment (1) proposed
by the Congress of the United States to guarantee
that the government should never enter into any
treaty with a foreign power which would impair the
independence of the island; that it should not
assume any debt for the payment of which it could
not provide; that the United States could interfere
to preserve the independence of the island or to
protect life, property or individual liberty; and
that the United States be given certain coaling and
naval stations. (2)
In December, 1901, the first president was
elected in the person of Thomas Estrada Palma and on
ITay 20, 1902, the United States formally withdrew.
In 1906 an insurrection broke out headed
by a defeated candidate for president. The Cuban
amy was powerless and social order in some provinces
was almost destroyed. The United States, therefore.
(1) ”Latin Americans believe that we (the United
States) betrayed Cuba when we fought for her freedom
and then bound her hand and foot by the Platt Amendment,
We really had fought, so they asserted, not to free
Cuba from Spain, but to free her from her European
bonds so as to ensnare her in our own.”
”The North American Review”,September ,1935,p 25
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interfered and sent a commission headed by Hon.
H. Taft (1), Secretary of War, to the island. This
commission tried to reconcile the opposing factions
but without success. President Palma resigned and
the Cuban Congress failed to elect a successor.
Thereupon Secretary Taft Issued a proclamation
placing the republic under military government , and
under the control of the United States, order was
immediately restored. The United States government
in again assuming control of the island made it
very plain that the control would continue only
until the people of Cuba were again in condition
to proceed peaceably with the new election and the
government could be transferred to the officials
thus chosen. A national election was held in
Novonber 14, 1908, and General Jose Miguel Gomez
was chosen president. On January 13, 1909, President
Gomez was inauga rated. On January 13 the United
May 31, 1935. This treaty superseded that of May
22, 1903 and abandoned the right of the United States
to intervene in the internal affairs of Cuba under the
so-called Platt Amenc3ment. Under the authority of
this treaty the United States had intervened on five
occasions." "The World Almanac", 1935, pp. 628-28.
"Cuba was probably foolish to give up the Platt
Amendment. It tied America securely to her — which
the new arrangement does not.” M. H. Donaldson.
(1) Later the 27th president and tenth chief justice
of the United States.
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States troops began to withdraw and in April the
last detachment departed leaving the Cuban
republic again under control of its own govern-
ment.
Trouble occurred again over the elections
of November, 1916, T^en M. G. Menocal, the conservative
candidate, was chosen president. The opposition
party under the leadership of ex-president Gomez
revolted and in February 1918 seized Santiago de
Cuba, the capital city of Oriente. In March
Commander Belknap, head of American Naval Affairs
at Santiago landed 400 American marines to protect
American interests and to support the Cuban govern-
ment in the reestablishment of order. The revolt
subsided and Monocal took the oath of office on
May 20
.
B - THE MACHADO REGIME
General Gerardo Machado, elected president
of Cuba May 20, 1925, and re-elected for a term of
six years in November, 1928, was ousted August 12,
1933, after facing violent political opposition and
armed rebellion for over four years during 's^ich
terrorism had been matched with terrorism.
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"Machado, who had few scruplus and knew
that politics was an industry," wrote the "North
American Review" on September, 1935 (1), "sought by
every means fair or foul to keep himself and his
coterie in power. He used the army, the porra,
foreign loans and other devices to eliminate his
opponents and to keep his pocket lined with loyalty-
producing gold. His technique was barbarous. Men
and boys were killed, exiled, castrated and mutilated.
Schools and labor unions were closed or dissolved.
Much of the hatred heaped on Machado’s head was
caused by the alleged support which he received
from the American State Department, for his backing
by American banks and for the Platt Amenc3ment which
theoretically precluded a successful revolution
against him. In this way he became a symbol not
only of his own villany but of an immoral toperialism
which backed him."
A prominent American writer, Walter Lippman,
gives the following summary of events in Cuba before
1933; (2)
"Political unrest had been simmering in
Cuba for several years. An uprising against the
(1) Page 325.
(2) "The United States in World Affairs", 1933, p.l72
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government of President Gerardo Machado in August,
1931, had been qiiickly suppressed, but none of the
grievances underlying it had been removed. Instead,
the government resorted to new repressive measures
which added to the existing discontent. The opposition
then changed its tactics from propaganda and secret
agitation to acts of terrorism, and the government
struck back with equal violence*
"The University of Havana and the normal
and high schools had been closed during political
disturbances in 1930, since the government regarded
them as centers of disaffection, and had not been
pemitted to reopen. Faculty members and former
students of these institutions were conspicuous
opponents of the Machado regime. There was also
strong opposition from a secret organization known
as the ABC, composed largely of young men not
previously affiliated with older political groups.
The ABC favored an extremely nationalistic policy
and was hostile to American influence. It also
demanded the division of the large sugar estates
into small independent holdings.
"President Machado had an active organization
of his own, called by his opponents ”E1 Partido de la Porra",
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or Party of the Bludgeon, because of its resort to
strong-arm tactics. The Porra was actually a
secret police in the pay of the governruent. During
1932 and the first half of 1933 there were frequent
clashes between it and the ABC, and each accused
/
the other of ruthlessness and violence.
'^Back of this political turmoil lay a
decade of economic deter iorat ion. .. .The consequent
pressure on the standard of living and the increasing
privation were powerful factors in producing political
unrest. But the dominating influence at the moment
was the unpopularity of the Machado regime. Opposition
had been gaining steadily since the constitutional
change's of 1927-28 had made it possible for the President
to succeed himself for a new six-year term. In 1933
his government maintained a rigorous censorship of
the press. It had filled the jails with political
prisoners who were subject to trial by courts-martial.
Many political prisoners had been killed, with the
subsequent explanation that they had resisted arrest
or had attwipted to escape. Such methods had alienated
conservatives and radicals alike. Practically the
only elements still loyal to the government were the
soldiers and sailors, the police, and most of the
office-holders It was evident that Machado
^
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could hold his position only so long as his troops
remained loyal. They were not long in showing
that they had shifted sides. On August 11
officers of the army seized the forts in the
vicinity of Havana and demanded the President’s
resignation by noon of the following day. Leaders
of this coup d’etat declared that their only purpose
was to prevent American intervention, which they
believed President Machado intended to provoke.
At dawn on the 12th, President Machado departed
secretly from Havana to his country estate, and on
the afternoon of the same day left by airplane for
Nassau, Before his departure he asked the Cuban
Congress for ’a simple leave of absence’, so as to
legalize the selection of Dr. de Cespedes as President
pro tern. But to this he added: ’my resignation is
hereby to take effect in due course’. The petition
was unanimously approved.”
Shortly after Machado’s fli^t, Carlos
Manuel de Cespedes became provisional president with
a coalition cabinet and with the promise of elections.
He was promptly recognized by the United States.
But on September 4, through a mutiny in the army, the
irrepressible and inevitable eruption of the underlying
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revolution took place. President Cespedes was
overthrown and the left wing students of the University
and others took over the government with the popular
professor of /Anatomy, Doctor Ramon Grau San Martin,
at their head. He was not recognized. (1) . ”A
cordon of 29 American battleships soon encircled
Cuba and this man who had had no follo\'dng, became
a popular hero. He had bucked the American State
Department; he had defied its authority and had
overthrown a government al lodged to have been ’made
in the American Embassy*. Prolonged lack of American
recognition, however, ruined Grau. Yet his administra
tion, according to Hudson Strode, to the eleven
American scholars who wrote the Foreigi Policy
Association report on Cuba, to Carleton Beals, to
Earnest Gruening, to Hubert Herring and to a host of
others, it was the first ’truly Cuban government in
Cuban history*, the ’only one which struck at
Communism at its roots’. He resigned and on
January 18, 19 34, Colonel Carlos Mendieta became
the provisional president of Cuba.” (2)
(1) ”Under-Secretary of State Sumner Wells fought
the Grau Government every step of the way toward
social reform.” ’’The New Republic”, July 3,1935, p.216
(2) ”The North American Review”, September, 1935, p. 54
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J'a doxn^E doidvr on*:' ylnC adl , ’yio^eid aaduX)
no bne bsn^IaeT sH .‘fc^tooi ta ottilnixcinioO
STOiOoJ slsibne'’ scIisO IsnoIoO ,81 yTSAfnali
(S) ”.3di;0 lo ^aBbizoici XsnoxElvoiq 9d«
rri^jjol slXs ' x:ir!i!xii8 etsXa lo yrso siosr-isbnU” (I)
bTsr^c^ ysw edX lo qs^e yTsve ^•nsran'x© yoG j/S'tO sd:?
.ciXC^. j ,2£GI,5 ylirT, , " oXXdi/qoH isrsl'l adT*^ ’’.ijnolsT XsXooe
.xvc
.CT ,2 SGI ,iadma^q92 aeolieoA sii^oT! sdV (S)
C - THE ^fflNDIETA REGEffi
"In spite of improvement in the econonic
conditions in Cuba, the political and social situation
of the island has steadily decayed. Today the Cubans
find themselves more frustrated and balked than under
Machado. Directly and indirectly our policy (American)
is responsible. It is unnecessary to recite in detail
all that has taken place under Mendieta. Bombs and
terrorism increased. Constitutional guarantees were
suspended, first in Havana, then in the island as a
whole. For the first time in Cubans history a
military dictatorship, thou^ thinly veiled behind
a civilian government, slowly but surely has come
to dominate the island. At Camp Colombia, the very
astute and able former Sargeant and at present Colonel
Fulgencio Batista, holds the destiny of his country
in his hands. The army has been increased. Its
quarters have been improved. It receives one third
of the national budget for its maintenance, more than
^^20, 000, 000, while the schools have received less and
less support until there are neither pencils to write
with, nor benches for the students to sit on. In
March, 1935, just as the American State Department
had universally announced that certain critics of
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oiflBDncoa arJ* nl jTc ^aiBTc-iqml lo s^^lga nl^
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tna edm/^I .alelbnsri 'i^bnu aosXq ne^ta^. saxi IbiIJ lie
Si'ierr iPtBi/g iBnollirltlenoO .^eafieTcnl i£SB I'roTiel
li e/i .5r» lel arfd- nl nuril
,
2nersH nl latcl'l ^beaneqaue
c YT>lelrf 3’«G[yC ni ejiif lenll aril no"? .aloriw
oniraJ uoIIst yiniril r^jjcrfi j (iriE*rolfiwiill> ynellllfli
Q.aGO aari yJ 9*11; 2 fud yl^ole
,
InerinTevog neirivio
-ido ,Gld:noIoO qaaO lA . fcnolai eril slanlatob ol
Isixolor' j'ls' 9-^ 1b bfiB InBaS'fjsS ‘la/ncl elds bna ©li/lea
y-lnuco /ilrf lo ynlJnsn aril ^rMcri
,
Biel leg olonesIi/E
^11 . leEi^sT L^nl nsec' esd yi.i'rs arfT .ebnsri eiri ni
5tir: 1 sno r,;? vIgos’I II .bavc'rqflil nsed everi £'ZdlT*5ifp
iifir'J ©‘roG’. ,ec'-'ei2 .?ii.‘-. ijBiXit ell nox fe^.^sjd Xanollen eril to
6rr: 38S.: Isvjocsi ©VKfi E.:oori03 oril oXiriw ^OOCi^OOO,OSt
cl EilOiii?:’ laiill©.- e'i © r-naril litni; Inoqqx/e aeel
'-^1^- g 1 alnoLixlr Bril ‘'cy ?»riofi3d non ,riwlw
1: T7 t ii*? GlnaLnA aril ce lenr ,2561 ^rionaM
*10 r:i=«jTt:0 tBril BercJi/ciinB yllBenavlfn bed
.*1
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its policy were wrong in stating that there was
almost universal opposition to the Mendieta regime
and that actually only 10% of the Cubans opposed
Mendieta, practically every student and teacher in
the island walked out in a strike against conditions
in the schools, public employees left their jobs and
many labor unions did the same. The whole island
was tied up and !Tendieta began to totter. The strike
was put down by the use of the most repressive measures
ever employed in the history of Cuba. Twenty were
killed, 700 or more were imprisioned and as many more
had to flee for their life* Thus the social
revolution in Cuba has been frustrated. The moral
support of the American State Department is in no
small part responsible. This can have only one
result as far as the United States is concerned;
Anti-Americanism growth in Cuba. How this will
affect more than one billion dollars of American
money invested in the Island, only time will tell,” (l)
Why, then, we may ask, has he not been
overthrown? The following article, taken from
"Current History”, August, 1935 (g), is the reply:
(1) ”The North American Review”, September ,1935, p,54
(2) Pages 526-27.
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"President Carlos Mendieta and Colonel
Ful 0Bnclo Batista have ruled Cuba for 18 months
without benefit of constitution. There had been
no sanblance of constitutional order since August
12, 1933, irtien Gerardo Machado fled in airplane.
The Congress #iich did his bidding also fled, went
to jail, or dropped out of si^t. Now at last Cuba
again has a constitution. On June 11 the original
constitution of 1901 was resurrected and signed by
President Mendieta and the members of his cabinet
and the Council of State. The instrument under
which Cuba will again achieve constitutional status
includes provision for general elections in December
and legalizes the National Sanctions Court, a military
tribunal which has apportioned death sentences to
political dissenters with rather lavish hand. The
promise of the restoration of constitutional procedure
evoked little enthusiasm on the island. Cynical
memories of previous constitutional regimes and profound
distrust of the present rulers dominate vdiatever there is
of a public mind. Cubans close to the government aver
that enthusiasm for the constitution centers in the
American Embassy and that but for the Ambassador,
Jefferson Caffery, Cuba would continue in its extra-
loncXcO ixiB aclis^ J’ne/)
arfJccfli 81 loJ: adi/O fieii-T ev £d clcn-i^lLrl
ctjod t'F.d sTorfl lo Jjtl&noci &uijdtlfr
faiJ^jJA 9 onlB leXTO lanox^^i/dideaco eoneldrcec on
.snslqiic n* do It obBdofi!^ oMbisO nsifR^ ,5591
i-nsw (Di'Il obIb j^riX'Cid eld olb dolrifj seetiis^oC erfT
ad?:; yB woH “to ^L'C 5&qqo‘if) 10
l6iii?i*io en^ 1 1 c-"' .noidc^itenoo s aari nxese
vcf feeusiE feiiD tsj-cr^'TTLnBsi eav? X09I lo aoXtDd i^enoo
ifanldao siri Ic siednism eifj’ ^ne adeltnsM
T&bni: jTD.Tjrrl Efit onT . lo XlonDoO ©rf? ftna
BD^bS's I an: 1 no 0 oveXnoB nXis^a IIIt/ acfxrO doir&r
'rodMeood til nnciJcsIe LeTono^ lo'l noi p.iroTr aebyioni
Y^rJ’ilX 'u B jj*rj/o- BiT': csS larol i’SH eriu bssIIbsoX bus
c;? aeona^nss d?3sf JbsnoiJ'roqqB, sfiff rioidw iBaudlnt
9:11 . xici’/al 'lenljs:: fl^iw aneJr'oseii) leoi^’lloq
aii/bsoo^q iBBoi .tjjj- xdan 00 I0 noi^eiod’?. 9T sd^ 'lo saxracrrq
Isoin^C .bnalsb od^ no maalBUdSae elS;lil besio^ro
Dnyoloiq bae aeaiis®- iBnol ^oJ-icfanoc BDOiTeiq Xo eelrocsm
si 9Ted^ 'leva^^ifr e;lBnlt3ob g’iqIu'X ^neearrq edt ?;o dsin^aib
*r6V£ ^neimTBTT-a^ eri^ Ou esoXo anaduO . Xfiiai olXduq b 1o
sriJ fix BTadiieo siclfjj&ltsiiCD od? ic1 iisBBip.trrflns dsri?
,TOtD3EBdiiiA ed^ iiOi Jbns Yeascf-oS nsoliafiiA
-L"T;tx9 atX nX auni^nco bluow adnO tT:’T©l‘l50 noa'rel'lsL
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constitutional way for a good while to come. Not
many Cubans believe that the United States proposes
to keep hands off. They are convinced that as long
as American citizens own the bulk of the productive
wealth of the island, the liiited States will whenever
Cuba shows signs of again being disorderly, force the
island into good behavior throu^ military or diplomatic
intervention. They believe that the only way in ^ich
Cuba can scape American domination is by being good —
that is, by being constitutional. This is the
argument which impels many of them to shout, with
muffled enthusiasm, for the constitution and the
elections scheduled for December."
About Mendieta’s regime, it is interesting
to note what two other North American papers have to
say:
"The new president Mendieta was the head of
the Nationalist Union, a minor offshoot of the Machado
Liberal Party. Included in the new set-up were the
thoroughly discredited Menocal conservatives, out of
power for over 14 years and the Jose Mariano Gomez
group of greedy job hunters — also an offshoot of
the Machado liberal party. The fourth element in
to:' .aiaco allrlw 5oc3 e ‘lot ranciJi'^i terror
sanccTotcr Ee;;3jc bsolnU etit tedt evallsd ansJL'C
snol 3B f)6orttvnoo sriB YSffT .I'J’o EJbnarf o;?
evJt^^oL'ScTq 9dt Jo ^luo' edt cwo anayiuio iieoiiemA ee
tarsnsfft? I Tiw EetatQ baJlifJ .ferifilai arft lo rftiBsw
sdt fftriQj j" [TahiCB x6 r^€ii©G cIb^b Jo eagle ewoife BcfyO
itacolqib ic *3:civari©d boos bnelel
jloii% ni Jsdt sveilod * .no t^nsy^xTe ;i:i
— Loos gnlod YO ro id’s/rimol) aBci'iersA sqBOs bbo ftcfjjO
edt el eld"^ .l?c:ci:^viLteiiLO sniarf
rf;ti\T ^trcria ms/lcf to aleqfflx doixfw taeaiigii^
edt bas co Itut itenoo adJ lot ^uRBluidtae beXt"x''i
”. .:cdrri3oea "ct brliibBrfOB enoiioale
Si^x-taa'ie^nx el tl ,3:.drkerx p'stolbnsK tuodk
oi sv&d eieqeq ri£cl'\em.\ rf^troT-l lerf^'o cvt ted^ etoa ot
: YBB
to bcsd edt eei: stell'sisK drtej&isoTq wen sifT”
cb*'rlf e:' odt to ^oorlett o icalj b tCOintJ ^slLsnoi^By^ edt
edt ij'ier cu-tes wen oiit ax bebirlonl iB'iedlJ
to tuo f&eYltBvzearcv l^ooae ' bsj IbErzoetb YJ^'J^-^orroift
jieaioC onexTBM eaoZ odt has ea^ey >X levo ict lewoq
Ic ^^ocfielto OB 03 Ib -- enstnud dot quoTS
iii ^noBisIe ri^Tnot srfT , 'tiBq^ le'iedtZ obadosl' edt
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the new coalition was the ABC (!)• Thus with the
sympathy and encouragement of the American government,
the reins were handed over to the old crowd and all
the real partisans of new Cuba were shoved into the
discard. The Mendieta government began a tempestuous
career. Opposition worse than ever Machado knew
soon wrecked Mendieta* s government fran without. He
was faced by over twenty major strikes. Three of
them were general strikes. 2,500 bombs went off
with numerous deaths and injuries. One attempt was
made to assassinate Mendieta, three to assassinate
Batista. Fifteen army plots were suppressed. Martial
law has had to be invoked in the sugar regions for the
entire harvest period. (2). In the turmoil every
(1) This party was organized by Dr. Antonio Cuiteras,
"the only truly noble figure in all these struggles",
according to "The Nation", August 7, 1935. This man,
the most brilliant and feared member of the Grau Cabinet
and the most dangerous foe of the Mendieta-Bati sta
regime, after the expulsion of Grau from the presidency,
broke with his former chief. Later he was credited
with complicity in the kidnap of Eutemio Falla Bonet,
member of a prominent Machadista family for whose release
a ransom of $300,000 was paid. A detachment of the
army cornered and shot Guiteras near Mat anzas on May
8, 1935, just as he was preparing to scape to the
United States.
(2) "Cubans fight for the fun of it, the way many
of us WDuld like to." M. H. Donaldson.
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effort has been made by us (the United States) to
sustain the Mendie ta- Batista regime. Its prompt
recognition was the first step. The recent commercial
arrangements have also helped it to weather various
storms. .. .The present regime in Cuba has blocked every
reform and has no plan. The new opposition movement
in Cuba will prove more determined and less compromising
than before. The Cuban people have been awakened by
recent struggles. They have learned to fight for
their rights.” (1)
"The Mend i eta Government
^
which was set up
as a Government acceptable to the United State s» if
( 2 )
not to "the Cuban people," said "The Nation", /"is today
the narrowest, most unpopular clique that has ever
governed Cuba, narrower by far than that of Machado.
Every political expression of Young Cuba has been
routed, their leaders jailed, exiled, murdered."
President Wendleta and his cabinet on
February 4 signed a new constitution, as President
Grau San Martin had abrogated on September 14, 1933,
the original constitution of 1901 which de Cespedes
(1) "The New Republic," July 3, 1935, page 216
•
(2) August 7, 1935, page 152.
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had declared in force in place of the so-called
Machado constitution. This guaranteed personal
rights, habeas corpus,, free assembly and free
press, full woman suffrage and provided for the
election of delegates to a constituent assanbly
before December 31, 1934, which eliminated the
death penalty. On April 12 provisions were written
restricting the jurisdiction of military courts to
military cases and permitting confiscation of property
of officials who had misappropriated public funds.
D - UNIQUE COrTTRAST IN THE ERA OF CUBAU HigTORY
In concluding this summary of the development
of the Cuban government, I quote at length from ’’The
History of Cuba” (1):
’’The era of Cuban history ^ich embraced
part of the 17th, the 18th and part of the 19th centuries
presents a striking and almost unique contrast to the
customary course of human affairs. The normal order
of civic development begins with the rise and confirma-
tion of nationality, and thence proceeds to international
relationships and cosmopolitan interests and activities.
Such was the record of other American states Tftiich grew
(1) Volume II, Pages 385-388
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up contemporaneously with Cuba, Such was notably the
course of the United States of North America, In
their colonial period they were intensely local,
parochial, in sentiment and spirit. In their
revolutionary era they began to manifest a national
entity. It was not until long after their establishment
of national independence that they fully realized
their international status,
”In Cuba the order was reversed. At first,
as a colony of triumphant and masterful Spain, the
island had neither national sentiment nor International
interests. In the second stage, however, it became a
pawn in the great international game vdiich was being
played- between declining Spain and her increasingly
powerful neighbors, actually for a time passing from
Spanish to British possession, and often being regarded
as likely to pass permanently into the hands of some
other power than Spain.
"These circumstances had a marked effect upon
the whole genius of the Cuban people. It gave them
international vision before they had learned to discern
themselves even as a potential nation. It gave them
a degree of cosmopolitanism such as few comparable
sri^ ri-;;-. .aojjO {i&i7f N:l€ii/oe: t^Tcqfas ^r; oo qu
qr .‘50 xt©-.lA “to eetif^f-r. jjetinU erfd* lo eeTiroo
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colonies have ever knom. It divorced them in
sentiment from the Mother Country to an exceptional
degree. They were made to feel that Spain meant
little or nothing to them. She had planted them, it
is true. But she had given them little cultivation,
little protection. She had looked to them for more
help for herself than she had herself given to them.
She was unable to save them from the danger of being
passed from hand to hand, from owner to owner.
”At the north, England had not governed her
Thirteen colonies well. (1) But she had at least
protected them. There had never been on their part
any fear that she would abandon them to some other
(1) The following contrast between Spanish and British
colonies is taken from Cuyas» ’’The New Constitutional
Laws for Cuba”, pages 17-20:
"Abundant material could be found in history to
prove that ’Spain cannot be denied the foremost place
among colonizing nations’. While Spain’s principal
aim was to teach religion and good morals to the
subjugated Indians, raising them to the level of
the conquerors, Portugal, Holland and Great Britain
for a long time considered their colonies only as
profitable markets andtosBBted the natives as slaves.
Long after Spain, under Charles V, had decreed the
freedom of the Indians and made them subjects of
Spain, with the same rights as the Spanish born,
the British introduced white slaves into America,
Tiio, as ’indented* and ’convict* servants were sold
at forty or fifty pounds per head. The Dutch were
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c5onqueror, or that they would be taken from her
by force, or sold or traded away. The British
colonists knew that in the lest emergency the whole
power of the^ United Kingdom would be exerted for
their protection. Yet even so they revolted
against misgovernment
,
and declared their
independence.
the first to introduce the African slave trade
into America in 1620, a curse which the British
extended later on to the West Indies.
financial Oppression of British colonists:
And as fbr financial oppression, never were the
subjects of Spain in the New World so heavily
and so unjustly taxed as were the British colonists
by the Navigation Acts, the creation of the Oriental
Companies, the bill of 1699 against woolens, and
other oppressive measures. The Declaration of
Independence of the thirteen colonies of North
America, with its lists of grievances, stands
as everlasting monument to the grasping, deaf
and blind cupidity of Great Britain.
^’There may have been men, viceroys and
governors, who have abused the power given them
by Spain to administer her laws in what was called
the Indies, but to the Spanish Monarchs and the
men who ruled the destinies of Spain the credit
is due of having had lofty ideals and of having
been guided by wise counsel in framing the laws
which were to govern their subjects across the
seas.
"
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”How mucsh more, almost infinitely more,
cause had Cubans for alienation from Spain! (1).
She had given them no such protection. Her policy
suggested always the possibility of their transfer
in some way to some other sovereignty. And her
misgovernment had been immeasurably worse than that
of England. If Cuba was more patient than the
Thirteen Colonies at the north, that was another
of the paradoxes of history — that the impulsive,
hot-blooded Latin of the south should be more
deliberate and conservative than the cool and
phlegmatic Anglo-Saxon of the north,
"This very quality of patience was, indeed,
the saving virtue of the Cuban character, Quijano
Otero wrote of Colombia at the very time of her revolt
against Spein and the establishment of her independence,
that she »had lived so fast in her years of glory and
great deeds that, thougji still a child, she was already
entering a premature decrepitude^ . Not so Cuba, It
is true that, she had imbibed enou^ of the spirit of
Spain and of other lands to be measurably saturated
(1) "The Cuban people are worse off than their
forebears under Spanish rule,"
"The Nation", August 7, 1935, page 154,
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with their customs, even with their luxurious vices
and follies. Yet she did not live fast. She did
not grow prematurely old. In so far as she adopted
the custccis of Europe, she adapted them to herself,
not herself to them. The result was that after three
centuries, she still had the ingenuousness and
spontaneity of youth. She mi^t almost have said,
in paraphrase of a great captain’s epigram, »I have
not yet begun to live! ’
"Half unconsciously, however, she had made
an exceptionally complete preparation for the life
that was to come as a nation. She had already become
international in the scope of her vision, in the range
of her sympathies, and in her intellectual and social
culture. Many of her sons had studied abroad,
acquiring the learning of the best European schools.
If^the world at large knew little about Cuba, Cuba
knew much about the world at large."
II - GOVERNMEHT
The government of Cuba is republican in
form and differs but slightly from that of the United
States. The head of the Administration is the
President who must be a native Cuban or a naturalized
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citizen who served ten years in the Cuban amy during
the wars for independence. He is elected by popular
vote. He appoints and removes members of his cabinet
who are responsible to him for the administration of
their departments. The legislative power is vested
in a congress consisting of two houses, a senate and
a house of representatives* The former contains
four senators from each of the six provinces. The
house of representatives consists of one member for
every 25,000 inhabitants or fraction thereof more
than 12,500. In 1918 the increase in population
added seven representatives bringing the total to
121. They are elected for four years, one half
retiring every twD years. Congress holds annual
sessions, controls the financial and foreign affairs
of the republic and makes general laws for the ad-
ministration of the government as well as of some
phases of provincial government.
The island is divided into six provinces:
Havana, Matanzas, Pinar del Rio, Camaguey, Santa
Clara and Oriente
. Each province has a governor
and an assembly both elected by the people for a
period of three years. There is a supreme court
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for Uie interpretation of the constitution, its
judges being appointed by the President with the
approval of the senate. Every male Cuban over 20
years of age and not mentally incapacitated or convicted
of crime, or Spanish residents who have been on the
island since April 11, 1099, and all foreigners itho
have resided since January 1, 1899, are entitled to
franchise. Foreigners who have taken up their
residence there since January 1, 1899, are required
to show five years residence for naturalization.
Ill - THE NEW C0^^STm7TI0N OF CUBA (1)
Signed by Provisional President Carlos
Mendieta, the members of his cabinet and the Council
of State, a new constitution was promulgated in Cuba
on June 12, 1935. Its enactment set aside the
provisional constitution of February 3, 1932, and
restores that of 1901 "without other modifications
than those required by the necessity of embodying
in it the objectives gained by the revolution."
The constitution of 1901 (2), modeled
after that of the United States, end issued shortly
(1) "Bulletin, Pan American Union",0ctober, 1935, P.796
(2) See Footnote (3), page 21,
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after Cuba became an independent nation, was
extensively ' amended in 1928 to permit President
?.fachado to extend his term of office. With the
overthrow of the Machado regime in August
,
1933,
these amendments were abrogated by Provisional
President Carlos Manuel de Cespedes and the
constitution restored to its original foim.
However, when the de Cespedes regime was in turn
overthrown in September, 1933, the government, headed
by Dr. Grau San Martin issued a Statute for the
Provisional government of Cuba which, although it
did not expressly set aside the old constitution,
was subsequently interpreted by the Supreme Court
• as an implicit abrogation. Formal revocation of the
Constitution of 1901 came with the fall of the Grau
regime on January, 1934, and the enactment by the
provisional government of the constitutional law of
February 3, 1934. Simultaneously with the restoration
of the constitution of 1901 constitutional guarantees
were re-established throughout Cuba. Article 115
provides that two-thirds of liie members of each house
must agree in order to amend the constitution totally
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or partially. The amendment -voted by Congress is
then sutmitted -to a constituent assembly, the
functions of which are restricted to the approval
or disapproval of the proposal.
Probably the outstanding change in the
constitution as compared with that of 1901 is the
new status granted to Momen, As was provided in the
provisional constitution of 1934, women are granted
the right to vote and Cuban women married to foreigners
retain their Cuban citizenship. A foreign Tuoman
married to a Cuban is considered a Cuban citizen
unless she choosesto retain her nationality of origin.
With respect -to international obligations,
the new constitution states: "The government shall
respect and fulfill obligations of an international
dharacter lawfully contracted by previous governments,
as well as of existing treaties in force."
No death sentences will be carried out until
Congress shall have decided within six months after it
meets whether the death penalty shall be maintained
or abolished,
A few changes have been made in the bill of
rights. The provision that no law except penal laws
7^
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when they benefit the defendant may be made retro-
active has been altered so that this exception shall
not benefit persons who have committed electoral
frauds or public servants who have violated the law
in the exercise of their duties. Civil laws according
to the new constitution may be made retroactive for
reasons of *^social interest or public order”.
In the article prohibiting the expatriation
of Cubans provision is also made for the deportation
of undesirable aliens residing in Cuba. To safeguard
the guarantee that no law, decree or order of any kind
regulating constitutional rights will restrict these
rights, a provision has been added that the Supreme
Court shall decide upon the constitutionality of such
laws or decrees upon petition of any citizen.
The constitution of 19 01 stated that only
invassion of the nation or serious disturbances of
public order would authorize suspension of constitutional
guarantees; to these the new one adds general strikes.
However, a new safeguard has been provided by limiting
to ninety days the period during which these guarantees
may be suspended.
A comparison of the chapter on the legislature
with that of the 1901 constitution brings out an
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important modification in regard to the immunity of
legislators and the right of Congress to declare
amnesties intended to remedy abuses which were conmon
in the past. The old constitution provided that a
senator or representative could not be arrested or
prosecuted except with the consent of Congress unless
cau^t flagrante delicto . The new constitution limits
this immunity to arrest and allows prosecution. The
modification in regard to amnesties is designed to
prevent Congress from declaring a general amnesty after
each election by suspending the penalties for violation
of the electoral laws.
Age limits have been generally reduced. For
President from 40 to 33 years; for Senators from 35
to 30; for Representatives from 25 to 21, and for
voters from 21 to 20. Foreigners wishing to become
naturalized citizens now need wait only one year
instead of two between the declaration of intention
and the granting of citizenship papers. In the new
constitution the term of office for President of
the Republic is four years and no one may be re-elected.
IV - G0YERN?.^NT ACTIVITIES AND EXPENDITURES
A. TARIFFS AND TAXES. The first tariff of
Cuba enforced in 1818, imposed a duty of 43% ad valorem
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on all foreign merchandise except agricultural
Implements and machinery which were taxed- 26 1/2^.
These rates were somewhat reduced a few years later.
Similar importations from Spain were granted a
preferential reduction of 1/2 from these rates.
But as Spain produced a very small proportion of
the articles that comprised Cuba’s imports, her
merchants secured them from various forei^ sources
and of course the consumers were compelled to pay
higher prices than if they had been allowed to deal
directly with the producers under an impartial
system of duties.
"In 1028 an export tariff was imposed on
sugar and coffee which by this time had become
important products. Four fifths of a cent per pound
was levied on the former and two fifths on the latter.
A form of shipping bounty added to the weight of these
exactions. In case the exports were carried in foreign
bottoms the duty on sugar was double and that on coffee
increased to one cent a pound. (1) This tariff was
maintained without material change until a reciprocal
commercial agreement was effected between the United
(1) See American shipping laws in Puerto Rico, page 192
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States and Spain in 1891. For liie first time in
its history Cuba found itself in a position to trade
on favorable terms with its nearest and best market.
As a result the trade of the island was soon transferred
almost in its entirety to the United States and its
people enjoyed a term of prosperity trascending anything
in their former experience. This change, however,
was shortlived. In 1894 the terns of the agreement
and the re-establishment of the old regulations forced
compulsory traffic with Spain upon the Cubans.” (1)
As far as the taxes are concerned, "a system
of heavy taxation prevailed during the entire period
of Spain^s domination over the island. Taxes were
levied on all kinds of property and on every foim
, 'Of industry^. Every profession and occupation was
taxed. Legal papers, petitions and business documents
.were required to be stamped. There was a consumption
tax on the killing of cattle which, of course, increased
the price of meat to the consumer. There was an
import of 20 ducats called the *derecho de averia*
collected upon every person who arrived on the
island. This was established in the earliest years
(1) Forbes Lindsay ”Cuba and her people of Today”,
pages 48-50.
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of the colony and maintained until near the close
of the 18th century. It is needless to say that
this tax seriously impeded immigration of the
peasant class most needed by the country.
"There was a lottery tax and a cedula or
head tax; the latter proved very burdensome to the
poorest of the people who when in arrears of it were
debarred from the exercise of most rights and
privileges involving civil and ecclesiastical
authorization. Thus they could not make contracts,
enter into marriages or secure baptism for their
children until the overdue taxes had been paid.” (1)
B. GOVERTONT EXPENSES . Forced by the
economic depression and decreasing revenues the
government made drastic cuts in the budget of 1930-31,
discontinuing all public works except that on the
central highway and making sweeping cuts in salaries.
Expenditures were reduced to about $60,000,000. The
budget for 1931-32 was made up on June 27, 1931, on
this basis but by September further slashes were made
including the dropping of 10,000 government aaployees
(1) Forbes Lindsay, "Cuba and her people of Today”,
page 51.
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frcM the payrolls in an endeavor to cut it to 25^,
Recent ordinary budgets were:
: Year Revenues Expenditures:
: 1932-33 $51,700,000 $51,475,000 :
: 1933-34 44,242,000 44,242,000 :
: 1934-35 56,200 ,000 56,200,000 :
The heavy expenses for public works were
made from bond issues. The foreign debt on December
31, 1933, was $159,880,478 and the internal debt
$7,766,500.
V - LEGISLATION
’’Cuba has a Congress that has never passed
the constructive legislation called for by the
Constitution of 1902,” says Charles E. Chapman in
”A History of the CubanRepublic”
, (1) ”while at the
same time displaying a ready alacrity in enacting bills
v^ich are beneficial to the politician alone. The
executive has cooperated with Congress in promoting
major grafting bills and in maintaining the government
lottery, and it has struck out on its own account to
(1) Page 526
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engage in transactions for the enrichment of the
President and other members of the administration.
And the judiciary has joined with the legislative and
executive branches to make the law a mockery in Cuba
or for the sake of the political class at the expense
of the republic. Amnesties, pardons and corruption
of the courts are among the means employed in bringing
about this condition of affairs.
"From 1899 to 1924, 29 amnesties were enacted
in Cuba. There were 9 orders for an amnesty during
the military intervention by the United States and 5
more (one by Taft and two by Magoon) at the outset of
the intervention following the revolution of 1906.
The 6 amnesties during the rule of Estrada Palma were:
1. Introduced on May 21, 1902, the day
after the surrender of the island to Cuban authorities
by the United States military government. The bill
called for an amnesty for crimes committed by American
citizens during the period of intervention.
2. October 3, 1902. For all municipal
employees on account of crimes committed in their
official capacity prior to May 20, 1902 (the birthdate
of the Republic) and for all who had committed crimes
in connection with the previous election.
3. Novonber 10, 1902. For all public crimes
of the press but to include crimes against individuals
only if the person damaged should consent.
4. June 10, 1903. For crimes growing out of
the strike of Havana laborers in November, 1902 (on
that night the laborers had attacked the police. A
sanguinary battle followed in which 20 laborers were
killed and over 100 wound e^j.
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5. January 30, 1906, For crimes of all
public functionaries except municipal officials to
May 20, 1902, and for all officials, municipal or
otherwise to December 31, 1905, (1)
6. May 19, 1906. For crimes of rebellion,
Qoni^iracy, disobedience and attacks on constituted
authorities between September 23 and December 1, 1905,
This was a supplement to the preceding using group
acts while the other concerned misdeeds of individuals.
"The black period in the history of Cuban
amnesties begins with the administration of President
Gomez. Four laws were enacted at that time, as follows:
1. March 6, 1909, a sweeping jail-delivering
law for crimes to January 28, 1909, when the United
States intervention came to an end,
2. February 22, 1910, for crimes of the press
to February 15, 1910,
3. June 7, 1910, a law amplifying the law of
1909 for crimes committed before January 28, 1909,
4. June 29, 1911, for crimes in connection
with the election of November 1, 1910, This bill
referred in a specific manner to General Asbert who had
killed General Armando de la Riva, chief of police of
Havana, in broad daylight, Asbert was a leading a^irant
for the presidency. Up to the summer of 1924 but one
amnesty bill had been passed during the administration
of President Zayas (drafted to open the prison doors to
members of the best families, for only the influential
authors of misdemeanors and crimes will be washed clean
of criminal antecedent sj".
In regard to the courts, the same author goes
on further to say: (2)
"Not only are the courts ineffective in handling
criminal cases but they are also corrupt or inefficient
(1) Note the omission of the significant phrase "official
capacity", included in Amnesty # 2,
(2) Page 540
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in the perfo nuance of all their duties. Judges are
political appointees. Many of them do little more
than drawing their pay, absenting themselves from
their duties or going on vacation ifiiile secretaries
are left to do the work. The President has the
power to remove judges but for reasons best known to
himself, rarely avails himself of the opportunity.
It is said that reputable lawyers will take a case
to court only as a last resort and then they prefer
to lose in the lower court in order to escape graft,
hoping they may win on an appeal to the Supreme Court.”
But, of course, the book from which the
above quotations are taken, was written in 1927, and
since then, a great deal of water has run under the
bridge. In the many books, magazines and periodical
articles that I have had to consult in preparing this
paper, I have not been able to find anything that
throws a more pleasant light on this important branch
of the Cuban government. However, judging by the
many radical changes that have taken place during the
last few years, it is reasonable to assume that some
improvements have taken place.
One of the most outstanding reforms in Cuban
legislation is, I believe, the marriage reform. The
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marriage law was a matter which urgently needed
reform, but which unfortunately was reformed with
more zeal than diplomacy, and caused much dissension
in that first year of the American administration.
Under the Spanish governiient marriage was
held to be exclusively a function, indeed, a sacrament,
of the Roman Catholic Church, and could not legally
be performed by any other autliority; although in
later years there had been made a provision for the
civil marriage of non-catholics. But since to resort
to the latter amounted to incur a certain social
reproach, few couples ever availed themselves of it.
Of course, loyal members of the church could not do
so, the religious ceremony being imperative for them.
With the departure of the Spanish government
from the island, a complete separat ionof church and
V
state occurred and it was held imperative to provide
a new law of marriage. The old system had become
odious, it may be explained, because of the large fees
which many ecclesiastics charged for performance of the
ceremony and because on account of these fees many
couples among the poorer element of the population
decided to dispense with the marriage ceremony
altogether, a practice not conducive to social order.
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and frequently causing serious embarrassment, and
litigation over the inheritance of property. Un-
fortum tely, in trying to reform the system the new
government went too 'far toward the opposite extreme.
The new law made civil marriage compulsory, although
it permitted a supplementary religious ceremony at
the pleasure of the parties. "Hereafter,” is said,
"only civil marriages ^all be legally valid". The
clergy of the Roman Catholic church opposed it
vigorously and persistently and it was finally deemed
desirable to modify it so as to make all civil or
religious marriages valid,
A. CURRENCY . A more recent and not less
Important reform has been the recent Cuban currency
legislation. The Cuban currency legislation issued
May, 1934, reduces the gold contents of the peso
,
provides for the purchase of gold by the government
and prohibits its exportation. Hence the gold peso
will wei^ 0.9873 grams and contain 0.8886 grain of
fine gold. The old Cuban gold coins and gold currency
of the United States will no longer be legal tender.
Ten million silver pe sos are now being minted at
Philadelphia for the Cuban government. This money
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is to be used to meet overdue civilian salaries and
other government expenses, carry out agricultural
reforms and start a program of public work to relieve
unCTiployment . The bullion purchased at a total
cost of $3,588,568.33 was secured through a credit
opened in favor of the Cuban government by the Second
Export Import Bank of Washington, D.C., upon delivery
of interest-bearing negotiable promissory notes. The
bank, authorized by an executive order issued March
9, 1934, v/as organized to assist in improving trade
conditions between Cuba and the United States, in
accordance with President Roosevelt’s general
recovery program. The silver currency is to serve
as the reserve for 10 million pesos worth of silver
certificates to be issued in denominations of 1, 5,
10, 20 and 25 pesos . These are being printed in the
United States Bureau of Engraving and Printing in Washington.
Two million silver pesos have already been coined
from the old die of the 1914 issue and delivered
to the Cuban government. (1)
’’The only paper money that is legal tender
in Cuba is the American greenback. Cuban money is
of geld or silver. Gold pieces, seldom seen, in
(1) ’’Pan American Bulletin”, September, 1934, page 683
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denominations of $5*00, to $10,00 and $20.00. Silver
coins are very similar to the American silver coin with
this exception: that Cuba has a 20 cents silver piece
in lieu of the American quarter and 40 cents piece
instead of the American fifty cents, Cuban monetary
system includes the nickel (5 cent piece), the dime
(10 cent piece), a 2 cent piece and a 1 cent piece,
the latter made of nickel instead of copper. Generally,
American money bears an exchange premium over Cuban
money varying at present from one to one and three
quarters per cent.” (1)
The following table indicates the extent to
which the stock of currency in circulation in Cuba has
declined since 1925 as a result of the contraction in
business activity. During 1929 and the first six
months of 1930, the United States and other foreign
banks in Cuba were forced to transfer large sums from
Cuba to their home banks, because of the lack of
demand for capital and the accumulation of surplus
currency which had been drawn in from the sluggishly
moving stream of business;
(1) "Cuban Tourdata”, page 15
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^OCK OF CUP.HENCY IN CIRCULATION IN CUBA
(Including cash in Treasury and in Banks)
: Year : July^l : DecQUber 1 :
1925 $183,772,000 $185,440,000
1926 188,659 ,000 169,202,000
1927 175,672,000 154,262,000
1920 160,76 2,000 147,107,000
1929 165,650,000 160,475,000
1930 152, 354,000
Further recent legislation will be included
in the discussion of the topic on "Labor",
VI - RELIGION (1)
Religious Cuba under the tutelage of Spain
was a true son of the Mother country’s intolerance,
being maintained in the colony as strictly as it had
for many centuries been maintained at home. No religion
but the Roman Catholic was permitted to exercise its
rites upon the island. The state religion was sustained
(1) Marriage Laws and Religion were dealt with on
page 55.
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.C.c
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at the staters expense, its cost being met out
of the revenues of the island. The rites of the
church seem to have been little understood and less
cared for by the easy going population. Originally
there was but one diocese in Cuba, that of Santiago,
^ich included also Florida and Louisiana. The
diocese of Havana was not constituted until 1788*
In 1804 the bishop of Santiago was elevated to the
dignity of Archbishop, an honor which has not been
conferred upon the prelate at Havana. The ecclesiastical
government of the island is divided between these two
dignatarles of the church and the minor clergy are
appointed by them. (1)
It is a commonplace of history that there
was a certain thread of religious motive running
all through the exploits of Columbus. He emphasized
.the significance of his name, Christopher (Chrlst-
Bearer), some times signing himself X.Ferens, The
same idea was expressed in the names which he gave
to the various lands which he discovered. Nor
were his successors in exploration and conquest
(1) Charles Morris ”0ur Island Empire", page 18
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Xac i JsBi?.© I'>o 9 adT ..:ni;V.eH J£ ©JaXe’iq sriJ ncqi; b9’iT9tfioo
Gift eeaiiv'’ n&ewJed b^Iuvlo zl biielp.l oriJ to JneJCfTTevcQ
9TQ xjjieXc ionXn sriJ bus dciudo edl to esI'isJen^iX.
(X) .KorfJ xd balnloqqa
sTSriJ JMJ Jc ©ofilqcoatrnoo b cX JI
^ninni/'t ©vXJon 61/0X31X9*1 to bBG*rrfJ nXsJi^o a ebw
besXearfqn© .ebdauloD to ijJXoXqxe srtf
-.ai'xrlO) 'lodqo JelrdC- (©r^sn aid Jo ©onaoitinsis eriJ-
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.81 ©snq .'’e'Tigiaa bnaXsI 'luC^ ei'X'XO?' eeliadO (X)
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neglectful of the same spirit* Accordingly, the
first Spanish settlers in Cuba took pains to plant
there immediately the church of their faith, and to
seek to convert the natives to Christianity. (1)
In going over the history of the church in
this country, it is striking to note the part and
influence that the early bishops played in politics.
It is also surprising and gratifying to note the
efforts of the Crown to remain impartial in the
conflicts between the church and the municipal
authorities. In the first clash between the civil
and ecclesiastical authorities, the former were
victorious. The Bishop excommunicated Vadillo for
conducting an investigation of Guzman* s administration,
of whom Bishop Ramirez seemed to have been a hot
partisan. Vadillo made appeal to the King, and the
King, after careful consideration and investigation,
compelled the Bishop to withdraw the excommunication
and in addition gave his royal approval to all that
Vadillo had done with respect to the church.
Another instance worth vdiile citing is the
case of the bitter rivalry between the governor and
Bishop on the one side and the municipal alcaldes on
(1) "History of Cuba", Vol. I, page 122
tVl^iiLjiocoA . :i'iiqa eitiaa eriJ lo
^HBlq o^ 3nxJ3“ Jiocj' atfjjr n*^ aiel^^sp r^ainsqa ^eill
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lol olliriiV betB0lii;7:.u::oox9 qorielc enT .aciao^eiv'
,ncldBa^sinl'7£;fi ci’nstisx/O *0 aol^ssllasrai cb ^nl-calinoe
Hod 3 £1800 873d cH l)8u©8a s B^iiUjaH qofleiS^ uioriw lo
eri 7 briB tMai?’; 8dM oh laeqqB obani cXUbfiV .nseilTsq
,iioiHs5lHR3/ni t-na nolHBa©^ leaco luloaeo aella
, 3nlX
^ nclH«nlnaiiifliC8Xd sdH Visirdliw oH qodel-^ ^ilH ballsqiiioo
HadH IIs oH I. voa'rq^ laYca Eid eveg ficitl&fco ni bna
.do'Wdo edH oH Hesqadi dtirr 9:rob olllSeV
ariH el anlHlo sllriiv rif'^o?r ©on3.tp.nl a^fftoriB
Ins aoai©7og adt neorHscf 'xettiJ eilH lo eeso
no ge&ffiolB laqloinir-.r ©dt ottb ebts esio ©dl no' qpdalS
. IS’I ©leq ,i . XoV e^edi/O lo (I)
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the other, for the exercise of powers of inspection
of and supervision over the labor of the natives.
Appeal was made to the Crown, with the result that
the dispute was decided in favor of the alcaldes.
”The King(l) was no fool. Thousands of miles
away though he was, and absorbed in important problems
of other parts of his vast empire, he took pains to
find out the truth about Cuba....He declared that he
wanted the Indians to be treated as free men and not
as slaves, and promulgated a set of new laws concerning
them. In connection with these laws, as a statement
of the need of them, the King delivered himself of a
scathing indictment of the Cuban government and people
for ill-treatment of the natives and for causing
depopulation of the island.” (2)
The churches of Cuba are not only very
numerous, but possess a definite charm. The rugged
virility of old world architecture, the artistic savor
of centuiy old relics, decorative and sacred objects,
paintings, vestments, and ornaments, all reflect the
gradual transition through the Colonial period to the
atmosphere and expression of the vivid present. In
Havana must be mentioned; the grim-walls and dim interior
(1) Emperor Charles V of Austria and I of Spain, grandson
of Ferdinand and Isabella.
(2) ”The History of Cuba”, Vol. I, page 128.
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of San Francisco, the carvings of which were made by
the old padres themselves in the 16th century; the
fine architectural lines of the Cathedral, once the
resting place of the bones of Columbus, brought here
from Santo Domingo, and now in the Cathedral of
Seville; Santa Clara Convent, carefully preserved,
interesting architectural relics, ifcere four hundred
nuns dwelt in bygone centuries. There are many others
in Havana, and all over the Island, There are English
speaking denominations. Episcopalian, Presbyterian,
Methodist, Baptist, Christian Science, and other have
their churches with services in both languages, including
one Chinese congregation. There are two Jewish
Synagogues, numerous Shrines, Odd Fellows and Masonic
Lodges.
VII - EDUCATION
The Education Act in 1899 established a
system of primary and secondary schools with compulsory
attendance under which education has progressed greatly.
A wide system of kindergarten and night schools has
been added. In 1931-32 there were 3816 public schools
with 7578 teachers and 434,279 pupils and 364 private
schools with 79,136 pupils. The order of sequence of
^cf eraw riolriw 'to s-OjaivTcu'. eri^ ,ooBionfl'i^ aBZ lo
9 t{+ sdTlsarssiti- 5-vc5ac[ ILo sdi
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public instruction in Cuba has followed very largely
that of the United States. The school gardens are
followed by primary and granmar schools, all suitably
graded, and the course of studies is more or less
similar to that of the United States.
The University of Havana ,founded in 1721,
in 1930 had 6,332 students, 22^ of vdiom were women.
It was closed in 1931 by Presidential decree because
of participation of students in political disorders
( See page 26 )
.
In regard to the University of Havana, "School
and Society" published on May 20, 1933 (1), the following
article:
"The University of Havana was closed on
July 1, 1931, by presidential decree, owing to the
anti-Administrat ion activities of the students. The
friction between the University students and the
present administration, which spread to the normal
and high schools, dates back to 1928 when President
Machado obtained the presidency for a second term
by modification of the constitution. The Cuban
students, who concern themselves with political
matters of the day, protested asserting that such
reform of the constitution was illegal. In
September, 1930, Rafael Trejo, a member of the
Directorio Estudiantll, and one of the leaders,
was killed by the police during a protest parade.
Riots followed. President 7.Tachado provisionally
closed the University in December of the same year
and on July 1, 1931, definitely closed, not only
the University, but all high schools and normal
schools of the island as well. Since that date
(1) Page 646
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the students have carried on a constant campaign
against government officials. On April 26, 1932,
the Supreme Court of Cuba declared the presidential
decree closing the higher institution of learning
unconstitutional and ordered the President to
reopen the schools. On July 12, 1932, the faculty
of the University, which had consistently supported
the action of the students, met and agreed to suspend
the educational and academic activities of the
institution on the grounds that many students
and several officials were still in jail awaiting
trial by court martial on charges of anti-administration
activities and that the University and grounds had been
turned into a military zone patroled by soldiers. At
the same time the students issued proclamations as-
serting that they would not return to school as long
as Machado was president and threatened to bomb the
University if an attempt was made to open it,"
It is interesting to remember that Boston
University at one time cooperated with Havana University
in a College of Business Administration. Professors
O^Neil, Thompson and Hall were three of the professors
sent to Havana by Boston University.
VIII - AGRICULTURE
The island of Cuba is covered with a luxuriant
growth of vegetation. Flowers, grasses and many
varieties of herbaceous plants are found on the lowlands
while the mountains to their summits are clothed with
heavy forests containing nahogany, ebony, rosewood,
granadilla, cedar, live-oak and other valuable timber.
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The soil and climate are favorable to
agriculture , which is the leading industry. Previous
to the last war for independence the country contained
over 90,000 plantations, farms, cattle ranches and
orchards. During the war many of these were
devastated, but since the establishment of an
independent government agriculture has been rapidly
advancing. Sugar, tobacco, coffee and tropical
fruits are the leading productions. Of these sugar
is the most important; it was once predicted that when
all of the land suitable for growing sugar cane should
be brought under cultivation, an annual crop of a half
million _jtons of sugar could be produced. In reality,
the sugar needs of the world have stirred Cuban planters
to extraordinary endeavors. The average annual
production for several years preceding 1919 was almost
3,000,000 tons. In 1925 and in 1929, the annual
production exceeded 5,000,000 tons.
For centuries, Cuba, capable of producing
practically all needed food-stuff (1) far in excess of
(1) "More than one half of the commodities making up
Cuba’s annual importation of food supply, enormous for
an agricultural population of 2 millions, might be
raised in the country at lower cost and of better
quality". Forbes Lindsay "Cuba and her People of
Today", page 134,
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its needs, has preferred to devote its energy to cash
crops for export: sugar and tobacco, eind import its
food supplies. The small fanner and the low-paid
agricultural worker with a cash inccme between |200
and $400 spend 75^ of that for imported food-stuff.
Since 1924 when the stagnation in sugar due to world-
wide overproduction made itself felt in Cuba, the
government has made a strenuous campaign for agriculture
diversion and industrial stimulation. The rural worker
was given seeds and urged to raise fresh vegetables,
supply eggs, raise pigs, keep cows, etc. Fleets of
trucks appeared on the new central highv/ay and collected
milk and country produce to supply the city markets.
In 1931 there were 100,018 milk cows inCuba and 4,290
dairy farms anploying 10,137 persons. The importation
of 13 food items from the United States has yearly
decreased since 1925 when the value was $43,800,000
to $9,930,000 in 1931. Sugar is the predominant crop
and 1,600,000 acres are given over to growing cane.
Sugar mills (centrales) grinding in 1925 numbered
133. In 1929, 163; in 1931, 140, in 1932, 133 and
in 1933, 178. Stimulated by the high prices in 1920
following de- control of sugar after the World War and
the rise again in 1923, production became excessive.
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Recent figures in production of raw sugar in thousands
of long tons and thousands of dollars and export to the
United States by thousands of short tons, are:
: Calendar Crop 000 Value of .Exports to :
:United States:
: Year Long Tons 000| :000 Short Tns:
: 1920 3730 724,150 3,450 :
: 19 25 5125 368,498 4,041 :
: 1927 4505 254,393 3,953 :
: 1928 4012 199,021 3,999
: 1929 5156 188,636 4,109 :
: 1930 4771 92,471 2,769 :
: 1931 3122 64,918 2,405 :
: 1932 2603 39 , 682 2,350 :
: 1933 2589 43,287 1,692 :
Cuban sugar production for 1935 was limited by
presidential decree to 2,000,000 metric tons, and for
1934 to 2,315,459 tons. Cuba’s share of world production
was 21^ in 1925, but declined to less than 10^ in 1932.
Cuba supplied to the United States 58^^ of its sugar
consumption in 1926, falling to 28^ in 1932, T?^ile the
amount that came from United States beet and cane sugar
and that supplied from Puerto Rico, Hawaii and the
Philippines increased from 41^ of the total to 71^.
Cuba has increased its refining of sugar, export ing to
the United States 51,859 long tons in 1926 and 423,262
tons in 1932.
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Tobacco raising and the manufacture of
cigars and cigarettes is the second industry in
Cuba, and has also suffered severely from the
depression. Recent crops have been: (1)
Year Pounds
1953 36,806,800
1932 35,264,000
1931 80,666,400
Both Agriculture and Manufactures and
Industries, will be dealt with more fully vitien
discussing ’’Cuban Readjustment to Current Economic
Forces”
.
I said at the beginning that little credit
has been given to Spain as a colonizer. I cannot,
therefore, refrain from giving here a statement of
her work in agriculture.
From the outset of the conquest, the
Spaniards began the great task of txan$planting their
culture to the New World and, of course, the basic
element of that culture was the art of farming. From
the first efforts were made to trasplant agriculture
in a very practical manner. In 1524 Cortez wrote his
Sovereign asking him to give orders that no ship should
sail to America without bringing its cargo of plants
(1) ’’The World Almanac, 1935”, pages 628-29
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and seeds. Columbus on his second voyage brought
animals for breeding purposes and seeds and slips
and plants. This example was followed by subsequent
explorers and "Conqui stado res" and the domestic pig,
sheep, dog, goat, rabbit and horse were among some of
the animals imported. As early as 1495, jacks, jennets,
mares, cattle, pigs, sheep, rice, millet, farm laborers
and gardeners, millwrights and blacksmiths were brought.
^.Vheat
,
grapes, olives, sugar-cane, date palms, figs and
pomegranate were trasplanted to the New World as well
as apples, pears, plums, peaches, paricots, quinces,
mulberries, oranges, limes and lemons, all before the
year of the first En^ish settlement in North America. (1)
IX - TWUFACTURES AND INDUSTRIES
A - The Sugar Industry. Sugar in some form
has been used by the inhabitants of the globe from the
earliest times. Until the 15th century before Christ
the chief source of supply was honey. It was at about
that time that the value of cultivating the wild sugar
cane was discovered in India and it is probable that
the first manufacture of sugar in any manner ^ould be
(1) "Bulletin, Pan American Union", October ,1935, p.796
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credited to that country. ^’or many centuries only
the raw juice was extracted until about 700 B.C. the
employment of fire in concentrating it came into use.
From India the art spread rapidly among the ancient
nations but did not reach Western Europe until several
centuries later. Columbus carried sugar cane from
the Canary Islands to the West Indies whence it
extended to the mainland and thus in a progress of
3000 years encircled the earth. The production of
sugar in the New World became so great within a century
after its introduction that the importers of Europe
turned to it for the supply in^ich they had formerly
received from the Orient. Spain, Italy and Egypt,
the largest producers of sugar at that time, could not
meet the competition with the American output and soon
ceased to cultivate cane commercially. Free land and
slave labor enabled the planters of the West Indies to
sell sugar at lower figures with larger profits than
could the growers of anyother part of the world. Today
sugar is produced under the most diversified conditions
and in the most scattered regions. (1)
* For more than a century sugar cane has been
the chief source of Cuban wealth. It has cast a blight
(1) Forbes Lindsay, ’’Cuba and her People of Today”, p. 166
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on everything else and is in the background of every
phase of Cuban life. The effect upon the welfare,
morals, health and independence of the people in
general and the country as a whole has not been wholly
beneficial. It has prevented the subdividing of the
great estates so that the number of home owners and
small farmers might be increased. (1) It has provided
rich pasturage for the professional politician. It may
have brought generous profits to American and British
stockholders, but it has not Increased the happiness
of the Cubans, and, after all, this is the primary
question. Practically his only hope is to serve as
a hireling for someone. (2)
(1) "The 'Cuban planters, most of whom were ruined during
the protracted period of insurrection, invariably made
their homes on the haciendas
,
where one generation
followed another in possession. The sons usually
remained with the father each taking some particular
share in the management of the estate. Thus several
families were often found living under one roof and
generally in perfect amity, for the Cubans are
distinctly domestic people, affectionate in disposition,
qnd clannish in habit. There were comparatively few
holdings in the hands of peasant proprietor.s or small
farmers and thus absence of a home and land-owning
population was an obviously weak element in the
foundation of the government."
"Cuba and her People of Today", page 44.
(2) Ibid, page 123
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"When sugar brought its yearly income counted
in hundreds of millions of dollars, not only the Cuban
colono but even the humblest agricultural workers in
the sugar industry scorned to devote effort to the
production of any part of his food supply around his
home. In general, a large part of the population of
the cane-growing areas earned enou^ in wages to buy
all their food and clothing. Even during the time
between crops, Then agricultural labor on the large
estates was idle, very few Cubans took advantage of
this idle time to cultivate vegetables or even to keep
chickens or a cow, TThen the sugar industry began its
progressive decline, the agricultural workers were
faced with the necessity of providing for their families
on greatly reduced incomes. Under the pressure of
Government propaganda and the cooperation of the sugar
companies, the distressed agricultural laborers began
to realize the advantages of raising a portion of their
own food. The sugar companies devoted space in their
fields where the laborers could cultivate, in inclosed
plots of ground, corn, beans, potatoes, and other
vegetables for their om consumption.” (1)
The organization of the Cuban sugar industry,
with regard to its articulation in Cuba’s national
(1) "Cuban Readjustment to Current Economic Forces",p. 4
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business life, is so different from anything seen in
the United States, that it calls for sketchy description*
’Miat is known as the promedio system of payment fo r
sugar cane in Cuba brings a fundamental and deep-
reaching difference in the stability of income of the
agricultural producers in the sugar industry. It is
undoubtedly a factor in determining the price of sugar.
Nearly everyvhere in Cuba the cane grower goes 50-50
with the mills, getting for his cane just about half
the amount that the sugar extracted from it brings at
current sale prices. The c olono contracts to deliver
his cane and take for each 100 arrobas (about 2,500
pounds) the value of say, 5 1/2 arrobas of sugar at
the official promedio (average) for sugar- in a given
period. He cannot bargain, or hold for a certain price.
He goes ahead raising and delivering cane, entirely
trusting to the New York sugar market for what he will
get for it. In 1924 he received |5.88 for each lumbering
cane cart load of about one ton. In 1929, it was
$2,51. In 1930 about $1.75. He has to pay his labor
accordingly. Hence, canefield labor is today paid 40
cents a day in some parts of Cuba. Naturally, in view
of the fact that about 85^ of the production is raised
under the c olono system, wages and prices under that
system control wages and prices throughout the industry. (1)
"Cuban Readjustment to Current Economic Forces", page 2.
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B - The Tobacco Industry . Cuban tobacco
has a great advantage over her sugar in the fact that
it can always command a good price and is beyond the
reach of competition in the matter of quality. Every
likely soil and climate in the world has been tried in
the effort to produce a leaf similar to that grown in
the fields of the celebrated Vuelta Abajo. Even thou^
seeds from the best Cuban plants have been used, the
results have never approached the object sought. What
is ccmraonly known as Havana tobacco stands alone without
a rival. However, some people prefer the best Filipino
tobacco, and western Puerto Pico (from Arecibo to
Aguadilla) can almo st duplicate the best Cuban product.
One of the peculiarities of the tobacco plant
. Lis that a very slight change in the conditions under
V which it is grown will effect a considerable change
in the character of the leaf produced. Plants raised
in soils composed of precisely the sane chemical
ingredients will yield quite different tobacco Tiien
its ingredients happen to be present in varying
proportions. In Cuba, as elsevrtiere, it is not uncommon
to find tobacco of the highest grade upon a piece of
land within a stone throw of another field where only
the poorest quality of leaf can be produced.
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The manufactures in Cuba are practically
confined to cigars and other products of tobacco and
to the manufacture of raw sugar. As stated before,
further details about Cuban manufactures and Industries
will be given when dealing with the Cuban readjustment
to current economic forces.
There are certain manufactures and commodities
whose importation has fallen off much more sharply than
imports in general, and persons in close contact with
the lines of business these represent believe that
domestic production in Cuba has accounted for most of
the drop in foreign purchases of these articles. An
investigation of the growth of national industries in
Cuba shows that both production and consumption of some
of these manufactures and commodities showing declines
practically equivalent to disappearance of Importations
have expanded so sharply as to compel the belief that
the growth of domestic production considerably exceeds
the amount of the decline in importations.
X - TBANSFOBTATIOrr AM) COIf lUNICATIQNS
Roads are generally poor and lack of good means
of transportation in the interior of Cuba is a great
hindrance to commerce. Havana is connected with Pinar
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del Rio, Matanzas, Cabanas, La Isabella, Camaguey,
Santiago de Cuba, Manzanillo and Cienfuegos by
railway. A line of railways extends across the
island from Moron to Jucaro and another connects
Camaguey with the port of Nuevitas. In all there
are about 2,360 miles of railways, some of which
are in poor condition.
Cuba has the honor of having been the second
country in the American continent and the first Spanish
speaking country in the world to make use of the ”Iron
Horse”, the first railway built in Cuba being the road
from Havana to Guines, which was opened to traffic in
1037. In the year 1098, a group of English capitalists
organized the United Railways of Havana, and have
gradually absorbed all the railways west of Santa
Clara, with the exception of the "Hershey Railway”
(Electric, Havana to Matanzas) recently constructed.
All the existing short lines, some fifteen in number,
have been re-organized and consolidated under one
management to form the great system which exists today.
Gross earnings on the railv^ay system which
occupies the western half of the island of Cuba have
declined steadily since 1924. Taking the earnings
during the fiscal year running from July 1, 1924, to
1t
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July 1, 1925, as representing 100, the following per-
centages show the successive decline:1925-
26 21.03^
1926-
27 27.99^
1927-
28 35/a
1928-
29 32.37^
1929-
30 52.21^
The railways of Cuba are facing great competition
from the relatively new bus and truck lines which, taking
advantage of the improvement in the public highway system,
have established fast passenger and freight service in
many sections of the island, notably the western
half. (1)
The irregularity of the coast provides numerous
good harbors, about 40 being accessible to ocean-going
vessels. Havana, Matanzas, Cabanas, Cienfuegos and
Santiago de Cuba are the most important seaports.
Regular ccmnunicat ion is maintained with the Atlantic
and Gulf ports of the United States and with the com-
mercial ports of Europe. In 1918 a new line was
established between Cuban and Spanish ports. There
is also a slow line (Spanish) with regular sailings
from Puerto Rico and Santo Domingo. Cuba is situated
in the convergence of many Atlantic routes, and the
ships of all nations find their way into the harbor
of Havana, the principal seaport.
"Cuban Readjustment to Current Economic Forces", p. 10
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Cuba began in 1926 and completed in 1931
its fine Central Highway, a concrete motor road 20o66
feet wide and 705 miles long through the center of the
island. It is without grade crossings, and aqueducts
and sewerage systems for towns along the line had to
be rebuilt. It cost approximately $101,125,000 and
a $50,000,000 5^ construction loan was negotiated in
New York. "Warren Brothers of Boston built the road,
but are not being paid because they gave Machado’s
agent a graft-commissi on. This has nearly broken
the Warrens, but they are still in business." (1)
The merchant marine July 1, 1934 was
composed of 38 steamships of 30,713 gross tonnage,
six motor diips of 2,852 gross tons, and 14 sailing
vessels of 5,945 gross tons.
XI- COMMEBCE
The restrictions on the commerce of the
island began with the Royal Decree of 1497 which
granted to the port of Seville the conclusive privilege
of trade with the colonies, these being prohibited from
any commercial intercourse with any foreign country.
In 1707 this monopoly was transferred from Seville to
(1) Dr. M. H. Donaldson "Notes".
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the port of Cadiz. Miile it was the cep ital of the
island Santiago was the sole port of entry and after
Havana became the capital all shipments passed through
it. This restricted traffic between Spain and its
insular colonies was jealeously guarded. Trading
vessels were required to assemble in flotas or fleets
and to make the double voyage under the escort of war
ships. This arrangement was designed hardly so much
for protection as for prevention of illicit dealings
with the intermediate countries. During certain
periods trade with foreigners was prohibited under
the most severe penalties and it was never permissible
except by special authorization. Commercial intercourse
between the colonies was even forbidden. These
hampering conditions remained until 1778 when Havana
was opened to free trade. The decree authorized
traffic between several ports of Cuba, Others were
included in this privilege from time to time, until in
1803 practically all the ports of the island enjoyed it.
For two hundred years or more such action on the part
of the Sovereign government yas looked upon by all
nations as good policy. In 1714 Spain and the Dutch
Confederation effected a convention by the terras of
which each party was bound to refrain from every form
of trade with the American possessions of the other.
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A similar agreement was reached between En^and and
Spain about 50 years later. Toward the close of the
18th century, however, these treaties were abrogated
and a royal cedula set forth that no foreign ship should
be allowed to enter a Cuban port under any conditions.
The restraints on trade were substantially released
during the first decade of the 19th century. (1)
The ccmmercial code in force is that of
Spain with some modifications that were effected by
the provisional government during the intervention of
the United States. The laws concerning contracts,
debts and other matters of general business are fully
explicit and give all necessary protection to foreigners
dealing with natives of the country. Judged by our
present conceptions of justice and policy, the ccannercial
regulations imposed upon Cuba by Spain appear to have
been extremely foolish and iniquitous but we must bear
in mind that they were quite consistent with the
prevailing idea at that time that the interests of
colonies should be made subservient to those of the
parent country. In other words, the commercial and
industrial restrictions which were imposed on Cuba
originated not so much from disregard of the colony’s
(1) Forbes Lindsay ’’Cuba and her People of Today”, pp. 46-48
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welfare as from the peculiar views of political economy
generally entertained in that age. Great Britain's
American possessions were subjected to similar treatment.
Spain’s vital error lay in the tenacity with which she
clung to her misguided policy. A little judicious
reform at the beginning of the last century vdien other
powers were granting to their colonies a measurable
degree of freedom in trade and self-government would
probably have sufficed to keep Cuba under the flag of
Spain. (1)
In the desire to supply the home market and to
permit exportation, the production of coffee has been
fostered and in 1931, 59,486,500 pounds were produced
on 145,431 acres in the province of Oriente, giving
employment to 28,214 people. Exports of coffee in
1932 reached 13,157,059 pounds valued at $1,163,921 as
coniiared with 582,000 pounds valued at $155,000 in 1928.
The exports of unmanufactured leaf tobacco to
the United States during the years 1930, 1931 and 1932,
were respectively as follows:
21.815.000 pounds
19.189.000 pounds
28.249.000 pounds
(1) Forbes Lindsay, ”Cuba and her People of Today”, p, 45
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Fruits and vegetable exports to the United
States in 1932 were valued at $3,665,000; $4,041,834
in 1931 and $5,845,611 in 1930. In the fiscal year
1929-30, 4,149,000 bunches of bananas were exported
to the United States, in 1930-31 3,562,000 bunches
and in 1931-32, 3,163,000 bunches.
Stock raising is becoming an important industry,
the livestock census of 1933 returning:
cattle 4,316,862
horses 585,739
mules 77,990
sheep 102,000
pigs 591,000
Iron ore abounds with reserves being estimated
at 3,221 million tons. Of manganese ore, 19,177 metric
tons were exported in 1932 to the United States; of copper
ore, 21,607 tons were exported to the United States in 1932.
During the period of 1929-1933, Cuba’s imports
and exports were as follows: (1)
: Year Imports : Exports :
: 1929 216,215,113* 272,439,762:
: 1930 162,452,268: 167,410,669:
: 1931 78,678,777: 118,865,553:
: 1932 51,024 ,000: 80,672,000:
: 1933 42,362,000: 84,391,000:
(1) "The World Almanac, 1935", pages 628, 629
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The following table, taken from ’’The World
Almanac” (1935, page 629), gives the amount of trade
with the United States during the years 1925 to 1933:
: Year Imports : Exports :
: 1925 198,655,032 261,672,858:
: 1926 160,487,680 250,600,076:
: 1927 155,383,026 256,785,550:
: 1928 127,897,086 202,824,587:
: 1929 128,909,221 207,421,314 :
: 1930 93,550,445 121,949,240:
: 1931 46, 963,702 90,059 ,312:
: 1932 28,754,509 58,330,270:
: 1933 25,092,862 58,436,789:
A new Cub an-Americ an agreement, the first
negotiated under the Tariff Act of June 12, 1934, was
signed on August 24 and went into effect September 3,
Cuba made concessions on 426 items of American origin
granting duty reductions and preferentials of from
20^ to 60^. The United States granted Cuba large
tariff reductions on sugar, rum, and quota tobacco,
and also seasonal decreases on fresh fruits and
vegetables. The treaty covered over 90^ of Cubans
exports to the United States. President Poosevelt on
March 9 set up the Second Export-Import Bank with a
capital of $2,750,000 designed to stimulate trade
with Cuba. On April 30 it was announced the bank
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had loaned |4, 000, 000 to Cuba. A moratorium on the
amortization payments on Cubans foreign debts to
terminate whenever the annual national revenues may-
total $60,000,000 was signed by President Mendieta
on April 10. He placed restrictions on the
exportation of funds from Cuba on June 2 and provided
that proceeds from the sale of Cuban products shall be
brought back to Cuba within three months, limited the
issuance of foreign drafts and imposed a 10^ tax on
all funds withdrawn by nationals or foreigners residing
abroad who obtain their livelihood from properties or
money invested in Cuba. A committee appointed to
study public works financing on June 10, held invalid
certain loans contracted by the Machado government
amounting to about $60,000,000 which had been floated
in New York and ChicagD. (1)
XII -» LABOR
A - Be cent Labor Legislation. The present
administration in Cuba has taken great interest in
making labor legislation so that labor conforms to
modern standards. Two recent measures are laws
§ 89 of April 12, 1935, creating the Superior Labor
(l)See Page 79
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Council and # 148 of May 7, 1935, establishing
employment offices in five provincial capitals.
The Superior Labor Council is to serve the Depart-
ment of Labor in an advisory capacity. Its functions
will include the study of labor bills, the investigation
of the effectiveness of labor legislation, the codification
of social welfare laws, suggestions for improving and
amending social legislation and the promotion of
aimonious relations between employers and mployees.
The Council will be composed of 22 members: the
Secretary of Labor, Chairman; the Director General of
Labor, the Director of Hygiene and Social welfare, the
Secretary of the Superior Labor Council, fi-ve experts
from the Department of Labor, the professor of
Industrial 1 egislat ion at the University of Havana,
eight delegates from t he employers’ group and e i^t
from labor and employees’ organizations. It will
meet twice a year in 45 day sessions although special
meetings may be called by the chairman at his discretion
or at the request of a majority of members. The Qiiploy-
ment offices ( bolsa de trabajo ) are to be established
in every provincial capital having no such organization.
Each employer must inform the employment office in his
province of all changes temporary or pemanent among
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his anployees, either experts, office workers or
skilled or unskilled laborers. In the case of
vacancies or any increase in his staff the employer
must consult the lists of unemployed suitable for
his needs. Each labor union must report all cases
of dismissal, employment or re-employment affecting
its members. No employer may hire any employee
lacking a registration card from the office of his
district. The law went into effect 30 days after
the date of its publication in the "Gaceta Oficial”,
or on June 7, 1935. (1)
B - New Minimum Wage Legislation. Minimum
daily wages of $1.00 in cities and in the sugar industry
and 00 cents in rural districs (with certain exceptions
allowed by law) which were temporarily fixed by Decree-
Law No. 727 of November 30, 1934, were extended to
"commercial establishment of whatever kind" by Law
No. 22 of March 19, 1935. The provisional exemption
of contract labor and piecework was abrogated, these
being brought within the purview of the minimum wage
scale if the work performed occupies at least eight
hours a day. The payment of minimum wages to laborers
(1) "Bulletin Pan American Union", July, 1935, page 579
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whose services are engaged by contract or ^o are
aaployed on a piecework basis is made necessary by
the recent large increase in the number of workers
employed under these conditions, the government
explained, in order to escape the effect of the
Decree-Law No, 727. (1)
C - Legislation on the eanploynent of women
before and after childbirth. The present administration
issued Decree-Law No, 152 approved by the Council of
Secretaries and signed by the President of the Republic
on April 18, 19 34, This law prohibits the employment
of women for six weeks after childbirth and provides
for an absence of six weeks before the estimated time
of birth as attested by a medical certificate. During
the absence every such employee shall receive a pension
sufficient for the maintenance of herself and her child
and also for the additional right to be attended by a
physician or a licensed midwife at the expense of the
state, province or the city, as the case may be. The
pension, which must not be less than the woman’s wages
will be paid from an insurance fund to which ccanpulsory
contributions shall be made by the government, employers
and all voman workers. While receiving this financial
(1) ’’Pfonthly Labor Peview”, August, 1935, page 379
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aid the beneficiary must not accept any remunerative
work. If the mother should die the pension shall
be continued to the person caring for the child.
After the mother has returned to work she shall be
allowed two extra«half hour periods during working
hours to nurse the child until it is weaned. No
deduction may be made from her wages for the time
so spent. No to man may be dismissed for pregnancy
or for any illness connected therewith which affects
her work, nor may a pregnant TOman be dismissed except
for justifiable cause in which categor:^ lessened ef-
ficiency due to her condition may not be included.
Such employees shall not be given work which exerts
their strength, which require them to stand an unduly
length of time, which might produce nervous shock or
which might in any way affect the unborn child. Every
comnercial
,
business or industrial enterprise, public
or private, must provide in each building in which
fifty or more women work, a room to be used during
working hours as a day nursery for children under two
years of age of the women employees. Such rooms must
comply with the regulations and be subject to the
inspection of the Board of Health. The word woman
as defined in the law applies without regard to age.
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nationality or civil status, and the term child to
any infant, legitimate or illegitimate. (1)
XIII - CIBAN READJUST.^NT TO CURREOT ECONOMIC FORCES
The radical changes which are taking place in
Cuba’s economic structure as a result of the collapse
in price of the island’s major product, sugar, are
strikingly shown in a study made by Commercial Attache
Frederick Todd, and published by the United States
Department of Commerce. (2)
For many years practically every commercial
and industrial activity of Cuba has been more or less
dependent on the status of sugar. When it is considered
that ten years ago this commodity was bringing in the
neighborhood of 23 cents a pound, while at the present
time the price is close to 1 cent, it is easy to
realize that drastic economic adjustments have been
necessary. At present prices, the majority of the
people of Cuba are helping produce a vast amount of a
commodity which can neither be sold abroad at a profit
nor exchanged at home for the things they need.
A ccmparison of the values of the United
States imports from Cuba in 1920 and those in 1929
(1) ’’Bulletin, Pan American Union”, July, 1934, page 532
(2) Bulletin 725, Vv ashing ton, 1930.
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reveals the tremendous loss in national income which
the island suffered as a result of low sugar prices.
In the earlier period the United States paid Cuba
approximately $720,000,000 for products purchased
from her, while last year this figure had fallen to
$207,000,000. This decline was entirely due to the
difference in prices, because in actual volume the
imports of the United States from the island last year
were 35^^ higher than those of 1920,
In round figures, every person in Cuba got
the direct or indirect benefit of a national income of
$107 per capita from sugar in 1924, but this had dropped
to $53 per capita in 1929. It is, therefore, inevitable
that all business in the island should be directly af-
fected by such a drastic decline in the total amount
received from its principal ’’cash” product. Its
community of merchant establishments, its transportation
facilities, its fine adjustment of credit as represented
in the two sides of the balance sheets of the banks, and
all the other mechanisms of the business organization are
keyed to the anticipated movement of large-phase ’’cash’^
production.
Cuba’s decreased purchasing power has naturally
been reflected in its imports from the United States.
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The Cubans have begun to produce many of the articles
they formerly imported, these including an astonishingly
varied lot of necessities and even minor luxuries,
”In Cuba we find there has been a substantial growth of
new industry and new production,” says Commercial
Attache Todd (1) "impossible to measure with any
approach to exactness. The people of Cuba are
actually readjusting in many directions, with localized
trade expanding all over the island, with the people
furnishing themselves and their neighbors with
necessities and even with comforts and luxuries that
they are substituting in their individual organization
of living for the things, largely imported articles,
which they used to obtain through the medium of the
big merchant establishments,”
"Today there is still an astonishly great
volume of certain foods imported into Cuba for popular
consumption, but at the same time locally raised
bumper crops of yucca, malangas
,
plantains, potatoes,
corn, eggs, and a wide range of northern varieties of
vegetables are coming into the markets. The cattle
and hog production has grown so that beef sells at
5 cents on the hoof at times, and after some
(1) "Trade Information Bulletin No, 725", page 2
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vicissitudes of experimentation, the local industry
of making dried beef seems to be getting upon its
feet. Eggs are selling at 2 cents each in interior
cities and for less out in the country districts. Two
and a half million pounds of cheese of the varieties
formerly imported have been added to the Cuban output
of country cheese, the whole volume of which as made
for home consumption and locality trade cannot be
estimated. Shelled corn is so plentiful that it can
be bought, delivered in quantity at country stations,
at $1.00 for 100 pounds. Production of milk for
distribution in bottles has greatly developed near
Havana, where good milk in bottles is delivered at
houses for 12 cents a quart, as compared with a special
dairy distribution at 20 cents a quart to 30 cents a
quart in 1927, The Cubans can now clothe themselves,
buying abroad the cloth and some of the leather they
need for their local industries. The making of garments
for men, particularly the cotton blouses and trousers
worn in the country, riding breeches, etc., is now
almost exclusively domestic. The linen suits of the
city men, also most of the suits classed as woolen in
texture, are made in Havana, and sane of the establishments
that now manufacture men’s clothing in quantity have
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developed the skill to imitate American imported
suits, which still hold a place in the city-
distribution. ” (1)
The Cuban governip.ent has been making a
determined effort to develop exportation of miscellaneous
products, including manufactures . A department of
diplomatic establishments has sent men out to promote
trade, but there are not sufficient recent trade
statistics to show the result of this effort.
The following figures illustrate the extent
to which Cuban foreign trade has declined in the five
years of depression following 1924, From a total of
$434,865,295 exported value in 1924, exports have
dropped to $272,439,762, a decline of 37,5 per cent.
Importations have declined from $290,372,782 in 1924
to $216,215,113 in 1929, a drop of 25,5 per cent.
The consistent balance of trade in favor of Cuba has
to be maintained, inasmuch as foreign investments in
Cuba necessitate the transfer of large amounts of
capital earnings, altho^o^ it is well recognized
that during the past nine years many of the foreigi
investments on the island have failed to pay dividends.
The income from American tourists runs into many millions
of dollars each year and helps to maintain Cubans favorable
balance.
s”, p. 7,
(1) "Cuban Readjustment to Current Economic Force
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Taking 1924 as a basic year, it is seen
that from 1924 to 1929 the annual losses in e3portations
aggregate $645,419,546, while the declines in importations
net only $235,102,698, a discrepancy of over $400,000,000.
This great difference is accounted for in several ways.
Cuba undoubtedly has drawn upon its savings of
individual wealth, its class of very well-to-do paying
out of their income from investments abroad and out
of their capital. In 1928 and 1929 $69
,
000,000
borrowed to meet a maturing internal debt eind to pay
for the public works program was the equivalent of so
much cash income distributed in Cuba. Furtheimor e,
Cuba has piled up a huge aggregate of unpaid
merchandise debt since the decline began, and, as
has been stated, many American investments have ceased
to pay dividends or have been wiped out entirely since
1921. The sharp increases in taxation in Cuba have
served also to draw upon the savings of the nation as
a Tiiiole and to place large aggregates at the disposal
of the official classes in Havana for the purchase of
imports. There has been, also, a large increase
in tourist traffic rising from $12,000,000 to
$27,000,000 until the decline in 1930.
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XIV - SUM?1AEY ON ECONOMIC C0KDITIQM3
Cuba is a country of low economic organization.
For years it devoted a large part of its energies
to the production of sugar and tobacco, marketed
abroad, and its admittedly large aggregate of
other production was for localized sale to consumers
who bought with the money obtained from the two
primary crops. There was a comparatively small
amount of domestic trade entering into the large cur-
rents of formal merchandising. What domestic exchange
there was took place within the locality of production
and did not find its way into the main trade channels
of commerce.
Cuba has had the unusual advantage of having
her monetary currency and banking closely related to
the banking system of the United States. This fact
has saved Cuba from the disastrous disorganization
of her money that would have inevitably occurred if
she had not had the banks and the money of the United
States to act as a stabilizer in matters of finances
and credits. The relative simplicity of Cuba's
economic structure is of great advantage in this
time of depression. A hi^ly developed and sensitive
economic organization, with its intricate merchandising
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dependent on an involved and high-speed system of
credit, would have suffered collapse under the
pressure of circumstances similar to those now
endured in Cuba,
There are a great number of industrial
and merchant houses that have no banking connections
at all. There are important and well-known old com-
mercial houses that carry their cash in their own
office safes, in known instances to amounts as high
as $80,000. There still exists the old time merchant
banking, in whidi deliveries of commodities by customers
are credited against debits representing merchandise
sold to them, with cash available for cash necessities.
The old-time apprentice systan still largely prevails,
so that the employees of many merchants constitute a
kind of family, willing to sleep in bunks in odd
corners and to be furnished their simple food with a
dollar or two a week to spend. The commercial code
makes it next to impossible for creditors, at the
first suspicion of insolvency, to put a merchant into
bankruptcy and divide up his assets. Debtors are
carried along, and in times like those of the past five
years the whole business community mutually forbears
and mutually carries itself along, piling up a large
merchandise debt for importations.
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XV ~ THE CUBAN PEOPLE
The population of the island in 1919 was
2,889,004. Nearly two-thirds of the inhabitants are
native Cubans. About 185,000 were born in Spain and
the remainder are largely Americans, negroes and
Chinamen. The negroes are most thickly settled in
Oriente, where 43^ of the people are black. They are
least numerous in Camaguey, where they are about 18^
of the population. Because Spain owned the island
from its discovery until 1898, the official language
is Spanish, but English is gaining remarkable headway,
^en independence was secured 59^ of Cubans over 10
years of age were illiterate. Eight years later the
native illiteracy had been reduced to 43^ during the
time when new educational facilities were not yet fully
established
.
A - Aboriginal Inhabitants. The two ends of
the island appeared in Columbus’ day to have been oc-
cupied by different races. Of the inhabitants of the
western end we know comparatively little, save that
they were more warlike and adventurous than those of
the east, and several authorities have linkened them
either to the Caribs or to the Mayas of Yucatan. That
they were Mayas seems, however, doubtful, since they
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+r.:rr .{je.fiiOL.y Jc a^XP'- ^ sdl-aC an'l jI Tadt.ta
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left no traces of the high degree of civilization
Ti^ich formerly prevailed among that distinguished
race in Yucatan.
The people of the eastern end of Cuba, v^en
the island was discovered by Columbus, were doubtless
of Antillan stock, or Tainan, as some have called them,
with possibly a slight admixture of Carib, though not
sufficient materially to affect them in any respect.
They were physically a handsome, stalwart people, of
a light reddish brown color, somewhat lighter than the
North American Indians. They lived in neatly con-
structed cabins of cane or ban boo and thatch, rectangular
or circular in form and generally of two or three rooms
each, equipped with furniture of cane or of handsomely
carved wood. These houses were, according to early
Spanish testimony, kept scrupulously clean and neat.
They were grouped in villages, around a central square
Ti^ich served as a market place and playground. They
were agriculturists, tilling the ground with considerably
skill and producing yuce^,corn, beans, peanuts, squashes,
peppers and various other crops, besides fruits and
tobacco. They were singularly expert fishermen, and
for the purpose of that pursuit they constructed fine
canoes, of the hollowed boles of large trees, but
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unlike the Caribs, they do not seem to have resorted
to navigation for any other purpose. They also
hunted game on the land, solely for food, but their
hunting was much restricted, since there were no
large animals of any kind in the island. Their
manufactures were confined to primitive cotton weaving,
wood-carving, basketry, pottery, and various stoneware
implements.
In disposition and manners they were friendly,
hospitable, courteous and confiding. Despite their
nudity, they had the unconscious modesty of nature,
and their morals were superior to those of most
primitive peoples. The tradition that venereal
diseases prevailed among them and were thus first made
known to European peoples through their having been
acquired from the natives by Columbus’men, seems to
be quite void of foundation; indubitable proof ezists
of the prevalence of those diseases in both Europe
and Asia at an earlier date than Columbus » time.
They practised but recognized domestic, social and
civic equality of the sexes. They were almost universal
tobacco smokers, and it was from them that the use of
that plant was first learned. They were pleasure
loving, much given to dancing, to games of ball, and
to swimmings
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Their form of gDvernment was patriarchal,
though there seems to have been chiefs of some sort
over whole villages or even districts. The laws
were, however, mild and humane. In religion they
presented a striking and most grateful contrast. to
the Toltecs, Aztecs, and other peoples of the
continent, having none of the human sacrifices and
atrocious tortures that disfigured their worship.
They believed in a Supreme Being and a future and
immortal life. They had a form of worship in which
the use of idols as symbols, and the smoking of tobacco,
largely figured. They had a regularly constituted
priesthood, the members of which they credited with
powers of divination and of healing. There were
none of the revolting practices and superstitions,
however, which have been common to many primitive
peoples. They were not warlike, and had no military
organization, but they certainly were not cowards, as
some of the early Spanish conquistadores had cause to
kno w.
They had, it is obvious, nothing which could
survive than as a memorial of their existence. Their
architecture, if so it may be called, was most perishable.
They had no art, save in pottery, and that was not
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highly developed. They had no literature. The
result was that ^en they perished through unfavor-
able contact with a more powerful and aggressive
race they left scarcely a trace of themselves,
save in the records and testimony of their
conquerors and destroyers. Some specimens of
their pottery have been preserved. The words hammock
and canoe come to us from them end the use of tobacco
is their universal memorial.
Such were the aborigines , if not the absolute
autochthones, of Cuba. Their only history lives in
the brief and scanty records of them made by their
destroyers. They left no enduring impress upon the
island, save its name. How many they were is unknown,
and estimates which are mere giesses differ widely.
In a single generation they disappeared, partly throu^
V r slaughter and partly through such diseases as small
pox and measles, which were introduced to the island
by the Spaniards arrl ^ich the natives were unable to
resist. (1)
B. The People. The foremost word in the
Cuban dictionary of life seems to be pleasure. The
Cuban lightness shows itself in the mania for gambling
(1) Willis Fletcher Johnson, "The History of Cuba,"
Vol. I, pages 8-10.
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which is all prevalent and in the indifference to
pursuits that demand patient investigation, hard
intellectual effort or scientific accuracy. If
the Cubans go in for anything it is for politics and
candidates for offices will never be wanting from the
presidency down. They possess patriotism, love of
liberty, courage and resolution. There is something
likable about 1iiem and something hopeful. (1)
Cuba is by nature disposed to pleasure, and
there is much to amuse and entertain. There are many
holidays, or fi estas , traditionally picturesque and
spectacular. In the smallest village, in the settle-
ments around the great sugar mills, as well as in towns
and cities, there is a constant round of dances, picnics
and gatherings where clubs, members of regional societies,
and all the varied social effer vescenses of a fun-lo'^'ing
people seek opportunity to mingle together and make
merry. At carnival time, and around Christmas and
New Year all faces must be mirthful, even thou^
some hearts may be sad. On the religious feast days
and holidays, the outpouring of people of all sexes
and ages is most notable. On patriotic occasions
houses are decorated with palm leaves, flags and
streamers. (2)
(1) Grose ’’Advance in the Antilles”, page 67,
(2) Bulletin, Cuban Tourist Commission, "Cuba”, p. 2.
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1. Foods> It must be noted that the food
habits of Cuban country folk are incomprehensible to
most Americans. The rural Cuban of the laboring
class is very simple in his food requirements. The
fact that thousands of the interior population can
get along on a very small expenditure for clothing
and can find shelter for almost nothing, combined
with their simple requirements in food, explains
in a measure, how five long years of progressive
depression have been passed without widespread
misery. V/hen employment is steady and wages are
stable, even the most humble of those who live in
palm-thatched huts in the back country insist upon
certain manufactured foods, such as rice, condensed
milk, salt pork, and canned sausages, but vdien this
same worker lacks money, he and his family can live
on plantains, yucca, and mangoes, with vdiat else
they can pick up, and continue well nourished and
happy. The lowly sugar cane is a universal article
of food in the country and is apparently remarkable
for food value,
2. !^/ork. Undoubtedly the average Cuban’s
attitude toward work is a great factor in the new economic
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readjustment. There is a small part of the population,
which can be variously counted as being from 40,000
to 250,000 in numbers, whose standard of living is so
far above that of the people as a whole as to put it
in a separate classification so far as the market for
imported merchandise is concerned. On the other hand,
in the social structure of the Cuban nation there are
no class distinctions in the technical sense. That is,
the word peon is hardly ever heard, and while there are
"old families” of names known and respected on the
island and even titled families who retain the old
Spanish rank in name, the deference to these accorded
by other Cubans is wholly voluntary, and the differences
in social condition that exist are almost wholly owing
to personal energy, abilities, and wealth. The majority
of the Cuban people who graduate from the poor to the
well-to-do classes do so by virtue of their intelligent
appreciation of good things ydien they can be obtained
and the will to work in order to live on a better scale.
5. Living conditions. The Cuban people in
their life as individuals, are capable of contracting
their living costs and living along, indefinitely
*noi7eluqoq 9df 'to ^leq II&dss. a &t sierfT . dnarJautbaer:
000,0^ £iOT:'^ ®J® 58^iLL'oo sd aeo rfolrfw
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xl&ilnitebai ,snoIe aniril bn© Edeoo aniviX Tisrid
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to an extent that we in the United States can hardly
understand. In the country, laborers’ families are
literally existing on a few cents a day, and the
youngsters are lively and ready with a laugh at any
moment. Havana f€«milies, their income disappearing
through loss of positions, etc., are moving to the
country where some have lands and where they expect
to live on a few dollars a month until they can do
better. Cuban women have gone extensively into the
making of their own clothing; and in rural inland towns
one sees the Cuban girls freshly attired in the latest
style, their dresses made at home from inexpensive
cotton goods and their entire wardrobe done at a cost
measured within a dollar or two, but spic and span and
worn with an air. By the way, there is the general
impression that most Cuban fortunes come from politics
or gambling. The Cuban enjoys display and extravagance,
and derives a substantial satisfaction in having a house
or a car showier than his neighbor’s; but he has the
capacity that others can hardly understand for enduring
adversity and accepting poverty without thinking it a
disgrace; and the Cubans do not regard the poverty of
their neighbors and friends as a reason for looking
down upon them. (1)
(1) U.»S. ’’Trade Information Bulletin # 7E5”, pp.5-6,25
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4 , Women
,
Cuban women in the past knew but
one ambition—marriage. From earliest childhood the girls
were taught to make themselves attractive to the male
sex.... Those who could afford servants did not work, for
any sort of work was degradating, and for a Cuban woman
or man, either to carry even a small package in the
street would have been to lose caste. However, under
American influence customs and habits have greatly
changed, and in thousands of cases wives have worked in
order to supplement the reduced income of their husbands.
5» Manners and customs. The island is a few
miles from our shores, yet is almost as forei^i as
Egypt or Japan. You sail from New York in a January
blizzard and in three days are in a land where stoves
or furnaces for heating purposes are needless and
unknown. That general fact signifies another type
of civilization with differences which affect the mode
of living, styles of building, methods of business and
ultimately the habits of thought and product of character.
There are distinct phases of life in Cuba:
the life in Havana, with its gradations of rich, middle
and poor; the life in the smaller cities with small
subdivisions, althou^ not such contrasts; life in the
rural districts, also having gradations, and life on
the great sugar, coffee and tobacco plantations with
its unique features.
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6. Cities, ^Jhile the lesser cities have
their own characteristics, in main features they are
all alike. All are built around the Spani^ plaza,
or public square. Here, always in most prominent
places, is the cathedral or church. Here too are
the finest public and private buildings. The plaza
has folliage and flowers, promenades and bandstands,
and very Ikely some statuary.
7. Courtship. A word should be said concerning
the Cuban youngman who is in love and the customs of
courtship. The girl is taught from childhood that the
primary object of her life is to catch a beau. The
code is this: when a youngman fixes his eyes upon
a young woman longingly, he walks repeatedly pass
the window and tries to gain her attention. If she
looks with favor upon him after a time a few words
are exchanged. This continues until the mother
has a chance to learn vhether he is a proper suitor.
If so, he may be given leave to call formally and the
window courtship is given up for the parlor rocking-
chair in which he sits facing not only the fair one,
but her mother or other chaperon, for the couple must
not be left alone a minute. Until they have been to
church, the two are never left alone. The ;^ole
fanily takes sly turns in watching them.
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8 . Funeral customs. If you chance to see
a funeral procession of the wealthy class it is a
pompous show. The hearse is gorgeous, the horses
are in trappings of orange or purple and black. You
note that there are only men present, for the place
of the mourning women is held to be at home. On the
arrival at the cemetery the coffin is borne on the
shoulders of four bearers to the grave. In the
funerals of the poorer classes the coffin is borne on
the shoulders of bearers or friends from the house to
the cemetery. There are graves for rent, for temporary
occupancy, as well as permanent ones. At the expiration
of the term the bones are removed and thrown to the
osario
,
or bone-pit. Here are heaped indiscriminately
skeletons, fra0nents of coffins, and discarded
tombstones, ( 1 )
9, Other Customs. Throughout the island many
ciJistoms of colonial days still hold. In Havana, of
course, is the greatest concentration of civic, cultural
and social activity, also of sports and diversions
natural to a great cosmopolitan center. Havana has
been called the Paris of America, "As soon as you
step off the gangplank, or out of the airplane cabin,
(1) Grose "Advance in the Antilles", pages 67, 191
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you sense the difference of your new environraent
.
The smile of the custaas official bespeaks the
friendliness of this foreign country. The minimizing
of entry red tape reveals that you are expected and
welcome to this land of gorgeous adventure and
romanc e . ” ( 1
)
Havana has ever been the favorite play-
ground of the Americas; lately it has been discovered
as one of the most healthful spots on the globe*
In Havana, ’’the street resounds with noise
of traffic. ?.!ule carts contest the narrow way with
motor trucks, loaded with products from the wide world*
There are silks from China, perfumes from France,
chinaware from England, toys from Germany, machinery,
cotton goods, shoes and countless other ccmmodities
from the United States for the embellishment and
delip^t of the dusky-eyed senorltas
,
and for the
industry of the men of Cuba. Your first glance
brings home a realization that you are at last in a
foreign city. Delectable tropical drinks for
refreshment , especially a native fruit- juice drink
called pina frla colada
,
or strained pineapple juice.
Big Moorish crabs with their firm, sweet meat, natural,
devilled or gratine fora delicious luncheon. For
(1) ’’Cuban Tourdata”, page 3
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the afternoon to the Jockey Club ..... .Dinner a la
tropics. The cuisine is for the most part French
with hors d’ouvres
,
but the pride of the Chef is
Arroz con Polio
,
chicken with rice The caves
harbor excellent French wines, and sunny Spanish
vintages. For dancing, captivating Cuban music
Then Jai-Alai at the old Fronton of Concordia street,
packed with shouting fans (1)
^•.'fany cities have laid claim to be the Paris
of America: Caracas, Venezuela, has something of the
flair. But she is small and like Brussels, merely
calls herself a little Paris. Mexico City is
seductive in her own strange, sorrowful way. The
haughty Castillian has here mingled with the Aztec
Indian, and the result is semi-Orient al, \?hen Mexico
is not wading through the blood splashed melodrama of
one of her incredibly picturesque revolutions, she
gestures in a dance of life that is somehow both
vivid and sad. This is no Paris, but a Granada of the
Moors or a Moscow of the Tartars, with a Western Latin
foundation. Buenos Aires also has been entered in the
list. With her broad boulevards and Frenchified
architecture, she undoubtedly has the air. But
commercial instincts of Buenos Aires make her the
(1) Taddy Valmar ’TTy first e:3q)erience to Colurabusland
”
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Chicago of South America, rather than the Paris of
the New World.
The ancient streets and houses of Havana are
pure Creole in style. They owe their charm to wrought-
iron balconies, massive carved doors. But wherever the
city has been improved for reasons of decoration, we
get an effect of the spaciousness of Parisian avenues.
The Prado has become cosmopolitan after the manner of
Montparnasse. This is where the new open-air cafes
are located. The sidewalk cafes, as some one has
said, "have fostered an elegant leisure. There art
comes before money-making and hope is high for a
perfect State”.
10. Cuban Characteristics. Each one of the
Spanish American countries has gradually acquired its
own special physiognomy, in which the climate, the
people, race, their education and styles have
collaborated. Cuba has felt the influence of the
United States, due to its proximity, its political-,
military interventions, its commercial relations, and
to the gratitude which Cuba feels toward the nation that
helped her gain her liberty. Nevertheless, although
modernized, she has not been Americanized. Four
centuries of Spanish dominion have left their
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indelible seal, on its race, its culture, its language
and its architecture and customs. France has influenced
its literature. Italy has influenced its music to
vhich the black race has imparted marvellous rhythms,
known throughout the world: the danzon
,
son and rumba.
All these present the characteristics which make Cuba
different from the other Spanish American countries.
Cuba is, therefore, an old, and at the same time, modern
country. There is quite a contrast to be noted in
walking through the narrow, colonial streets admiring
its edifices constructed of carved stone, when you
suddenly emerge into the new sections where the palaces
of the wealthy families denote good taste, comfort and
richness. In the public places, the clubs, the
V Casino, the Hippodrome, the gay disposition and innate
refinement of the Cubans are evidenced. Life in Cuba
harmonizes the old and the new; traditions, customs,
edifices commerce, industries, sports the
intellectual, scientific, literary and artistic life...
A country in evolution, anxious to occupy a place
in the front line, which in many aspects it has
already reached.
XXXXXXXXXXXXX
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CHAPTER II
PUERTO RICO (1)
I - DESCRIPTION
Puerto Rico has been often called the Switzer-
land of America, or the Island of Enchantment, due to
its beautiful landscape and its marvelous vistas of
everlasting verdure. It is 100 miles long by 35
miles wide, surrounded by a deep cobalt-blue sea
which reflects the everchanging cumulous clouds on the
sky above. Its climatic conditions are ideal. Save
for a few spots on the southern and northern coast, the
rest of the island, especially the interior mountain
regions, is just right in temperature. An eternal
summer reigns supreme.
The coastal plains between the sea and the
majestic mountains extending across the central part
of the Island like a hugh backbone, are mostly sugar-
cane fields forming a blanket of emerald in which all
(1) The name of Porto Rico was changed to Puerto Rico
by Act of Congress, approved May 17, 1932. "ITost Puerto
Ricans do not know that their new name is bound to be
pronounced ’Pu^ airto Reekow’
,
just as Pugh eblow*
is our way of saying Pueblo, a city in Colorado.”
H. H. Donaldson
(I) QOIF 0??TH
-isstiwC Qdi boliao necflo .“lesd esri
Qt esjt>
,
siTiQiHw xiej^.oflS to I'neiel 9iicf to ^£iC’]:'^sizA to ba&l
‘lo esJBJtr ex’OlsrrT-^m 5nfl eq^JoefifiFl Xj/litUBScf 8^1
cC yd i^nol 8»Ilin 001 al Si ,iyz'jbisr gni^^eslTar©
388 dL-Id-i^lBdoo ^90^) s vd bcbrujOTTUB ,©biw Bslla
ed^ nc abuolo euclisirvo ^ni'^srloTers erfJ e;f09l^9T doXrfw
eviiC .I;defci EHOi^lbnoo sl.^cnilo 8^1 .evodB
edS jtcsoo nTSfl^’Ton bn© flTedtfjJoe edt no e&oqs wsl b To't
nleJTiJJoai 'tot^':^Sal adS ^Icsial 9£iS lo jbot
iBirTOJe nA .eTUJ-STsqj'ne^ ni Sd^^T dsut 8l ^enol^eT
. 8 nenci/8 sng let t
eif^" In c 098 0it}’ naew^ed acislq ifiteaoo sffT
.tTEq X/BTiTOC 9uX BSOTOB 3flibC0^X© afli Fd fUL/CIT
- BSiJe stb ^anodJiaBd a e^ll baalel. edS lo
IIb doldvr fil blsTSire lo ^a:?{nfild e galiinol Ebisxl ©-.eo
coXH oS'iejj^ oS be^iwdo sbvt oclf! oSno^ aO e;!iQn sdT (X)
oSzaidL Ssc^^r .Seei ^?X Yfi’^ Lercnqqs ,28eTSnoC lo ^oA ^fd
fld oJ J&ni'Od 3i eiiran wen TXari^ wonsf i’on c5 ansoXH
•,ToXdo as Xajjt .’mdoefl oSnis beozvocoiq
’’,:Z)BToXoO ni ? ,oXdei;q sni^Be 'io \oit Tire ei
floeMiToQ
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the shades of green are represented; beyond, the
tobacco fields, covered with cheese-cloth to protect
the leaves; and farther still, running into the very
heart of the island, the coffee plantations with
the dark-green coffee bushes, growing under the
shade of large trees and spotted with the red of
berries when in season. Besides, innumerable views
here and there in which all the colors of the rainbow
are well represented. This is just a faint idea of
what Puerto Rico looks like. (1)
But this beautiful land does not belong to
the Puerto Ricans. It is mostly in the hands of
absentee corporations, which have control of the
Puerto Rican wealth and the Puerto Rican destiny.
(1) ’’’Then the Americans took possession of the island,
Puerto Rico was like all true Spanish American countries,
quaint, quiet, picturesque and with an undefiniable
charm or atmosphere impossible to picture or describe.
For four hundred years the people had lived in more
or less the same manner, their homes were Spanish or
Moorish style, their lives were simple and wants few,
business worries, financial reverses or competition
troubled them not. Today all has greatly changed.
Puerto Rico is a busy, bustling up-to-date and modern
country, far ahead of most American communities of
equal size. In the transformation much of the charm,
the pi cturesqueness and the Old World atmosphere have
been lost and while we may admire and appreciate the
conveniences and modern improvements, yet we cannot
but regret the fact that in obtaining these we have
been compelled to sacrifice sudh a large part of the
true Spanish American life and atmosphere.’’
Hyatt Verrill "Puerto Rico Past and Present", p.l2.
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The process has been one of absorption of the Puerto
Rican wealth due fundamentally to the operation of
economic laws as a result of the contact of an
undeveloped agricultural country with a powerful
and highly industrialized one.
II - HE TORY
The Island of Borinquen, as Puerto Rico
was known by its native Inhabitants, was discovered
by Columbus on his second voyage to the New World
in 1493. With him was Ponce de Leon, whose name
was destined to be written large across the pages of
American history but who was then an unknown adventurer.
This landing was the first and only time that the feet
of Columbus trod the soil of what is now American
territory and its date was November 19, 1493.
Columbus then proceeded to Santo Domingo,
first giving the name of San Juan Bautista to the
Island in honor of Prince Juan, heir to the Spanish
throne. After a stay in Santo Domingo lasting
fifteen years, Ponce de Leon, who had never forgotten
the beauties of Borinquen, persuaded Governor Nicoles
de Ovando to supply him with ships and men with which
oil
’
©rf'J’ “io nolJ’qToeds 1:o ©no need eari ceeocrrq ©rf?
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to make an exploration of Puerto Rico. Arriving in
the island in 1508, he discovered the harbor at
present known as that of San Juan (1). Because of
its excellence the explorer gave it the name of
"Puerto Rico", (Rich Port).
On the 14th of August, 1509, Ponce de Leon
was named governor of the colony by King Ferdinand,
In 1509 Diego Columbus, son of the Great Admiral,
was named Governor of Santo Domingo to relieve Ovando
and was instructed by the King to respect all arrange-
ments made by Ponce de Leon in Puerto Rico.
Trouble with the Indians due to the forced
labor required of ttiem by the Spaniards now commenced
to threaten, and an outbreak against the white men
was only postponed by the belief of the natives in
the immortality of the strangers. Finally, they
N. plucked up enough courage to make a test and captured
a young Spaniard named Diego Salcedo. This unfortunate
man they held under water until he was apparently dead
and watched his body for several days until Nature
gave sure evidence that life was extinct. Then
came the Indian revolt. Acting with his usual
(1) From here Ponce de Leon set forth on his famous
voyage in search of the Fountain of Youth which resulted
in the discovery of Florida.
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promptness Ponce de Leon did not wait for re-
enforcements from Santo Domingo but took the field
with a force of only 120 men and after severe fitting
succeeded in crushing the rebellion. Hundreds of
Indians were slaughtered,
Negro slavery was introduced in Puerto Rico
in 1513, this being no innovation among the Spaniards
for many negro and mulatto slaves were held in Spain
long before the discoveries of Columbus and the
Inquisition commenced to function on the Island in
1519.
War having broken out between France and
Spain, the former nation despatched vessels to prey
on the West Indian colonies of the latter and in 1528
a French landing party sacked and burned the town of
San German. Fearing that a similar attack would be
made on San Juan, the Spanish Government authorized
in 1529 the erection of the Fortal eza
,
but through
lack of funds the work did not commence until 1533,
News of the golden discoveries in Peru and
the conquests made by Pizarro had by this time reached
Puerto Rico and the authorities had to take strenuous
action to prevent the Island from becoming depopulated.
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"Take me t o Peru" became the cry of disgruntled
colonists and the Governor had to threaten to hang
anyone attempting to leave the Island before it
subsided. For several years no Spanish ships were
allowed to touch Puerto Rico.
One good result of the discontent registered
by the colonists was that when they found the door of
emigration barred they turned their attention more
strenuously to agriculture. Sugar cane had been
introduced from Santo Domingo and the first shipment
of the product from Puerto Rico was made in 1533.
Not till 1595 did the defenses of San Juan
receive their baptism of fire and when the event
finally took place it resulted in a Spanish victory
and a stinging defeat for one of England's most
intrepid naval commanders, Sir Francis Drake.
Disheartened at his lack of success and his heavy
losses Drake sailed away with his fleet vowing that
he would yet "singe the beard of the King of Spain".
And now San Juan, thou^ confident in its
ability to repel invaders, busied itself anew with
the strengthening of its defenses for the inhabitants
realized that after such a rebuff to English pride
reprisal would be attempted. They did not have long
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to Tciit, for on the 6th of June, 1590, the fleet
of the Duke of Cumberland hove in sight and
disembarked 1000 men on the beach of Cangrejos,
as Santurce {near San Juan) was then called. The
Britisai forced their way into the city inhich they
found abandoned as the citizens had sought refuge
in El ilorro . The forts of San Antonio, San Geronimo,
and San Cristobal had not yet been built nor had
other landward walls of defense. In order to spare
the civilian refugees the horror of an assault the
Spaniards surrendered on the 20th of June and the
next day the British fleet sailed into the harbor.
The English commander desired to convert
Puerto Rico into a British colony, but as the Spaniards
said, ”God desired otherwise”. Sickness broke out
among his troops and he was forced to abandon the
project, British occupation lasted but 157 days
althou^ it was long remembered by the people of
San Juan, as Cumberland's vessels carried away almost
everything of value that was movable, including church
bells and ordnance.
Mth the deaths of Philip II of Spain in
1598 and that of Queen Elizabeth of England in 1603,
war between the two countries ceased.
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Puerto Rico had suffered much during the
sixteenth century not only by the constant- attacks
of the English but by internal dissent ions, plagues,
famine, and by the emigration of its people to other
parts of America.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century
no roads existed except Indian trails. Interior
commerce was carried on by means of rivers Tt-ere they
were navigable. Puerto Rican exports were shipped
only from San Juan and the Island often had but one
vessel a year from Spain, even that being sometimes
delayed. But little actual money was in circulation
and salaries of gcvernment officials were partially
paid in the products of the country.
In 1625 the Dutch, who were then at war with
Spain, sent a fleet to the West Indies with instructions
to take possession of Puerto Rico. According to
tradition the Dutch commander, after the siege of San
Juan had lasted for five days, offered to fi^t any
Spanish officer single handed. In case he became
the victor the fort was to surrender to him, and in
case of defeat
,
he was to withdraw his forces. Captain
Juan de Amezquita y Quijano responded to the challenge
and a fierce combat ensued resulting in the defeat of
i ’• * '
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Bodwo in who was severely wounded by a sword-thrust
in the neck. True to his word the Dutchman withdrew
his forces and left the harbor, but he first fired
the town of San Juan, destroying more than a hundred
houses. A monument erected on the fonner Calvary,
a plateau with an immense cross #iich had been
erected there by officials of the Church, commemorates
the heroism of the Spanish garrison,
Morgan, Cook, Grand, Captain Kidd, and other
notorious free-booters,all operated from time to time
in Puerto Rican waters and pounced on the treasure
ships enroute from Mexico to San Juan with funds for
the maintenance of the Government.
Often when such vessels were captured Puerto
Rican authorities were unable to pay the bills which
they had contracted and the colony was practically
moneyless for long periods. But notwithstanding
devastating cyclones, pirate raids, internal dissentions
and the capture of treasure vessels, the settlement of
Puerto Rico forged steadily ahead and by the end of the
seventeenth century the separate municipalities of
Aguada, Ponce, Coamo, Arecibo and Loiza were functioning
in addition to those of San Juan and San German.
Tributary to the first -named were the villages of
Fajardo, Humacao, Guayama
,
Manati, Hormigueros and Anasco.
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Early in the eighteenth century the English
and Dutch formed an alliance against the French and
Spanish and in 1702 the English with a small expedition
attempted to capture the town of Areciho,but after a
sharp skirmish they were driven off. In November of
the same year a similar expedition was equally unsuc-
cessful.
Puerto Rico witnessed the enforcement of a
prohibition law in 1749. The pretext for this law,
v^ich was prcmulgat ed in Spain, was that the use of
aguardiente and other drinks made from sugar cane
was prejudicial to the health of the people of Puerto
Rico and the manufacture of such beverages was forbidden
under heavy penalties. Its real reason for existence
was the fact that the wine manufacturers of Spain had
complained that Puerto Ricans did not purchase enough
of their- product s and because the duties collected
on wine imports at San Juan had fallen off in consequence.
The culture of coffee, now one of the
principal industries of the Island, was commenced in
1755 and gradually assumed importance, in ten years
Puerto Rican coffee becoming so popular in the Virgin
Islands that the Danish authorities declared it
contraband and placed heavy duties on its importation.
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The American colonies having declared
themselves free and independent in 1775, were
officially recognized by the Spanish Government,
and King Charles III authorized all American vessels
to enter the ports of Spanish possessions.
In 1796 Charles IV of Spain formed a defensive
and offensive alliance with France and war with Great
Britain was the immediate result. On the morning of
April 18, 1797, more than 3,000 British troops landed
at Santurce, their ships covering their advance by
well-directed cannonading. Considerable fighting
took place along both the front and rear of the
British lines, but on the night of April 30 the
invaders suddenly gave up the battle and departed,
leaving in the hands of the Spaniards considerable
ordnance and supplies as well as a number of prisoners.
The Venezuelan revolution of 1810 soon was
felt in Puerto Rico and men commenced to talk of self-
government. The population of the island then numbered
more than 500,000 and was rapidly increasing. Santo
Domingo declared its independence in 1821 and Governor
Gonzalo de Arostegui was asked to proclaim the
independence of Puerto Rico, but being loyal to
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Spain, he refused to do so. (l) By 1873 the desire
for political liberty was stirring strongly in Spain
and in that year the Cortes framed a new constitution
for the monarchy. i^ong the articles of this constitution
one provided that Spanish possessions should be governed
by special law. The Cortes also levied a war contribution
of 500,000 pesos on Puerto Hico, and to this the inhabitants
of the island objected.
The importation of slaves from Africa had been
stopped in 1820 but this did not abolish slavery in
Puerto Rico and many negroes were smuggled into the
island. In 1834 Great Britain abolished slavery in
all its dominions and the act so stirred the slaves in
Puerto Rico that in 1843 it became necessary to call out
the militia to subdue a servile revolt among the negroes
at iToa Baja. In 1848 Governor Prim promulgated what was
known as the Black Code . By it all offenses by negroes,
whether slaves or free, against members of the white
race would be punished by a militaiy tribunal. All
farmers were authorized to kill their slaves in case
(l)”In 1821 a wave of rebellion passed over the West
Indies and on December 1st of that year Santo Domingo
declared its independence and offered to cooperate with
Puerto Rico in a similar movement, but the majority of
the public sentiment in the latter island proved loyal
to the Crown and the project was abandoned."
"The New Learned History," Vol. VIII p.6837.
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of revolt. The Black Code was repealed by Frim’s
successor after it had been in force for six months
and it was decreed that the i/iiip be used to punish
slaves instead of inflicting the death penalty.
Spain had been promising for many years
to enact special laws for Cuba and Puerto Rico, and
in 1865 called commissioners from these islands to
tfadrid to state their desires in the matter of
administrative reform. (1) In 1867 Jose Julian
Acosta, Segundo Ruiz Bel vis, and Franci sco Mariano
Quinones ardently presented the case for the abolition
of slavery in Puerto Rico to the Spanish Government.
One of the most famous of Spanish republicans spoke
before the Cortes in favor of abolition, saying in
part that "private interests should not be permitted
to dominate the rights of humanity". Soon after
the short-lived Spanish Republic was proclaimed on
the 11th of February, 1873, slavery was abolished in
Puerto Rico and the ri^ts of humanity triumphed.
The abolition of slavery caused no disorder in the
island although the negroes rejoiced in obtaining their
freedom. (2)
(1) See "Cuba", page 15.
(2) "Puerto Rico is the only country in the world that
abolished slavery voluntarily and deliberately by the
will of her own people. The slave holders abolished
slavery there. It was done in a night vdthout blood-
shed and without friction." "Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science",1905,Vol.XXVI,
page 55.
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Tlie Spanish Republic officially recognized
the inhabitants of Puerto Rico as Spaniards, elections
for representatives were held, new municipal laws were
put in force and schools were established. The freedom
of the press was also recognized, but in 1874 the
Republic came to an end, and in many ways the
Government of Puerto Rico reverted to its former
unsatisfactory status, the freedom of the press being
again restricted and several reform lav;s repealed.
The desire for autonomy grew stronger in Puerto Rico
and the Spani;^ Government, fearing a revolution like
that which was taking place in Cuba, issued a decree
on Novenber 28, 1897, granting local government to the
island in its internal affairs.
But Spain did not have to fear a revolution.
"The respect for law is a notable characteristic of
the Puerto Ricans. They are not turbulent or violent.
Riots are almost unknown in the island. So is organized
resistance to law. They are not criminal people. The
most violent crimes are by no means common. Burglary
is almost unknown* There are many cases of homicide,
but the number in proportion to population is not as
large as in the United States. Thievery is the most
common crime and petty cases make up a large part of
rielns'^o sriT
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the list of offenses. The people as a iwhole are
a moral law-abiding class, mild in disposition,
easy to govern and possess the possibilities of
developing a high type of citizenship.” (1)
After the issuance of the decree on 1897,
an assembly of district representatives was organized
and elections held, and an upper house appointed by
the Governor as well as a cabinet consisting of five
heads of departments and a president. Before this
organization could commence to function, war was
declared between the United States and Spain in
April, 1898.
A - The American Occupation. On October
18 the United States took formal possession of the
island and the American flag was raised over the
fortifications of San Uuan, Major General John R.
Brooke becoming Military Governor.
”A11 classes of natives of the island
welcomed the American army, American occupation and
American methods, and accepted without hesitation the
Stars and Stripes in place of the Red and Yellow Stars.
(1) ”The New Learned History,” Vol. VIII, page 6838
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They had not been disloyal to the old flag, but it
had come to represent to them particularly during
the present century in which a class feeling developed
between the insular and the peninsular Spaniards,
partiality and oppression. Puerto Ricans generally
complained that the fonner government discriminated
in favor of the Spaniards who in the distribution of
offices were preferred to the natives and who had by
the powerful influence of the authorities prospered
in business, as bankers, mercheints, manufacturers or
agri cultorists. They also insisted that the internal
improvement of the island was rejected, that agriculture
bore more than its share of the burden of taxation,
and that the assessments were very inequitable and
unequal. Also that education was not fostered and
that in general the welfare of the people was not the
first concern of their rulers.” (l)
Under the able administration of the American
army officers, the use of stamped paper and of other
official stamps outside of those used by the United
States postal authorities was discontinued, royal
taxes on property ccnveyances were abolidied and
many other beneficial changes were made. Hygiene and
sanitation were also given immediate attention.
(1) "The New Learned Histoiy,” Vol. VIII, page 6838
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The Insular Cabinet was dissolved on
February 6, 1899, but four departments were established,
these being State, Justice, Finance and Interior. A
Board of Health for 1iie Island was also established,
and Puerto Rican currency was replaced by that of
the United States. General Henry (who relieved
JTajor General Brooke) did away with the punishment
of chains, irons and stocks. He also organized the
Insular Police Force, and government lottery and
cockfighting were abolished during his able ad-
mini st rat ion.
General Davis, who followed General Henry
as Governor, abolished the four departments organized
by the latter and created the Bureau of State and
Municipal Affairs, the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
the Bureau of Agriculture, the Bureau of Education,
;^and the Bureau of Public Works. Trials by jury
were authorized and several boards were organized.
I'hese boards were those of the Judiciary, Charities,
Prison Control and Insular Police. The Organized
Act which established a civil government in Puerto
Rico was passed by the United States Congress on
April 12, 1900, and on May 1st Charles H. Allen was
inducted into office as the first Civil Governor of
the island
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On June 28, the Executive Council, the
Upper House of the Legislature, consisting of Six Americans,
7^0 were also heads of government departments, and five
residents of Puerto Rico, all appointed by the
President of the United States, met and organized.
A general election was held on November 6 of the
same year, at which 35 Puerto Ricans were chosen as
members of the House of Delegates, the other branch of
the Legislature. These elective delegates met with
the Executive Council in the first session of the
Legislative Assembly on December 3, 1900, and
continued in session until January 30., 1901, having
passed 36 laws necessary for the complete establishment
of civil government, and providing for a system of
taxation and internal revenue.
The island’s growth since the establisimient
of civil government has been rapid and constant.
Development in every line is apparent. Legislation
both in the island and in Washington has been designed
to meet the changing conditions and needs of the
people. American citizenship was granted in 1917 with
the passage of the Jones Act which provided as well a
more liberal local government, placing more responsibility
and greater opportunities in the hands of the new
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citizens. An elective Senate took the place of
the appointive upper house of the Legislature and
most heads of departments were made appointees of
the Governor, rather than of the President. (1)
III - GOVER^iENT
A - Under Spanish Rule. The c ivil govern-
ment of the island was the Governor General and the
Governor General was the civil government. All power
was lodged in his hands and he was accountable only
to Madrid. He was at once the executive, the
legislative and the judicial head. As Captain
General he had chief command of the military forces
and made such disposition of them as he chose. As
Governor General he conducted civil affairs whether
insular or municipal, according to his own pleasure.
As the position was one of great power and of large
opportunities for pecuniary profit it not infrequently
went to those who were prepared to exploit it on their
own interests. (2) In 1536 the legislation was
(1) "Register of Puerto Rico for 1926", pp.1-20.
(2) In this connection, the following is taken from
"The Christian Century" of March 21, 1932: "Exploitation
in Puerto Rico Still a Happy-hunting Ground: When
William Jennings Bryan vias Secretary of State he wrote
to the American Diplomatic Representative in Santo
Domingo during the military occupation of that
republic, inquiring what places in the local
administration of Dominican affairs could be
provided for deserving democrats. The habit of
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enacted for changing the method of government and for
the regulation of public property and common pasturages.
But notwithstanding all this for many years the form
of control alternated between alcaldes selected by the
inhabitants and annual governors appointed by the
Council of the Indies. (1)
B - Present Political Organization. On July
25, 1898, in the course of the Spanish-American War, the
first American fo rces, commanded by General Nelson A.
Miles, made their landing at Guanica, Puerto Rico. On
July 28, 1898, General Miles issued a proclamation to
the people of Puerto Rico .containing the following
statement regarding laws and government: ”It is not
our purpose to interfere with any existing laws and
customs that are wholesome and beneficial to your
people so long as they conform to the rules of military
administration, of order, and justice.”
looking to the less conspicuous outposts of American
Governmental influence to provide rewards for deserving
party men and women has had some notable illustrations
in Puerto Rico...,The people of the island are being
exploited on the one hand by financial interests
concerned with dividends on sugar and tobacco, and
on the other hand by political adventurers who find
an easy life and plenty of good pickings here.”
(1) ”The New Learned History”, Yol. YIII, page 6838.
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The treaty of Paris, signed at Paris on
December 10, 1898, ended the Spanish-American War,
The treaty was ratified by Spain on March 19, 1899,
and was ratified and proclaimed by the United States
Government on April 11, 1899. By article 2 of this
treaty the island of Puerto Rico was ceded to the
United States, and by article 9 the civil rights and
political status of its native inhabitants were to
be determined by Congress*
C - The Foraker Act. On April 12, 1900,
Congress passed an act entitled ”An Act temporarily
to provide revenues and a civil gcvernraent for Porto
Rico, and for other purposes”, generally known as
the Foraker Act. From 1898, the date of the occupation,
up to the time of the enactment of this first organic
act the island was under militaiy government.
Under the provisions of this act the government
of Puerto Rico was divided into three branches: the
executive, composed of the governor and six heads of
departments appointed by the President of the United
States, by and vjith the advice and consent of the
Senate; the legislative, composed of an executive
council, consisting of 11 members, 5 of whom were
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native Inhabitants of Puerto Rico appointed also by
the President with the consent of the Senate, and
the other 6 were the heads of departments, and a
house of delegates of 35 members elected by the
people; and the judiciary, with the powers which
were vested in the courts and tribunals already
established and then in operation.
D - The Jones Act. On March 2, 1917,
Congress passed an act entitled "An act to provide a
civil government for Porto Rico and for other
purposes", generally known as the Jones Act, This
second organic act, as amended by a recent act of
Congress, approved ’larch 4, 1927 (Public, No. 797,
69th Cong.), is in force at the present time and
supersedes the Foraker Act.
1. Legislative Power. The present
organic act abolished the executive council, whose
members exercised both executive and legislative
functions, and in its place instituted the present
senate, the members of which are elected by the people
at the polls. This senate and a house of representatives,
a body very similar to the old house of delegates
instituted by the Foraker Act, compose the legislative
branch of the gcvernment. The seat of government is San
Juan, a beautiful, interesting, modern city.
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2» Executive Power, The Governor of
Puerto Rico is appointed by the President of the United
States, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, and holds his office at the pleasure of the
President and until his successor is chosen and
qualified. Important among the governor’s power is
the one which gives him the right to veto the bills
approved by both houses. According to the Forater
Act a bill became a law in spite of the governor’s
veto if, after being reconsidered, it was passed by
both houses by a two-thirds majority in each; whereas
now, under the Jones Act, in such an instance the bill
does not become a law until the President gives his
approval to the same, or if the President fails to
approve or disapprove within 90 days from and after
the submission of the bill for his approval it becomes
a law as if specifically approved by him.
There are now the following executive depart-
ment s
:
Department of Justice; Department of Finance;
Department of Interior; Department of Education;
Department of Agriculture and Labor;
Department of Health
With the exception of the Attorney General
(head of the Department of Justice), and the Commissioner
of Education (head of the Department of Educat ion)
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remain, as before, presidential appointees, the
heads of departments are appointed by the governor,
by and with the advice and consent of the senate of
Puerto Rico, and hold their offices for the term of
four years and until their successors are appointed
and qualified, unless sooner removed by the governor.
The President also appoints the Auditor of Puerto Rico;
consent of the Senate is not necessary in this case.
The governor appoints the executive secretary by and
with the advice and consent of the senate of Puerto
Rico.
3. Judicial Ppwer. The judicial
power under the Jones Act was left vested in the courts
and tribunals of Puerto Rico established and in operation
•under and by virtue of existing laws.
Under existing laws there are at the present
time functioning in the island the following courts:
1. The supreme court;
2. The district courts;
3. The municipal courts; and
4. Justices of the peace.
These are all insular courts and the
Legislature of Puerto Rico has authority to organize,
modify, or rearrange them and their jurisdiction and
procedure in any way which is consistent with the
organic act. Besides these courts, there also
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functions in Puerto Pico the District Court of the
United States for Puerto Rico, generally known as
the Federal Court.
The Supreme Court of Puerto Rico is an
appellate court and sits to pass upon the cases that
come before it on appeal from the insular district
courts. Appeals may be taken from the district
courts to the Supreme Court if the amount involved
is over $300.00, It is a court of record, has a
seal, and is composed of a chief justice and four
associate justices who are all appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate. Writs of error and appeals from the
final judgments and decrees of the Supreme Court
may be taken and prosecuted to the Circuit Court of
Appeals for the first Circuit, which sits at Boston,
and to the Supreme Court of the United States, as now
provided by law. In all cases Ti^ere the amount
involved is over $5,000, an appeal lies to the
circuit court, and irrespective of the amount involved,
appeals may also be taken to this court in cases in
which writs of error may be taken from a State
CO urt
.
There is a district court in each of the
seven insular districts. The judges of the district
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courts as well as those of the other inferior courts
are appointed by the governor by and with the advice
and consent of the senate.
Municipal courts are not courts of record.
Th^ have jurisdiction to try cases in civil matters
to the amount of ^500, including interest. Justices
of the peace have jurisdiction to try cases which
involve violations of municipal ordinances and other
criminal matters in which the penalty imposed does
not exceed a fine of $15 or imprisonment for 30 days.
Appeals from the decisions lie to the dictrict courts.
The District Court of the United States for
Puerto Rico, generally known as the Federal Court, was
created by the Organic Act, and as such does not come
within the regulation of the Legislature of Puerto
Rico. One district judge sits in it and he is
appointed by the President by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate. This court has jurisdiction
over all cases cognizable in the district courts of
the United States, jurisdiction in matters of
naturalization, and also over all controversies
where all the parties on either side of the controversy
are citizens or subjects of a foreign State or States,
or citizens of a State, Territory, or District of the
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United States not domiciled in Puerto Rico, •wherein
the matter in dispute exceeds, exclusive of interest
or cost, the sum of $3,000.
In the insular courts all records are kept
and all arguments are conducted in the Spanish language,
and in the Federal Court the English language is used.
E - Interstate Commerce Acts, Section 38
of the Jones Act specifically provides that the inter-
state commerce act and the several amendments made to
or to be made thereto, the safety appliance acts and
the several amendments thereto, and the act of Congress
entitled ”An act to amend an act entitled »An Act to
regulate commerce, approved February 4, 1887, and all
acts amendatory thereof, by providing for a valuation
of the several classes of property of carriers subject
thereto and securing information concerning their
stocks, bonds and other securities", approved March
1, 1913, shall not apply to Puerto Rico.
F - Status of Puerto Rico and Puerto Ricans.
According to the decisions which have been rendered by
the Supreme Court of the United States, Puerto Rico is
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an organized but unincorporated territory. The
definition of this question ’/jas at one time a very
difficult issue before this great court. The
Columbia Law Review for November, 1926 (Vol. XXVI,
No. 7, p. 823), has a very complete article, written
by a distinguished member of the New York bar, in
which a clear analysis is made of the decisions of
the Supreme Court bearing on this question.
The Jones Act extended United States
citizenship to all Puerto Ricans.
G - Comparative study of the Organic Laws.
The following is a comparative study of the Organic Laws
of Puerto Rico, approved November 25, 1897, April 12,
1900, and March 2, 1917, respectively:
1. Autonomy Chart (Approved November 25,1897)
1> Legislative Branch. Composed of two bodies of
equal powers: a Council of Administration and a Chamber
of Representatives.
2. Upper House. Council of Administration. Composed
of 15 members, eight elected by the people and seven
appointed by the Governor General. Elective councilors
were chosen for a term of five years, four every five
years, and held office until the e3q)lration of their
terms unless the Council was dissolved by the Governor,
in which case new elections were held to choose the
eight elective councilors. Appointed councilors
held office for life. Councilors were required
to be Spanish subjects; at least 35 years old;
natives of Puerto Rico or resident Spanish subjects,
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with four years of constant residence; free from
pending criminal prosecution; in full enjoyment
of political rights; property holders, with their
property free from attachment; and, in addition,
they were required to have an annual income of
four thousand T)esos.
5, Lo7/er House. Chamber of Representatives.
Composed of one member for every 25,000 inhabitant s
.
Elected for five years. Hembers were required to
be Spanish subjects; at least 21 years of age; natives
of Puerto Pico or resident Spanish subjects, with four
years of constant residence; free from pending
criminal prosecution; in full enjoyment of civil
ri^ts. Representatives could be reelected.
4. Legislative Sessions. Insular Parliament.
Met every year . The Governor General had the ri^t
to convene, suspend, adjourn and dissolve Parliament.
In case of suspension or dissolution, the Governor
was obliged to reconvene or renew Parliament within
three months.
5. Privileges of each House and of Members.
Each Gliamber had the right ^o elect its own officers;
to pass rules for its proceedings; to judge the
qualifications of its members and the legality of
their election. Councilors and Representatives had
immunity for their speeches and votes in Parliament.
Councilors could not be arrested without a previous
resolution of the Council unless caught in the act
or when the Council was not in session. Representatives
could not be arrested or Indicted while Parliament was
in session, unless found in f ragant i. The above
guarantees did not apply when the Councilor or
Representative admitted the authorship of printed
matter of a seditious or treasonable character.
The Insular Parliament shared with the Governor,
who acted through his Secretaries, the right to
initiate and propose colonial status, except revenue
laws, T/fliich could only originate in the Chamber of
Repre sent atives.
6. Legislative Powers. The Insular Parliament
had power to legislate on:
(a) All matters not specially or expressly
reserved to the Cortes or to the Central Government.
(This power corresponds to the right of States of the
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Union to legislate on matters not reserved to the
Federal Government by the Constitution),
(b) All subjects concerning insular justice,
public works, finance, education, agriculture and
internal government,
(c) All matters of a purely local nature,
including public health by land or sea and the monetary
system. (This was an exclusive power of the Insular
Parliament,
(d) The tariff, and to fix duties.
7, Lefg.slative Limitations . The legislative
powers of ^e Insular F arl lament were limited by the
Constitution of the Kingdom, which applied to Puerto
Rico, and by specific provisions of the Autonomy Chart.
8, How Bills became Laws. All bills, except
revenue bills, could originate in either chamber.
Revenue bills could originate only in the Chamber of
Representatives. The Governor, through his Secretaries,
had the right to present bills in both chambers. Bills
passed by both chambers had to be presented to the
Governor General for his sanction and proclamation.
If he signed them, they became laws. If he objected
to them, he was required to forward the bills to the
Council of Ministers who had a period of sixty days
to approve or to reject them. If the Council of
Ministers did not give its assent to the bills, these
were returned to Parliament with a memorandum of
objections. Parliament could, in view of the
objections, reconsider or modify the bills. If the
Council failed to express an opinion within sixty
days, the bills became laws,
9, Executive Branch. The Governor General,
The supremie authority was vested in a Governor General
appointed by the King on the nomination of the Council
of Ministers, The Governor General held office until
his successor was appointed. No qualifications specified.
Had the following powers:
(a) Was vice- royal patron of the church;
(b) Commanded the military and naval forces
of the Island;
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(c) Acted, as delegate of the national
departments of State, War, Navy and Colonies;
(d) Appointed and removed without restriction
the Secretaries of the Cabinet;
(e) Could suspend n ational laws and certain
constitutional guarantees;
(f) Could convene, suspend, adjourn and
dissolve Parliament;
(g) Could take all measures that he deemed
necessary to preserve the peace and safety of the colony;
(h) Held direct diplomatic communication with
the ministers, diplomatic agents and consuls of Spain
in America;
(i) Appointed seven councilors;
(j) Granted pardons;
(k) Had the following duties:
(1) To submit a budget to Parliament;
(2) To proclaim and execute all laws;
(3) To see that justice was administered;
(4) To maintain the rights of liie colony.
10. The Cabinet. Composed of five Secretaries
appointed by the Governor General. There were five
Secretaryships:
(1) Grace and Justice; and Interior;
(2) Finance;
(3) Public Education;
(4) Public Works, Posts and Telegraph;
(5) Agriculture, Industry and Commerce.
The secretaries of the Cabinet were responsible to the
Insular Parliament. The Secretaries could be members
of either chamber. As such they exercised legislative
funct ions
.
11. Judicial Branch. Territorial Court. Composed
of a President and five judges appointed by the Governor
General. Courts of First I nstance and Criminal
Aud ienciasT There were 12 Courts of First Inst anc
e
and 3 Criminal Audiencias. Municipal Courts. Each
municipality had one municipal court.
12. Appeals. From Territorial Court to Supreme
Court of the Kingdom and finally to the King himself.
13. Municipal Government. Municipalities had power
to frame their own laws on public education; highways by land
river and sea; public health; municipal finance. They
had authority to pass revenue laws not incompatible with
the system of taxation. No colonial statute could abridge
the above powers.
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2» Foraker Act (Approved April 12,1900).
1, Legislative Branch. Composed of two bodies: an
Executive Council and a House of Delegates,
2> Upper House, Executive Council, Composed of
11 members appointed by the President with the advice
and consent of the Senate of the United States. At least
5 of the members had to be natives of Puerto Rico.
Members held office for four years, subject to reappointment.
5, Lower House, House of Delegates. Composed of
35 members, 5 Delegates elected from each of seven
districts, for two years. D elegates were required to
be citizens of Puerto Rico or of the United States; at
least 25 years of age^ able to read and write either
Spanish or English. In addition, they were required
to have taxable property, real or personal, situated
in Puerto Rico.
4. Legislative Sessions. Legislative Assembly.
Met every year for a regular session which could not
exceed 60 days. The Governor was empowered to call
special sessions of unlimited duration.
5. Privileges of each House and of Members.
Identical to jf^ 5, Autonomy Chart, except as referred to
origin of bills, ^ich, in the Foraker Act, was as
follows: All bills could originate in either house.
The Governor had no right to initiate or propose
legislation. He could only make recommendations.
6. Legislative Powers. The Legislative Assembly
had power to legislate on such general matters as were
specifically mentioned in the Organic Law. In this
particular, the powers of the Legislative Assembly
constituted under the Foraker Act were not as broad
as those of the Insular Parliament created by the
Autonomy Chart. The Legislative Assembly was
specifically authorized to legislate on all matters
of a local nature not locally inapplicable. This
power corresponds, in a general way, to that of the
Insular Parliament. (See 2 under Autonomy Chart).
The Legislative Assembly had no exclusive right to
legislate on local matters. And it could not legislate
on public health by sea, on the monetary system or on
the tariff because these are Federal functions.
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7. Legislative limitations. The legislative
powers of the Assembly were limited by the statutory
laws of the United States not locally inapplicable or
specifically excepted, and by the Organic Act.
8. How Bills Became Laws. Identical to 8 in
Autonomy Chart, except that the Governor had no right
to initiate or propose legislation. Bills passed in
each house by a majority vote were presented to the
Governor for his signature. If he signed them within
ten days, they became laws. If he did not approve
the bills he was required to return them with his
objections to the house where they had originated.
The Legislative Assembly could pass a bill over the
Governor's veto by a two-thirds majority. If the
Governor failed to return a bill within ten days,
it became a law unless the Legislative Assembly
prevented its return by adjourning. Congress had
the right to annul all the acts of the Legislative
Assembly.
9. Executive Branch. The Governor. The Governor
was appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate of the United States. Held
office for four years unless sooner removed. No
qualifications specified. Had the following powers:
(a) Could grant pardons and reprieves and
remit fines and forfeitures for offenses against the
laws of Puerto Rico, and respites for offenses against
the laws of the United States;
(b) Commanded the militia;
(c) Appointed and commissioned certain officers;
(d) Had all the powers of gcvernors of the
Territories of the United States that were not locally
inapplicable
.
(e) Had the following duties:
(1) Had to reside in Puerto Rico and maintain
office at seat of government;
(2) Was required to report annually to
the President;
(3) Had other duties that might be
assigned to him by the President.
10. The Executive Council. Composed of 11 members
appointed by the President. Only 6 of these members,
the heads of executive departments , exercised functions
comparable to those of the Cabinet under the Autonomy
Chart. There were 6 executive departments:
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(1) The Office* of the Secretary of Puerto Rico;
(2) The Office of the Attorney General;
The Treasiirv!(3) su y;
(4) The Office of the Auditor;
(5) The Department of the Interior;
(6) The Department of Education.
The heads of departments were responsible only
to the President. The heads of departments exercised
legislative functions as members of the Upper House of
the Legislature.
11 . Judicial Branch.
Justice
Supreme Court.
and four Associate
the advice and
District Courts
one Chief
by the President with
United States Senate.
seven district courts (2 sections
Municipal Courts. One in each of
munic ipalities.
Composed of
Justices, appointed
consent of the
There were
Juan)
.
in San
the principal
12. Appeals. From Supreme Court of Puerto Rico
to Boston Circuit Court and Supreme Court of the
United States.
15. ^.funicipal Government. The Legislature of
Puerto Hi CO was granted power to create, consolidate and
reorganize the municipalities.
5. Jones Act (Approved March 2,1917).
1. legislative Branch. Composed of twD bodies:
a Senate and a House of Representatives.
2. Upper House. Senate. Composed of 19 members: 2
elected from each of seven districts and 5 elected at
large. Senators serve four years and the terms of the
entire membership expire at the same time. They are
elected by the qualified voters of each district,
except the Senator s-at-large, who are elected by the
entire electoral body. Senators must be citizens of
the United States, and, at least, 30 years of age.
They must be able to read and write either English
or Spanish; they must have resided in Puerto Rico
for at least two consecutive years, and, except in
the case of Senators-at- large
,
they must have been
actual, residents of the senatorial district for a
period of at least one year prior to their election.
t
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5> Lower House. House of Representatives.
Composed of 39 members: 35 elected one from each of
thirty-five representative districts, and 4 elected
at large by the entire electoral body. Representatives
serve four years. Representatives are required to be
citizens of the United States; at least 25 years of
age; able to read and write either Spanish or English;
except in the case of R epre sent atives-at-large
,
bona
fide residents of their districts for at least one
year prior to their election.
4. Legislative Sessions. Legislative Assembly.
Meets every two years for a regular session of unlimited
duration. The session begins on the second Monday of
February. The Governor may call special sessions of
the Legislature or of the Senate, but these sessions
may not last longer than 10 days. The Governor is
required by law to call the Senate in special session
at least once each year on the second Monday in
Februaiy of those years in which a regular session
of the Legislature is not provided for.
5. Privileges of each House and of Members.
Identical to 5 of the Autonomy Chart, except as far
as the Revenue bills are concerned. According to the
Jones Act, Revenue bills must originate in the House
ofRepre sent at Ives
;
all other bills may originate in
either house. The Governor submits a budget of receipts
and ex5)enditure s which is the basis of the ensuing
biennial appropriations.
6. Legislative Powers. The powers of the Legislative
Assembly under this act are similar, in a general way, to
those granted by the Foraker Act.
7 . Le gis lat Ive Limit at ions
.
The same as under
the Foraker Act.
8. How Bills Beccme Laws. Same as under the
Foraker Act, except that if ih e Governor objects to a
bill he must return it with his objections to the house
#iere it originated. If both houses pass the bill again
by a two-third majority and the Governor still objects
to it, he must forward it to the President. If the
President approves the bill, he signs it and it becomes
a law. If he does not approve it, he returns it to the
Governor and the bill does not become a law. If the
.
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President fails to act within ninety days, the
bill becomes a law. If the Governor fails to
return a bill within ten days it becomes a law
unless the Legislative Assembly prevents its return
by adjourning. In this case the Governor may sign
the bill within thirty days. Congress has the right
to annul all the acts of the legislative Assembly,
9, Executive Branch. The Governor. As under
the Foraker Act, the Governor is appointed by the
President with the advice and consent of the Senate.
(United States). Holds office at the pleasure of
the President. Has the following powers:
(a) Supervises executive department;
(b) Is commander- in-chief of the militia;
(c) Same as (a) under the Foraker Act;
(d) Appoints, with the advice and consent of
the Insular Senate, the Treasurer, the Commissioner of
the Interior, the Commissioner of Agriculture, the
Commissioner of Health, the Executive Secretary and
the judges, fiscales
,
marshals and secretaries of all
the courts except certain officers who are appointed by
the President;
(e) May mobilize the militaiy and naval
forces of the United States in Puerto Rico;
(f) May suspend the writ of habeas corpus .
(g) Duties: same as under Foraker Act.
10 » The Executive Council. Composed of 6 members,
two appointed by the President and four by the Governor.
There are 6 executive departments:
(a) The Department of Justice;
(b) The Department of Finance;
(c) The Department of the Interior;
(d) The Department of Education;
(e) The Department of Agriculture; and Labor
(f) The Department of Health
The heads of d epartments are responsible to the
Governor end to the President. The heads of departments
do not exercise legislative functions.
11. Judicial Branch. Supreme Court. Constituted
as under the foraker Act. District Courts. Constituted
as under the Foraker Act, LTunlcipal Courts. Constituted
as under the Foraker Act.
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12, Appeals. Same as under Foraker Act.
15 . Hunic Ipal Goverm-ient
.
The power given to
the Legislature under the Foraker Act to create,
consolidate and reorganize the municipalities is
continued under the Jones Act. (1)
H - Political Parties. With the inauguration
of civil government in 1900 a political group calling
itself the Republican Party came into power in the
majority of municipalities and in the elected house
of the legislature. A distinguishing characteristic
of the party was its friendship for the J nited States.
These American sympathies, however, did not prevent
active agitation for more political rights for Puerto
Rico. After 1904 the party was in the minority until
it disappeared as a unit by splitting into two factions
in 1924.
The Unionists were the dominant party after
1904, but in 1924 they combined with a minority of the
Republicans foiming the so-called Alliance, which has
been dissolved since the last elections. The Unionists
have always been strenuously opposed to restraints upon
Puerto Rican autonomy, and have advocated the independence
of the island thou^ on numerous occasions their
leaders have intimated that statehood would be welcome
if offered.
(1) "Porto Rico Civics", by Francisco Vizcarrondo,
pages 96-110.
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On April 11, 1934, a resolution was prepared
and was discussed looking toward eventual statehood
when and if relations with th e mainland may be satis-
factorily arranged. In this connection, I quote below
from an article published by "The Christian Century”,
May 2, 1934. (1)
"Isolation of this part of the United States,
with its special customs and emigration and internal
revenue problems, as well as the cultural differences
from the mainland and the large proportion of illiteracy
will make it a slow and difficult process of adjustment.
But there can hardly be any olJier eventual goal for
such a populous territory, except statehood or
independence. The lalssez faire policy of the
Federal Government in reference to Puerto Rico for
these last 2 5 years ought not to continue longer.
The proposal of the majority party in the legislature,
a coalition of the Unionist-Republicans and the
Socialists to ask Congress eventual statehood has
called out from the Independentistas a vigorous
protest It is a mistake to suppose that the
majority of the Puerto Ricans want to break relations
with the mainland or W3uld like to get rid of all the
continentals now residing in the island. Most of the
Puerto Ricans who are not extremists in either direction
desire for their own people the largest opportunity
within the framework of their own local government
as, an integral and recognized part of the United States.
Uncertainty of status explains most of the unrest; and
undue favoritism to continentals the rest. There
should be more cultured Americans visiting the island,
"'not merely for investigation or for pleasure, but
with a definite purpose of cultural sharing and mutual
intellectual stimulus. Puerto Ricans have grown tired
of those who come to make a survey; they would welcome
those Tirtio brought a message.”
The Socialists are the radical party so far
as one exists. They emphasize the interests of labor
(1) Page 612
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as opposed to those of the propertied classes, hold
that the social and economic conditions of Puerto
Rico are unspejakablybad, and contend that the
United States must step forward with substantial
measures of relief. Lately there took place an
important election which completely upset the accepted
status quo of political parties. A liberal group which
for several decades had held undisputed control of the
Island and its bountiful patronage, suddenly was tossed
into the discard by a more powerful alinement of
Conservative Republicans and the far more numerous
Socialist Laborers. This Republican-Socialist
Coalition stormed into the business of government with
an enthusiasm bordering on reaction.
The Nationalist party was formed in 1920, and
is composed mostly of young men. About two weeks ago,
(February 23, 1936) two of them shot and killed the
chief of the insular police. Colonel E. Francis Riggs,
formerly of the United States Army. They did it openly,
in the presence of other police, who arrested them.
In the police station they said they acted to avenge
the killing of four Nationalists in disorders last
October. ?/hile being questioned the killers tried
to arm themselves from a near-by closet; they were
C'lori ,80P.eflIo bel:frr 9qcri q erf^t lo ©fcorfi- ocf bsaoqqo as
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shot dead* Certain newspapers called for an investigation
of the police station killing; Pedro Albizu Campos,
aggressive leader of the Nationalists, said: ”If you
want to make a million Nationalists in Puerto Rico,
kill Albizu Campos”.
I - The Autonomy Issue. From the issues that
have hitherto determined political alignments, it is
evident that the question of self-government has been
in the foreground in the minds of many Puerto Rican
leaders. They assume that the present political consti-
tution of the island is temporary and that a fully
autonomous government vidll be granted eventually. The
election of the Governor is the principal step in this
direction demanded at the present time. The election
of the Governor would almost eliminate American influence
and would be very little different so far as control of
local affairs is concerned from independence. .To
appoint Governors from the island itself ib r a period
before resorting to the system of election could
establish precedents that would stabilize the office
and help it better to withstand political strains after
it becomes the first prize of local politics. (1)
(1) ”Porto Rico and Its Problems,” Pages 103-106
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Since writing the above, "The New York
Times" of "arch 1, 1936, published the following
art id e:
"The politically conscious among
Puerto Rico’s 1,500,000 American citizens are
tugged between two warring schools. One,
represented by a majority of the island
Legislature, wants elevation from a dependency
to a State of the United States. The minority
demands independence. Most militant among the
Independence advocates are the Nationalists
—
mostly young men, some of whom carry weapons
which they occasionally use. .. .Behind the
assassination of Colonel E. Francis Riggs,
American head of the insular police force of
Puerto Rico, by twD young Nationalists lies
the problem of this Island’s future political
status.
"Puerto Ricans became American
citizens in 1917. But never, since the United
States took the island frcm the Spaniards in
1098, have the people been exactly sure of the
form of government that would eventually be
theirs. At present the islanders elect their
own Legislature but not the heads of the
executive departments; the President of the
United States appoints the Governor and each
of. these two men names scmie of the executive
chiefs, subject to confirm, at ion by the Senate
at Washington or at San Juan, as the case may be.
"Washington policies toward Puerto Rico
have varied with administrations The uncertainty
caused the island Legislature, in 1934, to petition
Congress to grant ^Statehood with a large degree
of autonomy. The Coalition T''aJority, now in
power in the island with 205,000 of the 388,000
votes cast in 1932, backs the Statehood proposal.
The chief opposition, the Liberals, have a
platform declaring for independence, but do not
push it strenuously.
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"More militant than the Liberals, who
polled 166,000 votes in 1932, are the Nationalists,
with only about 5,000 votes at the election. The
Nationalist party is largely a youth movement, with
many of its members barely old enough to vote; the
two members who shot Colonel Piggs, and met death
themselves a few minutes later, were scarcely
of voting age.
"Ivliguel Guerra I.Tondragon, former Speaker
of the lower house in the Legislature and now a
member of the Liberal party, explains the zeal of
the Nationalists by citing this Spanish proverb:
*A man who at 18 is not a revoluvionist has no
heart. A man who at 45 is not a conservative
has no head.* He himself is past 45.
**The head of the Nationalist party is
in his early forties. He is Pedro Albizu Campos,
a graduate of Harvard and Harvard Law School and
a compelling speaker. He advises his followers
—
those old enough to cast ballot s--not to go to the
polls next November; whichever side wins, he says,
will continue the colonial regime of Yanqui
domination, and he wants none of it.
"Not only is Albizu president of the
independence party; he calls himself P resident
of the Republic of Puerto Rico which, he declares,
dates from the revolution at Lares against Spanish
rule in the Sixties.
"Thirty-five years ago Albizu, an
intelligent boy, ran errands for newly arrived
Americans at Ponce. They took an interest in him,
arranged his passage to New York, and through
friends in the United States obtained assurances
that he would have a chance to ’flork his way through
school
.
"After graduation from Harvard he entered
a training camp established at the university by a
French Nor Id War mission. He was re c amended for a
commission in the American Amy, should one be
formed. But when the United States entered the
war he was shunted from one office in the War
Department to another and, still lacking his
commission, returned to Puerto Rico.
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"In the island he was forced to await
the draft and to undergo a second course of
training. Sventually he was assigned as a second
lieutenant to the regiment of colored troops in
a draft brigade. As soon as the armistice was
signed he asked for his discharge.
"The Nationalist party was foimed in
1920 and after a few years Albizu joined it.
He has been its president since about 1930;
five former presidents have left the party,
saying almost invariably that they did not
favor Albizu’ s leadership. Some have reached
the age of 45.
"The party today is generally admitted
to be wholly an Albizu Campos organization. The
leader has expelled many from it, some after they
said independence should be won through friendship,
not hatred.”
J - Elections. During the fiscal year
1936 the election law was amended by the Legislature.
The amendments have served the sole purpose of doing
away with the existing limited suffrage. Universal
suffrage for males was in effect until after the
election of 1928, and it was restricted to new
registrants both male and female i^tfien suffrage was
extended to women. Under the amended act all persons
who have reached the age of twenty-one years and are
American citizens may register and vote unless they
are disqualified by law. The amendments granting
universal suffrage were passed by the unanimous
vote of both houses of the Legislature. (1)
(1) "Thirty-fifth Annual Heport of the Governor of
Puerto Rico,” 1935, page 75.
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lY - GOVERM-'IENT FINANCES.
The fiscal year 1935 closed with a surplus
of ^606,477.70, while the previous year was closed
with a small deficit of $270,983.84. The progress
made during the year amounted to $885,461,54. The
cash balance on hand on June 30, 1935, was $683,679.75.
The revenue collections for the year aggregated
$12,642,828.26 and exceeded the Treasurer's original
estimate by the sum of $1,442,828,26, or an increase
of $501,828.26 as compared with the Treasurer's revised
estimate for the fiscal year. The collections increased
by the sum of $1,371,764.37 over the previous year.
They are the largest ever made since the inauguration
of the present civil gDvernment of Puerto Rico on
May 1, 1900, with the single exception of the fiscal
year 1931-32 i/^en collections amounted to $12,662,359.76.
If we consider that it was during the year
1931-32 that the revenue from the excise tax on
gasoline, levied for the first time at the rate of
seven cents per gallon, was covered in its entirely
into the general fund, while only a part of that revenue
has been available during the year 1935, it will be
seen that this has been so far the most successful
year as regards collection of taxes since the American
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occupation of the island. Truly a success to be
recorded with pleasure and satisfaction in view of
the fact that Puerto Rico is just beginning to
recover from the effects of the depression and the
two devastating stoms of 1928 and 1932, (1)
V - TAXATION
The island of Puerto Rico does not pay any
taxes to the Federal Government and consequently the
Federal income tax law is not enforced there. The
island has an Income tax of its own, which is Act
No, 74 of August 6, 1925. This act repealed income
tax law No, 43 of July 1, 1921, as amended on
January 1, 1924. The present income tax is a
slightly modified copy of the Federal income tax
law. ^ith the exception of rates and a few other
details their fundamental provisions are the same.
Individuals resident on the island for each
taxable year pay 2 percent on the first $4,000 of
their taxable income, and 4 per cent upon the next
$4,000. All other individuals must pay 6^ of their
taxable income. In addition to this normal tax all
individuals must pay a surtax on incmmes in excess of
$10,000. Corporations and partnerships must pay for
(1) "Annual Report, Governor of Puerto Rico", 1935,
page 26.
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each taxable year 12 1/2^ of their taxable income.
Act No. 18 of June 3, 1927, made certain amendments to
the original act to become effective January 1, 1928,
important among vdiich is the one ^Aiich does not allow
to foreign corporations and partnerships the credit of
^3,000 which is allowed in the case of domestic
corporation or partnership the net income of which
does not exceed $10,000,
The definition of taxable property is
involved and in places contradictory. The law states
that the property to be assessed for taxation shall
include real and personal property; that real and
tangible personal property with a fixed location shall
be assessed in the municipality where they are located;
euid that all other personal property, viiether in
Puerto Rico or elsewhere, shall be assessed where
the owner resides. Personal pro^perty includes bonds,
stocks, patent rights, trade marks, franchises, con-
cessions, and other things capable of private ownership,
but does not include book credits, promissory notes
nor other personal credits. Among exemptions in
another section, however, are indebtedness owed by a
taxable person, associat ion or corporation, and the
capital stock of corporations, and of joint-stock
and limited liability companies if their shares are
eldsxBi lierid 70 ^:^\1 SI Tsey e.W»xfi^ rioa©
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taxed under Section 316. This section relates to
the taxation of the real property of corporations
and companies and not to the taxation of their
shares, but the intention is assumed to be to apply
to stock the same exemption as to indebtedness.
The net result is to make Puerto Rican real estate
and personal property taxable, but to exempt all
intangibles except patent rifJits, trade marks, copy-
ri^ts, franchises, concessions, bonds and stocks
of companies outside of Puerto Rico and government
bonds not exempted by Federal or other Insular law.
A - Property Taxes. There are certain
property taxes imposed directly on the assessed
valuation of all taxable real and personal property,
T«hich are paid to the insular government and to the
municipalities. In Puerto Rico during the fiscal
year 1926-27 these taxes ranged from 1.6553 in the
municipalities of Guanica and Rincon to 2.35 per
cent for the municipality of Ponce and 2.64 per cent
for the municipality of San Juan. These rates
include, as for instance in the case of Ponce,
the following:
Insular 0.20^
Munic ipal 0.80^^
School 0 . 10%
Roads 0.1 55»
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Municipal loans 0,60^
Municipal special 0.10^
Insular special 0.10^
University 0.20^
Water-power development , . « 0»10^q
Tot al ^2 . 35“/o
The average rate for the whole island
during this year was 2.13^.
B, Inheritance Tax. In accordance with
Act No. 99 of August 29, 1925, property subject to the
payment of inheritance tax ccmprises all real property
within Puerto Rico and any interest therein, whether
belonging to inhabitants of Puerto Rico or not, and
all personal property belonging to inhabitants of
Puerto Rico passing by will, intestacy, inheritance,
or by any grant intended to tatoe effect in possession
or enjoyment after the death of the grantor, to any
person, association, institution, or corporation, in
trust or otherwise. Act No. 3 of May 7, 1927, amends
Act No. 99 of August 29, 1925, to the effect that
personal property in Puerto Rico owned by non-residents
is subject to the payment of the inheritance tax.
No tax is imposed when the value of the property
so passing does not exceed the sum of $1,000 and
the party talcing is a wife, child, grandchild, or
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person legally recognized as the adopted child of
the decedent,
C - Excise Taxes. Act No. 85 of August
20, 1925, entitled ”An act to provide revenues for
the people of Puerto Rico by levying certain sale
taxes and taxes for the manufacture, use, sale and
consumption of certain products and license taxes
on certain occupations, industries, or businesses;
to impose certain penalties; to repeal the laws in
force providing for excise and license taxes, and
for other purposes^, as amended by Act No. 17 of
June 3, 1927, imposes certain excise taxes on alcohol,
brandy, whisky, beer, diampagne, sparkling wines,
still wines, cider, cigar, cigarettes, tobacco,
playing cards, arms and ammunition, matches, motor
vehicles, phonographs, organs, radio, pianos and
accessories, films, cameras, billiard tables,
affidavits, horse races, purses won at horse races,
admission to public spectacles, bycicles, parts and
accesories, musical instruments, mats, carpets and
linoleums, light ing apparatus
,
typewriters, cash
registers, calculating machines
,
etc. This act also
imposes on all other articles of commerce a sales
tax of 2^.
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D - Trade-Marks . Puerto Rico has a trade-
mark lew of its own, the status of which is similar
to that of the trade-mark law of any State of the
Union. This law, which is Act No, 66 of July 28,
1923, affords protection against infringements of
trade-marks occurring wholly within the territory
of the island, and to that end registration of
trade-marks under its provisions become necessary.
E - Patents. Puerto Rico has no patent
law of its own, but the provisions of the United
States patent law are extensive to the island and
protection there is secured by the filing in the
office of the executive secretaiy of Puerto Rico
certified copies of the patents which may be granted
under the law of the United States. This protect ion
will continue during the life of the patents in the
United States.
F - Copyrights. Puerto Rico has no copy-
ri^t law of its own, but a copy-right granted under
the law of the United States receives protection in
the island. Certified copies of registration of
copyrights in the United States should be filed in
tC'L
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the office of the execu.ti've secretary of Puerto
Rico. (1)
G - Division of Revenue between Insular
and Municipal Governments. Out of a total public
revenue in 1927-28 of $23,712,000, the Insular Govern-
ment received $16,629,000, or 70^5, and the 77 municipali-
ties received $7,083,000, or 30^. Of the total taxes,
amounting to $17,922,000, the Insular share was
$12,415,000, or 69 fo, or $8.60 per capita, while the
municipal share was 31%, or $3.80 per capita. These
figures are remarkable as compared with similar
figures for the continental United States in that
they show local government revenue in Puerto Rico
to be an unusually low percentage of total government
revenue. In order not to be misleading, however, it
is necessary to consider separately the support of
common schools. In Puerto Rico 77 per cent of the
total school expenditure is paid from Insular funds,
while our state governments pay only about 14%.
1. Rural and urban revenue. Puerto Rican
municipalities (2) resemble New En^and towns in
(1) "Trading under the Laws of Porto Rico", pp. 42-43
(2) See footnote, page 10.
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embracing all the territoiy of th e island, urban
and rural alike. San Juan is the only municipality
that is vjholly urban.
H - Municipal finances. According to the
Governor’s report for the year 193 5, ’’there are too
many municipalities in Puerto Rico and their government
in unnecessarily complicated, cumbersome and expensive.
This accounts for practically all of their financial
troubles. The only solution of Ihese difficulties is
the reorganization of the present muncipal government
system, reducing the number of municipalities and giving
them a very simple and inexpensive form of government
which, while adequate to their needs, will do away
with a large percentage of the present needless
expense. The estimated receipts of these 77 municipalities,
in accordance with their approved budgets for the fiscal
year 1934-35, amounted to $5,937,999.57, Thich is a
decrease of $38,968.29 as compared with the preceding
year. The estimated expenditures amount to $5,937,899,57
which shows that all the municipalities planned to
expend the whole of their resources, leaving nothing
for the creation of reserves to be used in case of
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unexpected or unforeseen needs and cont ingencies. (1
)
VI - LEGISLATION
The third regular session of the Thirteenth
Legislature convened on February 11, 1935, and ad-
journed sine die on April 14, one day before the day
set by the Organic Act for its closing. One hundred
and two bills and 99 resolutions were passed, of which
the Governor approved 47 bills eind 37 joint resolutions.
The more important laws of this session
are as follows:
1. Act No. 11, authorizing the Board of
Medical Examiners to admit to examination graduates
of accredited European medical schools with requisites
as high as those of similar schools in the continental
United States;
2. Act No. 25, amending the insurance law
so as to authorize foreigi insurance companies to
operate in Puerto Pico upon depositing $25,000 for
the protection of policy holders.
3. Act No. 44, amending the Civil Code of
Puerto Rico so as to allow the spouse deprived of
the "patria potestas” to recover it by judicial decree
in certain cases;
4. Act No. 45, enacting a new Workmen’s
Accident Compensation Law based upon the exclusive
state fund plan. Although the new activity is placed
within the Department of Finance, the entire
administration is placed in the hands of a manager
who is appointed by and reports directly to the Governor.
(1) "Annual Report, Governor of P. R.,1935", page 31
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The intervention of liie Superintendent of Insurance
is discontinued and the Industrial Commission is
changed into a semi- jud icial body without adminis-
trative jurisdiction but with authority to review,
upon the appeal of the interested party, any
decision or finding made by the manager. Appeals
to the courts, except to the Supreme Court on
questions of law, are prohibited.
5. Act No. 4 amending the election and
registration law so as to grant universal suffrage
by extending the ri^t to vote to persons who cannot
read or write.
VII - RELIGION
As in all Spanish countries, the official
religion of Puerto Rico was the Roman Catholic, sup-
ported by taxation. Ecclessiastical affairs were
administered by a bishop attached to 1he archbishopric
of Santiago de Cuba. This dignatary has the credit
of holding the most ancient bishopric in America,
the earliest incumbent of the office being appointed
at the first settlement by Pope Julius II. The island
was divided into many vicarages and every minor district
had its curate. The intolerance shown in Cuba, however,
was not quite so fully manifested in Puerto Rico, since
there was, since early times, at least one protestant
church in the island.
The Protestant movement in Puerto Rico
"includes 276 organized churches with 24,000 members.
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559 Sunday schools enrolling 45,000 pupils, 126
young people* s societies, 114 other church societies,
22 schools including kindergarten and graded schools,
2 high schools, one college and one theological
seminary, three hospitals with about 200 beds and
caring for 70,000 patients yearly in the wards and
clinics. The churches employ 107 ordained ministers
and 64 lay preachers with about as many more teachers,
physicians, nurses, etc.** (1) There are two Catholic
bishopries in Puerto Rico: San Juan and Ponce. The
oldest church in the island is said to be that of
San German. In connection with the Catholic religion,
it is interesting to note that there is an exemption
from the use of fish on Fridays applicable to natives
of Puerto Rico. IThether this exemption is also ap-
plicable to North Americans living in the island, I
have not been able to ascertain.
VIII - EDUCATION
Illiteracy in Puerto Rico has been reduced
by perhaps one-half since the time of the American
occupation. One-tenth or more of the people have
sufficient knowledge of English for ordinary practical
use.
(1) **The Christian Century*’, February 7,1934, page 201
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VJhen Spain relinquished control of Puerto
Pico in 1898, 380 public schools for boys and 138
public schools for girls with a total enrollment
of somewhat less than 45,000 pupils were reported
in the island. Not a single public school building
was in existence and classes were usually heard in
the residence of the teacher. Fees were charged
except for the poorer children who received only a
minimum of instruction. Today the enrollment is
almost 2E1,000 of \Thom well toward 7,000 are taking
high school courses. Puerto Rico also supports a
university with a normal college and a separate
school of agriculture and engineering. One thousand
and thirty-five school buildings have been erected
and 1,109 are rented. These provide nearly 4,500
classrooms. The total expenditures for primary and
secondary education have risen from less than
$186,000 to $5,834,468 in 1928. The proportion of
children between 5 and 20 years of age attending
school rose from 30^ in 1910 to 39^ in 1920, and
42^ in 1928. (1)
There are in Puerto Rico the following
schools
:
(1) "Porto Rico and its Problems," pages 72-73.
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Elementary rural schools 1,494
Elementary urban schools... 259
Second unit rural schools 43
High schools 25
'
Total 1,819
Comparing these figures with last yearns,
there has been an Increase of 20 schools, all of
them in the rural zone. The 23 high schools
(excluding the University High School) enrolled
8,587 pupils, which represent an increase of 821
over last year. There were 385 teaching positions.
This year the enrollments have reached the highest
figure on record in the history of Puerto Rico*s school
system. This is due undoubtedly to the help received
from the Puerto Rican Emergency Relief Administration.
The yearly enrollments of pupils since 1930 are as
follows
:
1930
221 ,248
1931
226,215
1932
229,169
1933
233,457
1934
239,495
1935
246,414
Vocational education has been developing
steadily in Puerto Rico. It deals primarily with
organized instruction in home economics, agriculture
and trades and industries. Vocational education
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in agriculture trains the students for the occupation
of farming and aims to improve those farmers already-
engaged in this occupation through practical demons-
trations and evening classes. Industrial education
aims at giving the individual the adequate training
that will prepare him to earn a living in a trade
or industrial pursuit in the shortest time. This
work has not been as extensive as desired, due to
the lack of funds for the purchase of equipment and
the building of suitable plants.
Important achievements of the educational
year are the following:
1. Curriculimi reconstruction, formal introduction
of elementary s cience into the curriculum of elementary
urban and rural schools;
2. Teaching of ceramics in riiral schools and
the creation of educational division of the Puerto
Bican Emergency Relief Adm^inistrat ion to serve as
a link between the Depar-tment of Education and the
former, by coordinating all the educational activities
of the Belief Administration with the organization
of the Department.
' 3. The adoption of definite plans for a program
of radio education;
4. The making of a beginning in visual
education; and
5. The conducting of an extension course on
health education.
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The outstanding event of the school
year 1934-35 was the reform in the language of
instruction of the elementary schools. Here-
tofore and for years past, all the subjects were
taught in the four lower grades of the elementary
schools in Spanish, except English i/shich, of course,
was taught in English. In grades six, seven and
ei^t, all the subjects were tau^t in English,
except Spanish, which was tau^t in Spanish,
Grade five was the year of transition. In that
grade some subjects were taught in Spanish and
others in English. The change introduced at the
beginning of the present school year made Spanish
the teaching language in all the grades of the
elementary schools and left En^ish as a special
subject, taught in English In every grade by the
teacher best qualified to teach it. (1)
IX - AGRICULTURE
Puerto Rico is mainly an agricultural
community, and, naturally, the government keeps at all
times the interest of the fanner uppermost in its
mind.
(1) "Report, Governor of P, R.
,
1935", pages 53-56.
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The general agricultural situation has
shown a slight improvoLent in relation to certain
crops, but this improvonent cannot be regarded in
the sense of an optimistic outlook for the island’s
agriculture in the immediate future.
Originally the crops were more or less
diversified, but in the latter years many changes
have come. Coffee used to be an important article
of export and was largely cultivated in the hilly
districts. At no time, however, was Puerto Rico
able to compete in production costs with the great
coffee growing countries of South America. Here,
therefore, coffee had to be of such grade and flavor
as to command a much higher price. Since the
collapse of the coffee market the cultivation of
this crop has greatly diminished.
Another crop on which the island depends
is tobacco. This also has suffered for a variety
of reasons. To begin with, the general economic
crisis has destroyed the price. In addition,
Puerto Rican tobacco was used for cigars, but the
world at large, and particularly the United States,
has been turning from cigars to cigarettes. The
not^BU^tz Ic-ieneS srfT
nxiiw+if)o ot not&els'z nl JnSi^^v'o'tqcil ^risile b nworia
ni ed Joniioc* :tnsf»voTqaii ai;!^ ,aqcrro
B»5n£
I
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coastal plain which contains by far the richest
land is largely in sugar, and, for time immemorial
plantations there have been in the hands of a
comparatively few individuals. The advent of the
big sugar companies has tended to accentuate this.
The average Puerto Rican is, therefore, a landless
man either working as a laborer on a plantation,
farming on shares, or living in one of the cities.
The farming problem is subject to another
great risk. At periodical intervals the island is
swept by violent hurricanes. These are bad enou^
when they merely destroy the crop, as in the case of
sugar, but with citrus fruits and coffee, they often
destroy the trees, which means that the damage cannot
be repaired except by an entirely new planting and
after a long period of growth. In recent years
these disasters have been unusually common. (1)
The hurricane of September 13-14, 1928, killed
245 people, injured 3329, destroyed 36,249
buildings, damaged 30,046; 18,956 families were
left without shelter, 31 539 families had to be
provided with clothing and 41,516 with food. The
property loss exceeded $30,000,000. The total
(1) ’’Puerto Rico, our link with Latin America”,
"Foreign Affair s , "January , 1934, page 271.
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crop loss was ^20,437,000 of which the dariage
to sugar cane was $11,553,000. Congress appropriated
$6,100,000 for immediate relief in December 1928
and $1,000,000 more in June 1930, The American Red
Cross expended $3,188,303 in relief work. The
hurricane of September 26-* 27, 1932 laid waste about
half the island and 49 of the 77 municipalities
were seriously affected. The total estimated
damage reached $35,568,345; 257 persons were killed,
3,280 injured and 76,925 families were in actual
distress. The Hurricane Relief Commission spent
an aggregate of $10,002,582 up to June 30, 1933,
relieving the sufferers from both hurricanes.
The coffee crop which had averaged 42,000,000
pounds annually was but 7,331,877 pounds from
191,712 acres in 1929, owing to the destruction
of the trees.
Sugar is the island’s principal crop.
By scientific experimentation and breeding, canes
have been developed which yield a sucrose content
15^ higher than those used a short period ago.
These species have immunity to the common diseases.
Irrigation systems have been evolved having in view
not merely the growth of the plant, but also the
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health of the cultivators, for irrigation too
often means a great increase in malaria,
Puerto Pican agriculture is subject to
severe competition from nei^boring countries. The
island is set down in the midst of a sea that is
studded with islands more favored than itself in
respect to soil resources and that is bordered along
the eastern coast of Central America and the northern
coast of South America by one of the most extensive
tracts of still largely undeveloped tropical
agricultural land in the world. Puerto Rican
agriculture is subject to intense competitive
pressure from Cuba in the matter of sugar and to
a lesser extent tobacco; from Brazil, Colombia, and
Central America as to coffee (1) and from Florida and
the United Fruit Company plantations along the
western Caribbean as to tropical and semitropical
fruits. The fact that Puerto Rico is an old and,
in a sense, a used-up country, located in the
immediate nei^borhood of countries with virgin
or comparatively fresh resources, is a primary
factor in its agricultural situation.
(1) "Puerto Rican coffee is a luxury article in Spain,
but is not properly appreciated in the United States.
Also, extensive adulteration has prejudiced many
against it." Martinez Alvarez, Dean of the Law School,
University of Puerto Rico, and former coffee growers^
attorney
.
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A - The Sugar Industry, Sugar plantat ions
,
Tirtiich employ relatively more skilled hands at higher
rates of pay than any other branch of agriculture,
have extended to approximately the limit set by
the land available for cane growing.
The first mill was erected in 1548 and
by 1581 eleven mills were in operation with an
aggregate output of 187 tons of sugar annually.
The methods of cultivation and manufacture were,
however, very crude and until the i\merican invassion
little changes had been made in this and other
industries. Today the huge steam and electrically-
driven cent rales contain the latest and most highly
perfected automotive machinery. The best possible
varieties of cane are grown, trained sclent its and
chemists are employed, and the cane and sugar are
shipped and transported in railway, trains, auto
trucks and trams. (1)
A previously stated, cane is Puerto Rico^s
leading crop and chief sourse of wealth. Of her
total exports, vshlch were valued at over $108,000,000
in 1928, well toward $56,000,000 were accounted for
(1) Hyatt Verrill "Porto Rico Past and Present , "p .120
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by three cane products: sugar, molasses and
alcohol. More than two-fifths of the island’s
cultivated area and more than 11 per cent of its
total area is under cane. Sugar manufacturers
and cane cultivators pay directly nearly one-fourth
of the insular and local taxes and support many
accessory lines of business i^ich contribute to
the coffers of the government. In a word, the
economic fortunes of Puerto Rico are at present
largely dependent upon this industry.
Under the Spanish regime, the policy which
governed in Puerto Rico already was ”to put all its
energy into the production of sugar, coffee, tobacco
and cattle and import most of its food supply”.
?^en the United States occupied the island, coffee
was the principal crop and the highest assessed
valuations were in the coffee country. The
manufacture of sugar had been depressed for several
years. Indeed, many estates were completely idle
and cane fields had been allowed to revert to
pasture
.
Naturally, Puerto Rico’s inclusion within
the American tariff area had a pronounced effect
upon the relative profitableness of her staple
f>fle eesealcitr istoubozq ©abo ©©ill 5“
a’bnBlai srf^ lo arf^ll't-OF^ itsd^ eT0?'t .lorfoolfi
atl ^rreo laq li nedf ercoa fen© botb BaJarirfluo
\
eid^A^osliiiXfju'n 'IB3u8 .©rtBC *t9bsii/ b 1 fl»TB
/i^ii;ol-eno ©acdevJid-Xjjo eneo fin©
\n&f!i J'loqqtJB fine cexp^ XbooX fioB TfiXuanl sri^ lo
e^i,'diT^AO0 rfo/tlr* easnisixT "io maall ^iobeboos
© rf^ <fiTCw © nl . ^-nenmievos ©rit lo aidltoo odJ
^nseeiq tfs erce oolff otiejj*I to eom/^iot olioonoo©
• YT^syfinl aldX noqn ^^nefiascafi
dolitir "'{Oiloq ©dJ ,srnXsea detnBqS ©dd isfinU
E^i IX© cfi/q Ov^** BBW ^bBetXB oolS o^Tei/T nl fiemovo®
ocoBdcf ,e©ltoo ,T[6®nc to nolloufioiq odl o-ni -^aisfla
.
’*YX'^,qi.^. Jboot ell to leom lioqffil fins ©XIIbo fin©
©sttoo ifinaXcl ©dl fielqxnoo e©lal8 fiellnU ©dl nsxfM
fiecoeeee lr©d®ld sdl ft:tB qoTo iBqlonlrrq ©dl sbw
adT ©©tloo ©dl nl ©Tew snoISBirlev
Xiiiov^R Tot fieace'iqofi noad fisd 'lagna to ©^iflostJL/nBni
©Ifi! ^Xelslqsioo ©row eelBle© ,fi©©finl .stboy
ol JiaTsi ol fiarroX Ifi neaO fieri efiXelt ©riBO fin©
,©*1^18 ©q
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loatt© fiaoni'Ofloncq s fieri 8&*ib ttiifil nfiol'isisA ©dl
olqnle lod to aeen© IcBlltaiq ©vtlaXaT: odl noqu
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industries. Cane and tobacco cultivation benefit ted
remarkably, while coffee growing received no protection,
but instead was burdened with higher production costs
than hitherto. Since coffee is grown in the
mountainous interior, however, and for the most
part on land unsuitable for cane or tobacco, the
expansion of the latter crops did not, to any
considerable extent, occasion an invasion of the
territory of the former. Coffee growing survived,
although in the position of a poor relation, and
today the lowest assessments and land values are
in the coffee region, vhile the highest are in the
sugar country. Cane growing extended, in fact,
chiefly at the expense of grazing which then occupied
a large part of the coastal region. Thirty years
ago, what are today wide expansesof cane were great
stretches of green pasture where, during the rainy
season, cat^tle stood shoulder high in the rank forage.
Between 1897 and 1907 the area in cane increased from
61,558 cuerdas (acres) to 174,196 cuerdas
,
T^ile the
area in pasture decreased from 1,143,364 cuerdas to
856,764 cue rdas.
^ugar production, under modern methods,
increased from 35,000 tons in 1899 to an average
i>eJll*^3n9d iioi ocosJoJ’ f>nfi sngO .zstn^zubat
.noivoe^oiq ca bovlso^'r arriwcrts eelloo sllrf» .ylda^iTficis'i
hSBOO rioxJox/bciq dtl^r benabiutf saw bBe^enl
sdj Di nwcTS ai 96^^00 santB .o^Tsrf^lri
I
^8021 ed^ lol bfiB .levenoil ,'iot'ie^al EUonlB&auoai
eri^ tOOOBdod io ©iiflo 'rol alde^ It/eniJ btisl no t'raq
Xne ot t ton bi5 sqcno 'soifel lo nolensqTo
©li^ to aciaavni aa ncisaooo , ^ns^^xe eXdB^ebienoo
t
bevlvT: 1/8 gnlwora eat tor .•xeia'iot &d& to y^o^lTi®-
baa ,aci^filex aooq a to noiifieoq ed^ nl ffeuod^Ia
ei8 asifler Inal bra eiaeueBetefl ^aswol ed^ yabo^
dd^ al eza Jaed^td adJ &Lldf^ ^act%ez eettoo eil^ ni
,v^Ofit at .^ebnetxe gnlwoig ensO .y*i;tru/oo lasi/a
teicL'coo nod^ doidw gciSBig to ssnefoc© ed* Sa yltsido
Bieey yifiirfl .noigaa Xe^eaco adi tc ^-leq egiBl a
^8 013 etsw enao tOBee/iecixe sfeiw yabfiJt d*tB &Gdw (Ogs
yr.iai erW gnirri/b , e^eitir nif.^eaq noe*ig to sen'oXsrte
.©3^; iCt jvGBT f'df ni rigid 'lebli/oria bocd'a alii'so ,flC8B98
a.O‘it bease'ioni aiuso nt se*ifi arf^ ^061 ine 798X ceei^JeS
ed* eliifer ^s abTei^o aeXc^^VI (aertoe) eabzeup Bea,X6
oi sfib-TOi/o ^3S,CM,X aoit beaae^oab e^u^seq al aeia
.esb^ei/d
jEboriterJ uToSoia *iabau ,nci^oi/£)ciq legoti
©gsievfi fis oJ Q9B1 at ariol 00^ ,55 tac^t Jbesseioni
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of 361,974 short tons in 1909-10 to 1913-14, and
of 499,751 short tons in 1921-25 to 1925-26.
Production in 1927-28 was 748,677 tons. In
1928-29, 586,751 tons; in 1929-30, 866,109 tons,
in 1930-31, 783,163; in 1931-32, 987,674; in
1932-33, 834,308, and in 1933-34, 981,120.
In favorable years, Puerto Rico produces
somevdiat over one pound in ei^t of the sugar consumed
in the United States. Already, however, the beet
sugar crop of the mainland exceeds by a large margin
that of any of our insular possessions, althou^
the latter in the aggregate supply nearly double
our maximum beet production. Puerto Rico’s output
is less than that of Hawaii, which has twice her area,
but exceeds that of the Philippines, which promise
eventually to rival Cuba, at present the greatest
sugar producer in the world. (1)
X - I^ANUFACTURES
During the last ten years Puerto Rico has
had a considerable manufacturing development along
certain lines. This industrial advance has ap-
parently been promoted somewhat by the American
(1) ’’Porto Rico and Its Problems,” pages 611-612.
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immigration laws, which have caused certain industries
vhich formerly lelied upon imported cheap labor from
Europe and Asia to pay increasing at tent i on to the
cheap labor market afforded by Puerto Rico. The
most notable expansion has been in the garment
making traces. This industry is dealt with more
fully under the heading of "Homework in the Needle
Trade"
.
There has also been a significant development
in connection with tobacco manufactures. The value
of the cigars and cigarettes manufactured in the
last three years is considerably belov/ that of
earlier years, owing in part to the growing dis-
crimination against daik-wrapper cigars produced
entirely from Puerto Rican tobacco. The stemming
of leaf tobacoD, on the other hand, has shown a
great increase. Unimportant prior to 1925, it has
in recent years reached very substantial totals.
It should be pointed out in this connection that
leaf tobacco is brought in from Cuba and is re-
exported after being steimied. This is due partly
because of tariff advantages, but largely because
of low island wages.
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Cotton gannent manufacturing and allied
industries have shown a remarkable development.
In 1920 the value of all exports of products of
this class, even with the high prices then prevailing,
was only $107,000. For the year erri ing June 30,
1929, it was $15,133,000. Cotton handkerchief
exports have increased since 1924 from about
$313,000 to over $1,000,000 while cotton wearing
apparel has increased from about $7,000,000 to
over $13,000,000. If we compare the figures for
the first nine months of 1928 with those for the
first nine months of 1929, we find an even more
striking development. The value of cotton
manufactures exported during the former period
f
was $6,703,251, while during the first three
quarters of 1929 the value reached $11,952,298.
The manufacture of alcohol, bay oil and
bay rum has shown a substantial increase, which may
account in part for the failure of molasses to show
expansion. Incidentally, the alcohol is all
produced by one distillery.
The great bulk of these manufactured goods
is sent to the mainland of the United States. Some
men’s clothing and furnishings are, however, also
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exported to Santo Domingo, Colombia, Venezuela,
and possibly other places for vftiich the Canal
Zone is a distributing point. The latter exports,
Tidiich consist mainly of shirts and men’s tropical
suits, have risen from less than $27,000 in 1927
to $271,000 in 1928. (1)
A - Industrial Possibilities. If Puerto
Rico’s agricultural resources are not sufficient to
employ its entire population and if the latter cannot
work in substantial numbers in outside labor markets,
only one choice remains: to develop local industries,
particularly those using imported materials. The
benefit of such development is not limited i/diolly to
giving employment to Puerto Rican workers; it tends
to equalize the trade balance; it furnishes a field
for the utilization of Puerto Rican capital and
managerial ability; and it may be a means of
stimulating savings among the people of the Island,
The determining factors in the industrial
development are: raw materials, power resources,
labor costs, and markets. Puerto Rico has no mineral
(1) ’Torto Rico and Its Problems,” pages 454-457
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or forest resources upon which to base important
industries, but the prospect of Puerto Rico becoming
an important seat of manufacture broadens when we
consider that the island is favorably situated to
receive such materials in abundance from abroad;
not only are those of the North American mainland
available duty free, but those of the neighboring
islands and the South American continent are easily
accessible.
As far as power is concerned, while there
is no local fuel supply, both coal and oil can be
brought by sea. The Venezuelan oil fields are very
accessible. In the long-range forecasts, however,
the possibility that oil will ultimately prove too
valuable for other purposes to ba used for steam
generat ion must be considered, A potential
hydroelectric development of about 60,000 horsepower
is thou^t to be commercially practicable in Puerto
Rico. Rainfall and stream volumes fluctuate so
widely between the dry season and the wet season,
as seven to one in some instances, that expensive
storage reservoirs are required, and steam-generated
current must be used to supplement hydroelectric
current for a portion of the year. Consequently,
the cost of steam ^neration eventually determines
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the cost of power to the manufacturer. On the
other hand, the cost of hydroelectric current is
cheapened at present by the fact that it is produced
as a by-product of works constructed primarily for
irrigation.
Power-using manufacturers must count with
twD groups of competing buyers, municipal and domestic
consumers who pay the highest rates, and for that
reason are preferred customers, and the sugar and
shipping industries. The greater part of the
current consumed for power purposes in Puerto Rico
is used to run pumps for irrigation and drainage,
and for tanking fuel oil and molasses.
Puerto Rico possesses a superabundance of
low-cost labor (1) and with the great protected market
in the continental United States, the possibilities for
industrial expansion appear to be promising, and all
patriotic Puerto Ricans are eager that their island,
through industrialization and highly organized production,
should advance rapidly along the only path of material
progress possible in the modern world.
(1) "Puerto Rico labor is dangerous unless intelligently
managed. The Conciliation Commission hastened to the
scene of strikes and began settlement the day cane-
strikes were declared. Even then, many bridges had
been burned. Sudden flare-ups due to wounded dignity
are much more common, and disastrous, than here. On
the other hand, there is not so much resentment at
slow » chisel ing ^ " M.E. Donaldson’s "Notes".
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XI - TRANSPORTATION AJTD C Of.f TOJIC ATION
"The Spaniards early recognized the value
of gDod roads and when the Island came into the
possession of the United States there were already
nearly 200 miles of splendid hi^ways on the island,
the principal one being the famous Military Road
from San Juan to Ponce. Since the American occupation,
numerous additional macadam roads have been constructed
until at the present time there are over 800 miles
of beaut il\il graded, smooth surfaced roads suitable
for automobile traffic. These splendid highways
connect all the principal towns and cities and foim
a network of arteries of travel which is unequalled
in anyother West Indian island and is excelled by
few places in the world. The original and principal
means of travel in Pi.ierto Rico was formerly by means
of horse-drawn vehicles, mule trains, riding horses
and the great lumbering creaking bull carts. Today
nearly all the passenger and a great proportion of
the freight transportation is carried on in
automobiles, auto trucks and railroad trains.
"Certainly the old Spanish engineers were
wonderful road builders for the Americans have
scarcely done more than dress and repair the roads
and as we travel through the island and gradually
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climb the mountains and look back upon the white
ribbon of roads winding in sinous curves and loops
skirting the edges of precipices and crossing deep
ravines on picturesque bridges, we are filled with
wonder and admiration for the skill and labor
that produced such marvels of engineering.” (1)
A - Railways . All the railways in Puerto
Pico are private enterprises. Topographical and
economic considerations have combined to prevent
building lines across the island or penetrating
the interior. The principal system, that of the
American Railroad Company, has a mileage of 408
kilometers and extends around the coast, via the
western end of the island, from San Juan to Guayama,
about 180 miles. Two smaller lines, likewise
operating under a public franchise, serve principally
sugar plantations in the eastern end of the island.
Plantation railways and a few short private lines
connect with the main system.
Although passenger business has recently
increased and more than half a million travelers
(1) Hyatt Verrill "Porto Rico Past and Present",
pages 23, 163.
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patronized the American Railroa d Company during the
last year for which there are available reports,
these lines owe their survival in the face of
truck and automobile competition to the sugar
industry, which furnishes more than 86 per cent
of their freight. They are owned largely by sugar
growers, but their rates are fixed by the Insular
Publi c Service Commission. There are electric cars
in some of the most important cities. The residents
of the larger cities and town are favored with
complete telephone systems and there is telegraphic
communication throu^out the island. The mail and
post office service is controlled by the Post
Office Department of the United States.
XII - TRADE AITD C01C.!EP.CE
Since the beginning of the American occupation,
Puerto Rico's external trade has undergone significant
changes in character and direction as well as in
volume . There has also developed a considerable
range of service and financial transactions between
the island and other countries, notably with
continental United States. Particularly significant
in affecting the trade of Puerto Rico has been the
V
entrance of American capital and the attending
transformation of the economy of the island.
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A - Significant changes in external
trade, 1898-1928. Exports have exceeded imports
almost continuously since 1903, there having been
only three years since 1902 when imports exceeded
exports. The most striking case of export deficiency
is found in 1929, when the Import excess was over
16 million dollars. Imports did not vary greatly
from the normal, but exports were greatly reduced
as a result of the hurricane destruction. Puerto
Rican external trade has grown much more rapidly
than population. The rapid expansion of external
trade in proportion to populat ion is shown by the
per capita figures. Exports have risen from less
than $12 per capita in 1901 to around $68 during
the years 1927 and 1928, while imports have risen
from less than $20 to more than $65 per capita.
This growth of foreign trade in proportion to
population is the result of the transfoiming a
more largely self-sufficient island economy into
one which is integrally related with the commerce
of the rest of the Trorld, particularly of the
United States,
The growth of the export trade in leaf
and scrap tobacco has increased enormously. Coffee,
on the other hand, has shown a substantial decline.
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The tonnage figures show total exports in 1928
actually smaller than in 1901, and equal to only
about 15% of the total of 1914, Fruits, consisting
of pineapples, grapefruit, oranges and cocoauuts,
showed a considerable increase between 1901 and 1914.
In the manufactured group, textiles show a striking
increase, now ranking third among Puerto Rican
exports. Cigars showed an increase during the war
period, but have since declined. Foodstuff constitute
approximately one-third of Puerto Rico’s import trade.
Imports of household goods, building materials,
machinery, wearing apparel, etc., have remained
fairly constant in relation to the total. The
class showing the greatest increase is motors,
railways, other vehicles, etc., which has risen
to fourth place. About 90% of Puerto Rico’s
external trade is now conducted with the United States.
In the case of both exports and imports,
the relative importance of trade with the United
States has greatly increased since 1900. The
percentage of imports coming from the United States
was, however, at a peak during the war years when
imports from Europe were restricted. For the years
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1893-96 Puerto Picons commerce with the United States
made up only about 20^ of the total; for the five
year period 1901-05 it averaged 78%, whereas
beginning with 1906, trade with the United States
has ranged from 85 to 9 2% of the total.
The West Indies constitute the next most
important export market of Puerto Rico, accounting
in 1928 for 5.2% of the total. In this year
$1,220,000 went to the Virgin Islands. The trade
with Cuba has been declining, that with the Dominican
Republic and other West Indian islands increasing.
The export trade to Spain has held up reasonably well
in terms of values since 1900, and is much larger
than that of any other European country. In proportion
to total exports, however, it has steadily declined.
Venezuela is the only South American country that
/
takes any appreciable quantity of Puerto Rican goods.
Among the countries from which Puerto Rico
imports, the West Indies are again the most important
after the United States. Imports from all of these
neighboring countries have grown steadily, and, in
1928, accounted for 5.7 per cent of the total. Imports
from Spain, like exports to Spain, have remained at a
fairly stable level. Among other European countries
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it is worthy of note that the United Kingdom has
shown the most important expansion of exports to
Puerto Rico. South American countries again are
unimportant.
The inclusion of Puerto Rico within the
American customs area has greatly stimulated trade
with the United States. The omission of duties on
Puerto Rican exports to the United States enormously
stimulated the shipment of Puerto Rican products to
the mainland, since it gave to Puerto Rican
I
producers an advantage over outside competitors.
The United States tariff has also tended to increase
Puerto Rican imports from the United States. By
virtue of the fact that Puerto Rico has become a
part of the customs system of the United States,
it has to maintain the same duties upon imports
from foreign countries as does the rest of the
United States. The result is to eliminate foreign
countries as a potential source of supply for many
types of products, and at the same time to increase
their cost to Puerto Rico.
This situation has given rise to no little
complaint on the part of the Puerto Rican people.
It is contended that they must buy the great bulk
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of their imports in the United States protected
markets, i/vhere wages and costs are high, and that
they are denied the opportunity of importing their
goods from markets where costs of production are
lowest
.
American coastwise shipping laws are a
handicap to Puerto Rican trade. These laws require
that all goods moving between Puerto Rican ports,
and between island ports and the United States, must
be carried in American ships. The purpose of the
shipping laws is, of course, to stimulate the building
up of the American ‘ ereban t ’''arine. Since Puerto
Rico ha s no merchant marine except a few small vessels
engaged in local traffic, all of Puerto Rico’s trade
with the United States, which represents 90^ of its
total external trade, is now carried in American ships.
The economic significance of this development is that
Puerto Rican imports and exports alike carry somewhat
higher shipping rates than would be the case were
Puerto Ricans traders free to utilize the cheaper
carriers of other countries.
The handicap to Puerto Rican trade manifests
itself in three distinct ways. In the first place,
it increases the cost of Puerto Rican imports by the
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extent to viiich the rates charged ty American ships
are higher than those charged by other ships. The
concrete significance of this may be illustrated by
the fact that Cuba, which, of course, is not subject
to American shipping laws, can bring rice all the
way across the Pacific at a cost of only one -tenth
of a cent a pound more than the cost of bringing it
from Louisiana.
In the second place, the requirement that
American ships i^all be used tends to offset somewhat
the advantage which the tariff gives to Puerto Rico
in selling in American markets.
In the third place, if Puerto Rico were free
to use foreign shipping whenever it found an advantage
in so doing, it is quite probable that it would be
able to build up a larger trade with foreign countries
than it now has. If a foreigi ship bringing goods to
the island, for example, could then pick up a cargo
for American as well as foreign ports, it is not
improbable that more foreign ships would call at
Puerto Rican ports. This would open the way for
the island to buy many of its imports in foreign
markets instead of having these same goods shipped
to it as "reexports” from the United States. It would
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thus profit not only by the lower rate on forei@i
shipping but also by a saving of handling charges on
the mainland. (1)
Table I shows the position of Puerto Rico in
the trade of the United States T?ith Latin American for
the year 1934, and Table II Puerto Rico^s place in
the exterior trade of the United States, for the same
year. (Pages 221 and 222).
B - Codes and I.aws. In conclusion, something
may be said about the Code of ComiVierce in force in
Puerto Rico.
There are at the present time in force in
Puerto Rico the following basic codes of laws:
1. Civil Code;
2. Code of Civil Procedure;
3. Penal Code;
4. Code of Criminal Procedure;
5. Code of Commerce; and
6. Political Code.
"The great mass of private substantive law
may be found embodied in the Civil Code and the Code of
Commerce as amended by 'subsequent legislation. Both
of these codes are of Spanish origin and as such their
provisions envelop the fundamental principles of the
civil law. The Civil Code is divided into four books.
(1) ’Torto Rico and its Problems”, pages 400-412;
"Governor’s Report, 1935”, pages 23-25.
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which, respectively, deal with persons, property
ownership and its modifications, different ways of
acquiring ovmership, and obligations and contracts.
The Code of Commerce rulesover all commercial transactions.
Its provisions relating to bankruptcy are rendered
obsolete by the application of the Federal bankruptcy
act to the island, and certain of its portions dealing
with corporations have been superseded by subsequent
laws enacted by the Legislature of Puerto Rico.” (1)
XIII - LABOR C'l^JDITIONS IN PUERTO RICO
TTot long ago I had the opportunity of talking
with a v/riter who is profoundly interested in Latin
American affairs. In the course of our conversation,
we brought up the q uestion of economic conditions in
Puerto Rico, and the acute problem of overpopulation.
As I said that eventually the island must turn to
manufacturing to find the solution, I was asked vlhy
did it not turn to an emigration outlet towards the
South American countries. To this I replied that
I did not believe it feasible. Immigration, even
under more normal circumstances than now prevail, is
most difficult for the average Puerto Rican, who hates
(1) ”Trading Under the Laws of Porto Rico”, page 5
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to leave his country. In order to turn his attention
towards the other Latbin American countries as a place
in which to make his living, an extensive and intensive
educational campaign would be necessary, which would
not bring iitaiedi ate results, anyway. "The working
classes in Puerto Rico certainly look forward to a
North American rather than to a European or a Latin
American future, because for them the mainland
represents high wages and other economic opportunities
and relatively progressive labor policies. The ties
of organized labor are entirely with the States." (1)
The Puerto Rican, I believe, has a hi^er standard of
living than walkers in most of the other Latin American
countries, and they certainly would hesitate to lower
their standard of living in going to those countries.
They do go to New York, firstly, because of the
relatively easy transportation facilities, and,
secondly, because there they can find a colony of
Puerto Ricans, There they can live almost under the
same conditions as in Puerto Rico.
A - Labor Movement in Puerto Rico. Before
going into the labor conditions in Puerto Rico, it may
be well to review the labor movement in the island.
(1) "Porto Rico and Its Problems," page 50
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fand, to this effect, I quote at length from "Porto
Rico and Its Problems", by the Brookings Institution,
a book published in 1930.
"Social betterment had its advocates among
intelligent Islanders before the American occupation
and a few societies of working people or gremios
,
including employers, employees and independent
handicraftsmen, had been formed among members of
the various crafts in some of the larger towns.
But if we except one or two strikes among cigar
makers, no record exists of an aggressive labor
movement or of organized effort to improve the
condition of the masses by their own action or
by special legislation. In fact, until 190S,
four years after the American occupation, when
the courts finally decided that Porto Rican workers
enjoyed the same ri^t to form associations, in
order to protect and promote their interests, that
were enjoyed by their fellows on the mainland, the
Spanish Conspiracy laws remained a menace to
independent labor action. Local statutes followed
that decision, expressly granting working people
the right to form unions arid making it unlawful to
compel a woikman to enter into an agreement not to
join a union as a condition of employment. By
March, 1905, there were 123 unions in the Island,
all of iMiich were members of a local federation,
which in turn was affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor. The latest available
figures (1930} credit the Federation with 236
organizations and about 35,000 members.
During the last quarter of a century, the
movement has gathered strength in the political
field, where labor organizations form the background
of the powerful Socialist party. But the unions
have not been able to surmount the handicaps of an
overcrowded labor market and the poverty of their
members so as to win signal victories by direct
action. Wages have risen in the organized trades,
but probably not much faster than in unorganized
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occupations. The working day has been shortened
by agreement or, in case of public contracts, by
legislation. ’Then the cost of living mounted
rapidly during the ' ar
,
an agitation accompanied
by strikes among plantation laborers, succeded in
forcing up wages to meet this new condition; but
it proved impossible to maintain them at the higher
level Tiiien prices receded after the boom. These
plantation strikes were accompanied in some instances
by intimidation, murder, cane fires, and other forms
of lawlessness and violence, not infrequently as-
sociated with such waves of agitation among great
bodies of half -organized and ignorant workers.
’•In 1914 and 1926 strikes in the principal
cigar factories of the Island failed to win their
objective, and eire said partly to account for the
action of the largest of the tobacco corporations
in transferring most of its manufacturing from the
Island to the mainland. Waves of labor agitation,
marked by strikes, rise and subside as if they were
the result of a psychic contagion. In most cases,
however, they represent impulsive resistance to
some worsening of the conditions of the workers
and not infrequently accompany one of these general
depressions that are liable to affect, from time
to time, a relatively small and isolated community
whose prosperity is largely dependent upon one or
two staple crops. It is not strange, therefore,
that they have had little observable effect upon
the material condition of the working people.
The main accomplishments of the labor movement
have been achieved through political action.
’’These accomplishments, which many
Islanders not affiliated with labor unions have
helped to realize, are the fomation of the labor
or so-called Socialist party, powerful enough to
make its influence felt in both legislation and
public administration and the enactment of a
considerable body of laws for the protection of
workers and the promotion of their interests.
The Organic Act of 1917 provides for the Department
of Agriculture and Labor, which includes a Labor
Bureau. Officials of this Bureau inspect work-
shops and factories, gather wage and price statistics.
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and Investigate housing conditions and other matters
of interest to the laboring population. In performing
these functions, the Bureau is hampered by inadequate
appropriations, and for this reason the value of
its statistical work suffers from lack of continuity
and of a consistent program, from insufficient
checking of field data, and from too sketchy
presentation of results.
"Among the more important labor statutes,
which are modeled for the most part upon legislation
in the United States, are those regulating the
employment of women and children, prescribing the
payment of wages in cash, enforcing the collection
of wages improperly withheld by employers and
providing for safe scaffolds. The Organic Law
specifies that eight hours shall constitute a
day’s work of laborers and mechanics employed
upon public works, and forbids the employment
of children under 14 years of age in occupations
injurious to health or morals or hazardous to life
or limb. The administration of these laws as
well as of the Insular Imriiigration Act, is entrusted
to the Labor Bureau. Two independent commissions
created by special statute, respectively mediate
industrial disputes and administer a workmen’s
compensation law."
3 - Industrial Disputes in Puerto Rico,
1955-34. "The Puerto Rican Mediation and Conciliation
Commission was more active in the fiscal year 1933-34
than in any previous twelve month period. In that
year there were 123 strikes and other industrial
controversies involving over 72,000 persons. Among
the most important of these disputes were the general
strike of longshoremen, the general strike of needle-
workers, and the strike of the machine operators of the
Puerto Rican American Tobacco Company.
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”The greatest number of conflicts
occurred in the bread-making industry in which there
were 22 strikes and 6 controversies, none of these
disputes, however, involving over 100 workers. The
greatest number of persons involved in any one of
the 123 strikes was 12,000 workers in the men^s
clothing industry. Two of the strikes in the sugar
industry involved, respectively, 9,000 and 9,500
workers. Most of the disputes were of brief duration.
'’As an outcome of an agreement entered into
in 1933-34 by the Sugar Producers' Association and the
Free Federation of Ti’orkingrien in Puerto Rico, peace
prevailed on the sugar plantations during the entire
period of the grinding season of that year and a
production of 1,100,000 tons of sugar was reported -
a figure not reached in anyother year in the Puerto
Rican sugar industry.
C - Wages in various industries in Puerto
Rico, 1933-54. (1) "The average hourly earnings in
Puerto Rico in the fiscal year 1934-35 ranged from
11/2 cents for girls on coffee plantations to 30
(1) "Wages are higher in Puerto Rico than in Santo
Domingo or Haiti. For that reason the labor unions
balk at 'wage crusades'.” M. H. Donaldson "Notes”.
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for male wharf workers. Statistics of wages in
various industries are presented in considerable detail
in the Annual Report of the Comiaissioner of Labor
of Puerto Rico. The highest actual weekly earnings
in that year in the industries reported are $10.05
for males in transportation for an average of 48.1
hours actually worked per week. Wage increases of
from 20 to 48^o in the sugar industry and from 10
to 69^0 in the tobacco industry were reported for
1933-34 as compared with 1932-33.
D - Homework inihe Needle Trades. A study
of home work in the Island’s needle trades was made
in the winter of 1933-34 under the joint auspices of
the United States and Puerto Rican Departments of
Labor. The results are embodied in Bulletin No.
118 of the United States Women’s Bureau entitled
’The Employment of Women in Puerto Rico’. In the
course of this survey visits were made to 252 homes
and 323 workers were interviewed. Their earnings
ran from less than 25 cents to $4.00 per bundle of
work. Approximately one fourth of the women reported
that they had finished their last bundle of work in
two or three days and a few within a day, while
another fourth tooke, 7 or 8 cays for the completion
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of their respective bundles. The proportion of
these 323 workers* earnings specified amounts
were as follows:
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Earnings per bundle Percentage of women
Under 25 cents 19,2
25 and under 50 cents 23.2
50 cents and under $1.00 27.6
$1.00 and under $2.00 22.0
$2.00 or more 8.0
The estimated earnings per hour on the last bundle
of work of these 323 women are reported as follows in
the above-mentioned bulletin:
Hourly earnings Percent of homeworkers
Less than one cent 31.4
1 and under 2 cents 31.1
2 and under 3 cents 21.2
3 and under 4 cents 10.2
4 and under 5 cents 2.7
5 and under 6 cents 2.1
6 and und er 7 cent s 3
7 and under 8 cents 9
Unfair practices were reported, among them
|the payment of workers in groceries, delays in furnishing
work and the retention of wage increases by the
agents.” (1)
E - Land Tenure. "At one time Puerto Rico
was the home of small landowners. With the advent
(1) "Monthly Labor Review", July, 1935, pages 100,
151-154.
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Of the great moneyed interests to the island, the
small land holdings were absorbed by degrees into
the large tobacco and aigar plantations and most
of the owners of the many snail farms vftiich have
gradually disappeared have become seasonal laborers
on the big agricultural undertakings.
•’Originally Puerto Pico had its crown lands
inherited from the Crown of Spain but a great portion
of them had been leased to big owners for a considerable
period. ’^ith the view of developing these crown
lands into small farms for the Puerto Ricans, the
1921 Legislature created a Homestead Commission.
The members of this Commission include the Commis-
sioners of Health, Agriculture and Labor, and four
others appointed by the Governor, The Commission
was authorized to develop other areas to be used both
as urban settlements for providing adequate and
reascrebl^’’ priced housing for artisans and workers
and also for the establishment and development of
farm homesteads. The general scheme is to charge
anyone taking over homestead property a monthly or
tri-monthly payment for 10 years. At the close of
such period the . homesteader becomes\the owner of
the property he has lived on and developed. Such
land can be neither transferred nor sold except to
0/f;^ oJ e^ReTe^nj: f)0*^0nofli iBdTS ©rfJ Tto
oJ^ni 8©eT30b \:rf ft^d-ioeds strew a^^^aLbLod bfisl ILboe
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another homesteader unless the whole Commission
approves. This restriction is to prevent the
absorption of homesteads into large land holdings. " (1
)
To many persons interested in the future
progress of Puerto Rico the return of the small
farmer to the soil as land -owner is one of the most
constructive measures undertaken for the wellbeing
of the island,
F, Economic conditions of the laboring classes.
The conditions under which the Puerto Rican ?/orkers
labor have not improved, rather their lot is worse than
it v;as during previous years. ’.Vith present prices,
the cost of food for workers engaged in agricultural
occupations, having to support a family of five,
would be $17.50 per week. The increase in wages
has not kept pace with the increase in the cost of
food, ’'liat part of his earnings can a worker devote
to paying for clothing, house rent and medical service,
not to mention a little for recreation? The chart
appended at the end of this chapter, shows graphically
the disproportion between the increase in the cost of
food and the increase in wages during the years 1933
and 1934.
(1) T?onthly Labor Review”, October, 1932, Pp. 814-317
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G - Economic Betterment* ’’The Island,”
says Doctor H. i^onaldson, ’’seems to eat too little
and to have too many children.” The growth of
population lies at the root of Puerto Rico’s difficulties,
resulting in low wages, unemployment, and inadequate
subsistence. Any program of economic betterment that
is to prove permanently helpful must, therefore, seek
either to reduce population or to expand production
through an improved utilization of the physical
resources of the Island.
In regard to the possibilities of relieving
population pressure by means of em. igration, it may be
stated that the possible opportunities for Puerto
Riceun workers outside the Island are of two kinds:
as unskilled laborer in the tropics, generally as
field hands on sugar plantations, and as skilled or
unskilled laborers in the United States. The first
^ opening usually presents itself as a chance to join
a party of recruits consisting of several hundred
workers and perhaps their families, whose cost of
travel is paid by their protective employers and
who contract to serve the latter for a definite
period. On the other hand, workers migrating to
the mainland whether skilled or unskilled, usually
»’,Jbr*firaI 8f(T*’ .^nejmet^eG oJ^aonoog ~ g
oc^ fee of Eicses"’ ^noebXfiflo^ .H .M io3-ooCI 8\:s8
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go as individuals or in family groups, pay their
own expenses, and take their chance of finding
employment in their new home. l^ost of these
migrants have some slight resources of their own
and some knowledge of English and are qualified to
take positions rather better than those of common
laborers.
Opportunities for employment are open in
the rapidly developing Caribbean area, in spite of
overpopulation of certain parts of it, like Puerto
Pico, Haiti and Jamaica. But English-speaking
negroes of the British islands and French-speaking
negroes of Haiti will work for lower wages and are
better fitted for the rude tasks of opening undeveloped
country and laying out and cultivating tropical
plantations than are the white or part-white Puerto
Pican mountaineers, with their physical handicaps of
ill health and malnutrition. A mass movement of
Puerto Rican labor to the neighboring tropics is,
therefore, as unlikely as it is inadvisable.
Puerto Ricans are going to the mainland,
especially New York City, in search of employment.
In this connection, it is interesting to note an
article published in "The Sun”, of New York, under
date of January 3, 1936, entitled "Puerto Rican
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Pupils a Problem”. This article said, in part, as
follows;
"Existing school procedure in New York
City is not suitable for children of Puerto Rican
birth or parentage ... .Puerto Ricans are adding
greatly to the already tremendous problem of
Intellectually subnormal school retardates of
alien parentage Most Puerto Rican children
here cannot be assimilated in the existing type
of civilization At the same time, attempts to
force such pupils into school grades for yiiich
they are not fitted, the existing method of great
and invidious distinctions between classmates,
or even providing what youngsters consider
discriminatory education, are all equally cruel
to children, of sufficient poignancy to give them
a reckless disregard, even contempt, for laws
they flout, via truancy and other delinquency,"
’^ile in some other part of this thesis I
have praised the work done by the United States in
Puerto Rico, by way of contrast I quote herewith from
an article published in "The Christian Century",
entitled "Forgotten Puerto Rico" (1);
"Vie took Puerto Rico in 1898. ’>Ye were
not invited by the Puerto Ricans nor did we ask their
consent. The redoubtable General Miles sailed in an
Puerto Rico was annexed with a flourish and a speech.
’The people of the United States,’ he said, * in the
cause of liberty, justice and humanity, comes bearing
the banner of freedom inspired by a noble purpose
to bring you the fostering arm of a nation of free
people whose greatest power is in justice and humanity
to all those living vdthin its fold....’ That was in
1898. The fostering arm of the nation of free people
has been over the island ever since. Part of the
record has been good. Health conditions greatly
improven. . . .The educational system has been strengthened
(1) By Hubert Herring, December 6, 1933, page 1533
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until there are schools for 50fo of the children of
the island ... .Illiteracy has been greatly reduced.
Roads have been built. However, viewed in the
light of the rosy promises made by those ^o took
the island we will have to confess that our record
has not been brilliant. Puerto Rico has become
the forgotten i sland ... .There are certain individuals
vflio have not forgotten Puerto Rico. The sugar men
for example, looked upon the island and found it
good. They found lands which nature had obviously
planned for sugar fields. These lands were
inefficiently divided up between a large number
of ana 11 independent farmers, t^o with their
families lived happily and precariously upon
their little plots of one or two or five acres.
There was a high death rate from hookworm,
typhoid, anallpox, tuberculosis and malaria.
The death rate offset the more than generous birth
rate. (1) The fostering arm of the sugar people
gathered on these little farmers and their farms.
Now the little farmers are limited to the mountain
land which is good only for coffee and the best
land is done up in large parcels in the hands of
five very large companies and many others not so
large. Nine tenths of the sugar land of the island
(1) The birth rate is almost twice that of the United
States as a whole, and is steadily increasing. The
death rate, on the other hand, has fallen from an
annual average of 29.6 per thousand during the last
ten years of the Spanish regime to 22.4 per thousand
since 1925. The following table, taken from "Porto
Rico and Its Problems", (Introduction, page XXP/),
shows the birth and death rate by five-year intervals
since 1900:
5-Year : Births : Deaths : Net
Averages ; Per 1,000 : Per 1,000 : Increase
1900-04 : 28.99 : 26.39 : 2.60
1905-09 : 33.02 : 23.00 : 10.02
1910-14 : 36.57 ; 21.75 : 14.82
1915-19 : 37.82 : 26.73 : 11.09
1920-24 : 38.33 : 21.70 : 16.63
1925-28 : 40.55 : 22.43 : 18.12
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is owned by alien interests. The independent
farmer of yesterday is working for these interests
and the income from sugar after pitiful wages are
paid goes to the continental United States.
”Nor ’v^as the island forgotten by those
who had goods or services to sell. The peddlers
of electrical power, shoes, cotton goods, footstuffs
and bank credit moved in. The islanders were paid
under-wage scales dictated by organized capitalism
confronted with a surplus of helpless labor. The
peddlers sold within the tariff wall of the United
States. As a result, we find sugar workers
receiving fifty or sixty cents a day with no
more than seven months’ work in the year and
buying the necessities of life in a market determined
by our high protective tariff.”
XIY - THE PEOPLE
A - Aborigines. ”It appears that at the
time of the discovery of the larger xlntilles (Cuba,
Santo Domingo and Puerto Rico), they were occupied
by a race i/diich probably originated from some part
of the southern division of the northern continent.
The chronicles mention the Guaycures and others as
their possible ancestors, and Stahl traces their
origin to a mixture of the Phoenicians with the
aborigines of the remote antiquity. like most of
the aboriginal inhabitants of America, the natives of
Puerto Rico were copper colored, but somewhat daiker
than the inhabitants of the nei^boring islands.
They were shorter of stature than the Spaniards but
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corpulent and well proportioned, with flat noses,
wide nostrils, dull eyes, bad teeth, narrow fore-
heads, the skull artificially flattened before
and behind so as to give it a conical shape, with
long black coarse hair, beardless and hairless
on the rest of the body. "^heir tdiole appearance
betrayed a lazy, indolent habit and they showed
extreme adversion to lator or fatigue of any kind.
They put forth no exertion save what was necessary
to obtain food and only rose from their hamacas
or shook off their habitual indolence to play a
game of bail ( bat ey ) or at the dances ( areytos )
which were accompanied by rude music and the chanting
of whatever happened to occupy their minds at the
time. Notwithstanding their indolence and the
unsubstantial nature of their food, they were
comparatively strong and robust . Generally speaking
the Puerto Rican of today may be said to be descended
from three distinct races: the Indian, the Spaniard
and the negro. The Spaniards brought no women with
than so that there sprang up wherever they v;ent a
mixed race pur sang on the one hand and aboriginal
on theother, the mestizo
,
hybrid born physically and
morally. "’he negro slaves imported early in the
sixteenth century introduced a new racial element
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and by the side of the mestizo there developed
the z ambo
,
common offspring of the two. Later
negro women from Santo Domingo and other islands
added the mulatto to an early heterogeneous
condition of race. It was not until very late
in the history of the island that corrective features
and elements were introduced by a new influx of
prosperous Spanish settlers and their families
driven from Venezuela and the mainland by the
incessant revolutions in those countries. The
present inhabitants are mostly of Spanish origin —
Immigrants from Spain during the last 400 years and
their descendants.” (1) There are historians who
claim that the natives were of Arawak or Carib stock.
No trace of them now remains althou^ there are people
on the island whose hair and complexion seem to
indicate a mixture of Indian and negro blood.
!!any people from r.-aricao often claim to be of
Indian descent
.
3 - '"he Jibaros. In the year 1310, about
86fo of the population of Puerto Rico was rural, or
jibaros
.
The following description, written by
Flint er about 1833, gives an idea of the economic
(1) ”Porto Rico and Its Problems”, pages 554-555
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condition of the Puerto Rican peasants at that time:
"The jiharos, a name ^iiich is applied to
those white people who reside in the country, are
very civil in their iiianne rs . . . .They swing to and
fro in their hammocks all day long, smoking cigars
and twanging their guitars . The plantain groves
which surround their houses, and the coffee trees
which grow almost without cultivation, afford
them a frugal subsistence. If in addition, they
have a cow and a horse, they consider themselves
rich and happy The houses, or rather cabins,
of the poor jibaros, are built on posts, vhich
are absolutely necessary to preserve them from
the humidity of the earth; but they are only raised
two or three feet from the ground. In place of
boards, the floor is made of the large bamboo, or
the palm tree, split like clap boards. These
bend beneath the foot, and between the interstices
everything below is discernible. The huts are
divided into two apartments by a partition of reeds;
the room in i/diich the family sit by day and the
sleeping room A few calabash shells and
earthen pots, one or two hammocks made of the
bark of the palm tree, two or three game cocks,
and a machete are all of their movable property,
A few coffee trees and plantains, a cow and a
horse, an acre of land in corn and sweet potatoes,
constitute the property of what would be denominated
a comfortable jibaro. This individual mounted on
his emaciated horse, dressed in a broad-brimmed
straw hat, cotton jacket, clean shirt and checkered
pantaloons sallies forth from his cabin to mass, to
a cock fight or to a dance, thinking himself the
most independent and happy being in existence.” (1)
/
'Eighty- four years !i.ater, in 1917, the
following description was written of the jibaro:
”The jibaro arises at dawn and takes a
coconut dipperful of cafe puya (coffee without sugar).
Naturally, he never uses milk. TJith this black
coffee he works till about twelve o» clock, when
(1) "The Historian's History of the \Torld ”
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his wife brings him his breakfast, corresponding
to our lunch. This is composed of boiled salt
codfish, v;ith oil, and has one of the following
vegetables of the island to furnish the carbohydrate
element: banana, platano, name, batata or jautia.
At three in the afternoon he takes another
dipperful of coffee, as he began the day. At
dusk he returns to his house and has one single
dish, a sort of stew, made of the current
vegetables of the island, with rice and codfish.
At rare intervals he treats himself to pork, of
which he is inordinately fond, and on still
rarer occasions he visits the tovwi and eats
quantities of bread, without butter, of course.
'^ith the wage paid him he can get no better
diet." (1)
Some time ago a writer wrote about them:
"T^at has civilization done for the poor jibaro?
In former times, they rarely worked. They swung
to and fro in their hammocks, smoking cigars and
twanging their gaitars* Now they work from morning
sun till dawn, and they don’t even have a hammock
to swing on, nor a guitar to twang."
The Puerto Rican historian Coll y Toste
V
says that the origin of the word jibaro proceeds from
a port in Cuba (Jibara), and that it is composed of
two words of Indian origin, jiba
,
m.eaning mountain,
and ero
,
man. Another historian, Brau, said that
the term was applied to a laborer, but that its true
significance is a mountain dweller. Today, our
(1) Fleagle "Social Problems in Porto Rico", pp.8-9.
"The author," says Dr. M. H. Donaldson, "left out the
corn meal, much sweetened with live sugar cane juice,
a dish fit for a king, but that a king can’t get."
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understanding of the term is a peasant, a tiller
of the soil, a man whose life is not that of the
town, and who lacks its culture. And when we
say that a man is a Jibaro
,
we put him in a separate
and distinct class, a class of country laborers.
These people live now as they lived 100 or 200 years
a@3
,
close to the soil. The typical Puerto Rican
house is still the bohlo
,
and most people who don’t
frequent that live in pine board houses, more or less
elaborate.
Besides this type of wage-earning countrymen,
there is another type of rural population, the land-
owners or planters, vho are usually people who in
many ways closely resemble the country gentleman or
squire of England. They are people of considerable
importance in their communities, frequently well
educated ani widely traveled, men who do not hesitate
to spend their money freely for their comfort and that
of their families when the crops are plentiful and
the' prices good. They exercise a sort of patronage
over the country people who work for them, many
of whom live in houses on land provided by the
landlord. The laborer look to the landlord for
guidance and for advice in practically all matters
pertaining to their economic life, and the planter
eia
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usually reciprocates by caring for the welfare of
the countryman to the best of his ability.
C - The educated class. In spite of the
varied bloods from which they came, the Puerto Ricans
are more homogeneous than the Cubans, as the result
of a long period during T^ich they were much isolated
and became assimilated. ’’The educated classes of
the Island have a Latin cultural background. The
masses speak Spanish or a Spanish patois, and most
of their cultural traditions are derived from Spain.
Yet, these are only partly Latin in race and their
manners and mental habits have been modified by
centuries of primitive environment and more recently
by thirty years of contact with North Americans." (1)
The Puerto Ricans, courteous, hospitable,
industrious, peaceable, law-abiding and intelligent,
are "of Spanish culture and largely of Spanish
blood. They are so to speak members of the family
of the United States by marriage, by blood relations
of all the Spanish America. They are in an ideal
position to serve as the connecting link between the
(1) "Porto Rico and Its Problems", page 10
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two great divisions. In them and their island
the cultures of the two, the North and the South
can meet and blend. If we deal with the Island
rightly it can be of great value not merely to the
United States but to the entire hemisphere. We
must not try to eliminate the customs and culture
of Puerto Rico by substituting therefor our own
customs and culture. I do not believe that we could
do so if we tried. And if we could Puerto Rico would
lose its value. We have been known in the South as
sordid materialists. Dollar diplomacy has become a
synonym for our actions. If we are to inspire
confidence in South Americans, we must show them we
are anxious to help them and their problons as well
asxto trade with them. We can do this effectively
through Puerto Rico.” (1)
D - Homelife
.
”In their home life the Puerto
Ricans adhere to their old time customs. They parade
about the plazas in the cool evening, lean from
jutting balconies and watch the passing throngs,
gossip and live in soft creole Spanish receiving
(1) "Poreign Affairs”, January, 1934, page 272
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visitors in their salas open to the street and are
as vivacious, light-hearted, frivolous and carefree
as ever. In customes, business and other matters
the Puerto Ricans have adopted American ideas and
customs with wonderful facility. The large stores
are up-to-date, stocked with American and European
goods. Cash registers, pneumatic money- carriers
,
elevators, bargain sales and auto travel are now a
necessary p art of Puerto Rican business, a large
proportion of which is in the hands of the Spaniards.
Graceful mantillas have given way to outlandish
latest Parisian styles in hats, high-powered
automobiles have replaced the old time coaches and
moving pictures, baseball games and horse races
now attract the crowds that formerly flocked to
bull-ring or cockpit. (1) American thou^ Puerto
Rico may be, yet it is merely on the surface. At
heart the Puerto Rican is a Puerto Rican first, last
and all the time, and to his credit be it said,
for our colonial policies are far from perfection,
and we have much to learn." (2)
(!) Cockfighting, prohibited since the first years of
the American occupation, was recently declared legal
by the legislature,
(2) Hyatt Verrill "Porto Rico Past and Present," page 17.
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XV - CONCLUSION
In dealing V7ith Puerto Rico, I have quoted
at length from various authors, some of them seeming
to have looked upon the work of the United States in
that Island with perhaps a little too critical eye.
Therefore, in summing up the situation in Puerto
Rico at the present time as compared with that at
the date of her annexation to the United States, it
is with gladdened heart that I quote below from an
article written by Oscar P. Austin, in a booklet
published by The National City Bank’s Branch at
San Juan, in 1920, entitled ’’Trading with our
Neighbors in the Caribbean. (1)
"The two decades of progress made by
Porto Rico under the American flag taken altogether
constitute a record i/tiich cannot be equalled by any
people anyviiere in the world in the same length of
time. It is a record creditable alike to the Porto
Ricans themselves and to the great free Republic to
which they owe allegiance. Much of it is due to
the liberality and generous aid of the great American
government and people, but most of the credit is due
to the splendid cooperation of the Porto Ricans
themselves. Uithout their cooperation, little of
(1) Page 40
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this progress could have been made. But the
people of the island have eagerly availed
themselves of every opportunity offered them
for improvement. With patriotic devotion to
their Island and with a real aspiration for
progress, they have made a quick response to
all the changes that were necessary for development.
In politics and government, in education, in com-
merce and industry, in social and moral improvement,
they have offered their cooperation and aid to the
forces that have made for betterment. This is
the simple truth as to the past, and this is the
best augury for the future."
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TABLE I
POSITION OP PUERTO PICX) IN THE TRADE OP
THE UNITED STATES TITH LATIN
A-SRICA - 1954
ETPORTS INTO u> s, (1)
Count ries : Amount
Brazil $91,484: >000
PUERTO RICO "81^184^000
Cub a... 78,929,000
Colomb ia..... 47,115,000
Mexico 36,495,000
Argent ina 29 48 7^000
Chile 22.910.000
Venezuela 22,120,000
Honduras 7 . 791.000
Peru. 4, 711,000
EXPORTS FROM U. S. (1)
Countries Amount
PUERTO ElCO S59 .477.000
Me xico 55,356, 000
Cub a 45,355, 000
Argent i na 42, 686 ,000
Brazil 40.382 .000
Colombia 21 , 943,000
Vene zuela 19 , 286,000
Panama 18.820.000
Chile 12. 029.000
Peru 9,767,000
(1) First ten, listed in order of importance
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TABLE II
PUEPTO PICONS PLACE IN TKE ENTER lOP TRADE
OF THE TNITED STA'TES^ 1954
SHIRTENTS FROM U . S
.
( 1
)
Country Amount
Unit ed Kingdom. #383,316,994
302,417,581Canada, .................
,Tfi pap 210,420^13 6
France 115*936* 674
German y...... 108*814* 547
China 68*631*878
Italy 64, 906,799
Hawai i... 63* 472 *682
PUERTO RICO 59*477 j 288
Mftxl CO .................. 55*355*548
SHIPI1ENTS TO THE U.S.(l)
Count ry Amount
Canada #231,689,607
119,251,106
115,357,580
105, 498,852
94,513, 699
Japa n.
United Kingdom. .........
Rrltish TTal a ya ......... -
Hawai i.
Brazil 87,811,089
Philippine Islands 81
,
484
,
306
PUERTO* RICO 81*184*396
78,928,916Cuba
Ge imeuiy 68,805,488
(1) First ten, in order of importance
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KEY TO CHART ON PAGE 224
Bars 1933 Bars 1934
1 . Cost of Food
3. Sugar ^lills
5* Sugar Cane Planting (!!)
7. Sugar Cane PlantingjF)
9. Sugar Cane Planting(B)
11. Tobacco Planting ill)
13, Tobacco Planting (F)
15. Tobacco Planting (B)
17. Tobacco Stripping (M)
19. Tobacco Stripping (F)
2. Cost of Food
4. Sugar ”ills
6. Sugar Cane Plant ing(H}
8. Sugar Cane Plant ing{F)
10. Sugar Cane Plant in g(B)
12. Tobacco Planting (M)
14. Tobacco Planting (F)
16. Tobacco Planting (B)
18. Tobacco Stripping (M)
20. Tobacco Stripping (F)
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CHAPTER TH^E
SANTO do?:dtgo (1)
I - DESCraCTTlON
The Republic of Santo Domingo occupies the
eastern and larger part of the island of Santo Domingo
or Haiti. It has an area of 19,325 square miles
(50,070 square kilometers), and a population of
approximately 1,022,485 inhabitants, or 53 per
square mile. Four almost parallel mountain ranges
traverse the country from east to west and modify
the otherwise tropical climate. Mount Tina, south
of the center, 10,300 feet above sea level, is the
highest peak on the island and in the West Indies.
Nearly all of the fruits of the tropics and many of
the temperate zone are successfully grown. Sugar,
cacao, tobacco and coffee, as well as cabinet, structural
and dye woods, with the pods of the well-known divi-divi
(1) ”It was through Santo Domingo that all the great
Spanish discoverers first passed on later expeditions.
There was no great figure in the history of Spain’s
conquest of Mexico, Central America
,
or South America
vdio did not walk the same streets which we can walk
today. It was at Santo Domingo that all the vessels
laden with the golden treasure which contributed to
Spain’s heyday as a great power of Europe congregated
twice a year to make the voyage thence to Spain,
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tree, used for tanning, are largely exported. Iron,
copper, gold, nickel, chrome, cobalt, silver, mercury,
tin, coal, asbestos, phosphate, petroleum, amber and
guano have been found. Salt is produced in quantity.
II - HISTORICAL SKETCH
Columbus, on his first voyage, having
discovered Guanahani and skirted the coast of Cuba,
sighted Santo Domingo on Deceraber 6, 1492. (1) He
took possession of the island in the name of the King
of Spain, calling it ”La Isla Espanola", or Hispaniola,
because of its similarity to certain regions of Spain.
The territory now forming the Dominican Republic was
then occupied by an inoffensive, peaceful race of
Indians who had divided the island into five kingdoms,
and whom the Spaniards easily subdued and enslaved. (2)
Santo Domingo for more than a century formed
the basis of operations for the Spanish explorers and
conqulstadores
,
and the capital of the present
trusting in their numbers for protection against the
freebooters and British raiders who occasionally
wreaked havoc upon them.’^ "American City Series
Bulletin No. 8-A, Washington, D.C.,1930, page 3.
(1) "The city is of unusual interest because it is
the oldest settlenent founded by Europeans in the New
World. Here in 1496 Bartholomew Columbus started a
settlement and for nearly a hundred years the place
was the Spanish headquarters in the Western Continent."
’Dominican Republic"
,
Bulletin § 8, page 13.
(2) See "Aborigines", page 257,
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Dominican Republic may justly claim to have been
the metropolis of the vast colonial empire of Spain.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries French, Dutch and British buccaneers
established themselves in the West Indies, first
on St. Christopher and afterward on Tortuga, lying
a few miles off the northwest coast of vhat is now
the Republic of Haiti. At that time Spain began
to bother about the rising sea power of Britain and
Queen Elizabeth soon heard of plans being laid to
crush her kingdom. She determined to strike first
and in the lefthanded manner of the time granted
letters of marque to Sir Francis Drake. He
organized a squadron of twenty- five ships manned
by more than two thousand sailors and soldiers. In
1585 the fleet set sail to the Indies. On his way he
took Santiago and the Cape de Verde Islands and left
I
with most of their provisions and treasure. His
first objective was the city of Santo Domingo, which
was then one of the chief Spanish strongholds in the
West Indies. On New Year’s Day, 1586, he secretly
landed troops and the next day quickly took the city.
"This date may be taken as marking the decline of
the city. The mines of Mexico, Peru and Colombia
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drew interest away from the Islands to the mainland.
Gradually the decay became more rapid and about 1735
the place is said to have contained only about
500 inhabitants.” (1)
In 1630 the buccaneers, mostly French,
invaded the adjoining island and planted a colony vfliich
proved to be of great consequence in the history of
Santo Domingo. A period of constant strife ensued
between the French and other settlers, until by the
treaty of Ryswick, in 1697, France obtained possession
of the western half of the island, and, by the treaty
of Basel in 1795, of the eastern, or Spanish half, thus
gaining possession of the entire island. Most of the
inhabitants were slaves and in 1791 a fierce insurrection
of the negroes broke out. They were led by Toussaint
L^Ouverture who established an independent republic
and continually ruled as dictator over the whole
island. ”The negro slaves {about 400,000) called to
the aid of the white planters who had demanded for
themselves equality of rights with the citizens of
the mother country, but who with extreme indignation
resited the grant declared by the National Assembly
of May, 1791, of civil ri^ts to the free colored men.
(1) "Dominican Republic”, page 13
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threw themselves with brutal rage upon their white
masters, tortured them to death and ruined their
plantations." (1) In 1802 Bonaparte waged war
against Tous saint L’Ouverture who v;as seized and
taken to France.
In the year 1809 Spain and England being at
war with France, the Spanish colonists rose, and,
aided by the British forces, captured the city of
Santo Domingo on July 11, and Spanish rule was
once more established.
In 1821 the inhabitants of the Spanish part
of the island declared their independence of Spain,
and desired their country's incorporation as a State
of Greater Colombia, hoping to secure the assistance
of Simon Bolivar. Colombia could not assist the new
State, and so Jean Pierre Boyer, President of Haiti,
in 1822 was able to extend his government over the
whole island. The Haitian Dominion lasted until 1844,
when, on February 27, the people rose in arms against
the Government, and in 1846 again established an
independent State.
In the year 1861, through constant fear of
Haitian invasion, the Republic appealed to Spain for
(1) "History of All Nations", Vol. X^7I, pp. 189, 216;
Vol. XXIII, p. 389.
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protection, and on March 18, 1861, was formally annexed
to that country. This rule, however, soon became
intolerable, and a revolution, initiated at Capotillo
on August 16, 1863, resulted in the restoration of
the Dominican Republic
,
the Spanish Crown relinquishing
all claim to the country on TTay 1, 1865.
Since this period there have been a number
of provisional and constitutional Presidents down to
the provisional Presidency of Francisco H. Carvajal
in 1916, whose rule was terminated on November 29
of that year, by a military occi:q)ation by American
forces, acting under instructions of the President
of the United States.
"Continual internal disturbances from the ’War
of the Restoration’ (1863-65) to 1904, left the
Dominican Republic under a crushing debt of
^32,000,000. Her annual revenues were about
$1,850,000 and her annual expenditures $3,900,000.
Rumors were rife that European nations would intervene
to collect debts due their citizens. To forestall
armed intervention Secretary of State John Hay in
February, 1905, negotiated a protocol with the
Republic which provided that the United States should
adjust her debts and administer her customs receipts.
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Because a clause in the convention was interpreted
as establishing a protectorate, the United States
Senate refused to ratify the treaty. President
Roosevelt
,
however, made an executive arrangement
with the president of the bankrupt republic
essentially on these lines and on April 1, 1905
put that modus vlvendi into force and placed an agent
of the United States in charge of her fiscal
administration. Marked improvement followed;
her debt was adjusted and credit restored. A
treaty was signed on February 8, 1907, vdiich
provided that the United States government should
administer the custcms of the Dominican Republic.
Eight years of honest administration reduced the
total debt to $21,500,000. It was inevitable
that the administration of the finances of the
Dominican Republic could not proceed without friction
and interference with the government of that country.
Political troubles and serious disturbances followed
to suppress which the Dominican Republic officials
incurred fresh debts without the approval of the
United States which demanded a supplementary
convention be arranged. The Dominicans refused
to consent. A coup d’etat by Arias deposing
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President Jimenez in April, 1916, was follov/ed by-
disorders. The United States landed a detachment
of marines and suppressed the insurrectionists and
on Novonber 29, 1916, Captain Knapp, U.S.N., issued
a proclamation announcing that the Dominican Republic
was under military adr;iinistrat ion of the United States
and declaring that his government did not intend to
destroy the sovereignty of the Republic but wished
to enable her to restore internal order so that she
might observe her international obligations." (1)
In this connection, it is interesting to
note what "The Nation of ’'ay 23, 1934, (2), had to
say about the American intervention in the island:
"After the Na\-y Department in 1916
had swept aside the existing Dominican Government
and the American Commanding Officer, Captain H.S.
Knapp had declared himself to be ’supreme executive,
supreme legislator and supreme judge’
,
the task of
recons t'-'ic tion of the IDominican Republic and its
inhabitants was for ei^t years in the hands of
our military. Recalcitrant Dominicans who took
to the hills for the honorable purpose of combating
the invader were labeled bandits and effectively
disposed of by our lathernecks. There were the
atrocities incidental to ’pacification’. The
motivation of the occupation was basically economic -
to make certain of obtaining from the Dominicans
the debt which our receivership had been trying
to collect since President Theodore Roosevelt
established it in 1905. The occupation main
objectives were first financial rehabilitation
and secondly, law and order to preserve the new
(1) "The World Almanac", 1935, page 685
(2) Pages 583-585,
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habiliments. Some fearful and wonderful things
were perpetrated under the first objective.
There was, for instance, the $2,500,000 four-
year customs administration 8^ sinking-fund
loan issued according to its pro pectus,
signed by Lieutenant Commander Arthur }\
Mayo of the Navy Supply Corps, ’by the
United States Military Government at
Santo Domingo in behalf of the Dominican
Republic.’ The bonds were redeemable at
105 at six months intervals. For those
fortunate bond holders whose bonds were
redeaned at the end of the first six months
the yield was 18.91^. Those ^o • aited a
full year, received 13.20^. Those whose
bonds were called after 18 and 24 months
netted re^ectively 11.28 and 10,37^,
The less fortunate who had to mit until
maturity received only 9.07^. The bonds
were of course guaranteed by our occupancy*
Speyer and Company and the Equitable Trust
Company floated the loan in the United States.
Needless to say with such rates on the
investors’ dollars it floated like cork.” (1)
A general election for the Presidency and
Vice-Presidency of the Republic was held in March,
1924, and on July 12 of the same year General Horacio
Vasquez and Federico Velasquez, respectively having
been duly elected, were inaugurated and assumed the
duties of their offices. On the afternoon of the
same day the American flag was lowered and the with-
drawalof United States forces was begun, thus restoring
to the Dominican Republic full and complete sovereignty.
(1) "I'Tost bonds of Latin governments, either pay big or
default. High interest (nominal) is customary. But
it is hardly usual to pay in full. Speyer’s clients
took a big risk, and actually won.” M. H. Donaldson.
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III - CO^TITUTION AIO GOVERmiENT
"From the date of the declaration of
independence, February 27, 1844, down to the present
time, vrith the exception only of a portion of the
period of Spanish occupation of 1861 to 1865, Santo
Domingo has remained in form at least, a republic.
Herein it contrasts with its neighbor Haiti, which
has experienced several monarchies. Thus Dessalines
proclaimed himself emperor in 1804, Christophe assumed
the title of king in 1810 and Soulouque had himself
declared emperor in 1849; and the latter two instituted
pompous black nobilities. And thou^ the Cibao of
Santo bomingo and the region south of the Central
Cordillera have ever been rivals and often in arms
against each other under competing generals, there
has never been any tendency to separate and fom
two states — as occurred in Haiti in 1806 when the
northern portion fell under the sway of Christophe
for a period of fourteen years, first as a nominal
republic and later as a kingdom, while the southern
portion became a republic under Petion and finally
under Boyer.
"But although the country has in form
remained a republic and the title of the chief of
'^oiTTffT?a:c*:‘ - iii
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state has never been more pretentious than president
or protector, in fact there have been few years when
the 0DverniQent was not autocratic and the president
an absolute monarch whose powers were limited only
by his own generous impulses or the fear of alienating
his more influential supporters. Dominican writers
have even referred to the constitution as a conventional
lie.
’’The various Dominican presidents, as soon
as securely in power, have generally been careful to
follow constitutional forms, in an effort to deceive
their followers and themselves into the belief that
they were acting in regular course as servants of
the people. The successful revolutionist was almost
always in haste to ’legalize’ his position by an
election. Most of the presidents, among them
Heureaux, have been great sticklers for foim.
Instead of moulding their wishes to confom to the
constitution, however, they would mould the
constitution to conform to their wishes, and
repeatedly the first act of the successful
revolutionist has been to promulgate a new
constitution in accordance with his ideas. It
has thus come to pass that the constitution, far
from b eing revered as the immutable foundation of
inobtaQ'iq nsrlJ ai/ol J’ne^o'iq aioar need leven Bad sdada
nerf?' 8*100 Y need eTsri sied^ doal ni ^TOdoe^crrq ic
SMtlRBTiq etii bna oltBioo^ua ton. cev; ^naan'rovc^ ed:^
Ylflo betltaXL anew © eeod>( dOTsnoffl otuL cads ne
I
gnl^enoiXs I0 'lae'l ©dJ do Bealuqnii aiC'ieneg mo Bid xd
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eraol^navnoo © ea noItuJ Iteaoo eUt ot beirolai nero ©vad
.ell
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lo g^nav'iee ca ©etl'OO tplused ni snidoa odew ye-dit
8s^ ^giflCi^i/Iov’s'i lif^seeooja sdT . ©Xqoeq eri;t
na yd noiJieoq aid ' 85 iIis,3©X* ot edaad ni syawXa
;Tiedi Scotia ,» jriefcis o*iq sd^" ‘lo .noxdoe’!©
.jnrol do'i adeXdloii'a daeds need ersd ,.ri/fiadn©H
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edt bLuoa fiXuow yadj ^'evowod ^aot tut ItQ aoo
fina ,aodr. irr ‘liod^’ od’ inrolnoo ot colTi/TiTsnoo
lu'l^sooou& edt lo Tob Tad 11 &dT yX&eTaeqed
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government, has rather been regarded as the convenient
means for the president in office to exercise power.
From 1844 to the present time nineteen constitutions
have been promulgated in Santo Domingo, one in the
year 1844, one each in 1858, 1859, and 1865, twD in
1866 and one each in 1868, 1874, 1875, 1877, 1878,
1879, 1880, 1887, 1896, 1907 aM 1908 The Dominican
constitutions have all been modeled on the general
lines of that of the United States, and have differed
from each other only in detail." (1)
The new Constitution of the Dominican
Republic was proclaimed on the 13th day of June,
1924. This constitution provides for a representative
form of government divided into legislative, executive
and judicial branches.
The National Congress, composed of a Senate
and a Chamber of Deputies, meets in the capital, Santo
Domingo, on the 27th day of February and the 16th of
August, respectively, of each year for a session of
90 days, "v^ich time may be extended for as much as 60
days. The Senate is composed of one Senator from
each Province elected by direct vote for a period
of four years* (2) The qualifications for a Senator
(1) Otto Schoenrich "Sant o Domingo
,
a country with a
Future", pages 303-305.
(2) The Republic is divided into 12 Provinces, which
are "subdivided into comraunes.
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are that he be in full enjoyment of civil and
political rights, a Dominican citizen, 35 years
of age, a native of the Province from which elected,
or have resided there for at least five years.
Naturalized citizens may become Senators 10 years
after having acquired citizenship provided that con-
tinuous residence in the Republic has been maintained
for two years preceding election. Deputies are
elected also by direct vote for a period of four
years and in the proportion of one for every 30,000
inhabitants or fraction of more than 15,000. The
requirements for a Deputy are that he be 25 years
of age and in full exercise of civil and political
rights. Naturalized citizens cannot be elected
Deputies until eight years after acquiring citizenship.
The executive power is vested in a President,
who is elected every four years by direct vote; he is
ineligible to succeed himself as President or to the
Vice-Presidency for the term immediately following.
To be President one must be a native Dominican, or
of Dominican parental and have been a resident of
the Republic for at least 10 years prior to election.
He must be over 35 years of age and in the exercise of
his civil and political rights. The Vice-President,
who is elected at the same time and in the same manner
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as the President, succeeds the latter in case of
a vacancy. To be Vice-President the same qualifications
are required as for the Presidency.
The President is assisted by a cabinet
composed of the following officers: Secretary of the
Interior, Police, War and ’Marine; Secretary of Foreign
Affairs; Secretary of Finances and Commerce; Secretary
of Justice and Instruction; Secretary of Public ^'orks
and Communication; Secretaiy of Agriculture and
Immigration; Secretary of Sanitation.
IV - LAW AND JUSTICE
"In the year 1510 the Spanish government
established in Santo Domingo the first of the famous
colonial audiencias
,
or royal high courts, the list
of Tiiiich appears like a roll call of Spain’s former
glories. Others were added later in Mexico, Guatemala,
Guadalajara, Panama, Lima, Santa Fe de Bogota, Quito,
Manila, Santiago de Chile, Charcas (now Sucre), and
Buenos Aires. The audienc ia of Santo Domingo at
first had jurisdiction over all the territory under
Spanish dominion in the New World, but upon the
establishment of the audi enc ia of Mexico and others
its jurisdiction was confined to the West India Island,
and the north coast of South America. Its functions
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were both judicial and administrative, including
the power to hear appeals from the judges of the
district and from certain administrative authorities,
and to intervene in certain matters of gcvernment,
in the finances of the territory and in behalf of
the public peace. It applied the law as expressed
in the codification of the »Laws of the Indies*, and
the Spanish * Part idas .
’
’’Upon the beginning of Haitian rule in 1822,
Tn^en most of the distinguished citizens, including
judges and lawyers, left the country, they took with
them the ancient legal system. The Haitians imposed
their laws, namely, the Code Napoleon and other French
codes. These took such deep root that on the expulsion
of the Haitians no attempt was made to return to the
Spanish laws, which also at that time were still under
the disadvantage of not having been revised and
codified in accordance with modern needs Santo
Domingo, the first Spanish colony, has no Spanish
laws. It is the only Spanish country which has
adopted French legislation so completely, and
which looks so largely to France for its juris-
prudence.” (1)
(1) ’’Santo Domingo, a Country with a Future," pp.
336-339.
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At the present time the judicial power
resides in the Supreme Court, Courts of Appeal and
lesser courts as prescribed by law. Justices are
elected by the Senate for four years and may be
reappointed indefinitely.
The local justices of the peace are called
’^alcaldes”. The alcalde
.
in Spanish times, was an
officer exercising both administrative and judicial
functions, the name being derived from the Arabic
”al cadi”, the judge, and whereas in Spain and
most of the former Spanii^ colonies the alcalde
has now only administrative duties and his office
is equivalent to that of mayor, in Santo Domingo
he now exercises solely judicial authority. The
alcalde's jurisdiction comprises the analler police
offenses and, in civil cases, matters involving less
than $100, as well as certain cases, such as ejeclment
suits, ^ere his jurisdiction attached on account of
the subject-matter. The alcaldes are appointed by
the President of the Republic,
V - POLITICAL PARTIES
"The characteristic features of Dominican
politics are the violence of political antagonism and
0^^::
i£3 '^o 1 Jj’.lr ttLfi s rit Brl
* J. oet^iq erl^ J’A
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the absence of differences of principle betv/een
the political parties. None of the parties
existing today has a platform, and the distinction
between them is entirely a matter of personality
of the leader. Each party alleges that it has the
best people and the purest motives and views with
alarm the government of the country by any other
party. In practice therefore^ politics follows
the rule only too common in the Spanish American
countries, of resolving itself into a personal
struggle between the ^ins’ and the ^outs^.
”In the early days of the Pepublic different
policies were occasionally seriously considered.
It was then held by some that independence should
be preserved at any cost v/hile others contended
that in view of the constant civil wars the country
should seek peace and progress under the protection
of some foreign power. Although the annexationists
were at first called conservatives and their opponents
liberals, these divergent views were not the
exclusive property of any designated group of men,
but the annexation idea was generally esposed by
the party that happened to be in power, which thus
hoped both to save the country and perpetuate its <
own rule, while independence was invariably supported
aeswtfed ^iXqlonlaq to seonaieHil!) to ©oneedB ariJ-
aeictTeq sdt 'io enoPI .8di^*req IsoJt^lIoq eil^
nol^Oii-tife if) aiiS tns .nrroUsIq a eari ^ni^elxe
^^llfliioaTdq Ic Te&Sfm 3 ^IsTl^ne, si cisriJ nBawied
Qct3 sari tl ^ eassIlB ^{<}x&q doaSL .aaftael adJ to
riilw QWdi’r JbnLfc- aavijom Jaaiaq srii baa elqoaq ia©d
'lariio XTinaoo ©rfi to inamnTavos edd’ artnla
awoIXo'i aoiiiloq ^a-iola^iaria ©oiioe'iq nl .^iJ'Taq
iiBOiTemA rfeinsqS srii ni jcorynoo ooi ylno sIltc arf^
XancEiaq a o^rri llaeii aniTloear lo ^eairriauoo
.'Btuo’ ©fli 6ne ’aai' arii r.eewiad ©X3sind’a
Jxjo'ral'iit oiXdi/qaJI arii to syeb xlise siid' xil^
. 69*10!!)ienoD Y-Csi/ciTse i^IXanoiaacoo siew edioiloq
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'4*1^X11/00 orfi fc'iaw Xirio incdcnoo erfi fb raiv nl taiil
noivooiciq sdi *i9bnif as tn 30*55 bna eoBoq 5^993 bluoda
s Jsinoiiexenna sili risuortJIA .-lewcq c^is-iol amioe ao
aifldflcqqo liedi bae asviiBV'ieartco belXso lisTi'i is enew
9dS qon ‘oneTr aireiv ia8s*r©viJb seeri^
,
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jnanilo qi/O'is Se^onsiEaJb yna lo yi*i9qcnq evieifloxa
yd bsaoqae yXXsTSfla^ aj=nr aebi aolJ^sxenas erU itfd
aurii floirfr ,T9Woq ni ©d oi bsns^j.qBd ind? y^usq sdJ
» sii ©iainfsqioq bna yiinifoc srfi area of xfiod beqod
i>«?ioqqi;8 yitfaiiayni saw eonebneqebnl slidv ,eXin n^o
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by the opposition, which bristled with patriotic
indignation and the fear that it might be permanently
excluded from the banquet-table
"The men who attain prominence in politics range
all the way from nide ignorant military chiefs to
polished members of the aristocracy. In looking
over the annals of Dominican history the same family
names constantly recur and it may be affirmed that
the government of the country has during the time of
independence been in the hands of seme twenty families,
the members of ^ich have swayed its councils and led
its revolutions Almost all the chiefs of state
since 1899 would have done honor to any country, but
all have been obliged by the exigencies of politics
to give places in their entourage to men of low
standing, whose deeds or misdeeds when in power and
whose unbridled ambition, have been a factor in the
civil wars
"The ill-feeling akin to hatred between many
members of the political parties is incredible to one
not accustomed to I. at in American politics. They
will have nothing in common, neither will acknowledge
the existence of any good in the other, they endeavor
SK-:
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to keep apart in the clubs, they do not care to
buy in each other’s stores. Even the women enter
into this bitterness and engagsnents have been
broken because the bridlegroom was discovered to
favor one party while the bride or her family
sympathized with the other The election of
the presidential candidate supported by the
government was generally so certain that all
other aspirants realized the futility of launching
their candidacy, and their followers either voted
for the official candidate or refrained from
VO ti ng ” ( 1
)
In this connection, one is reminded of the
convincing political speeches attributed to one of
the foremost men of La Vega during the farcical
campaigns preceding the elections of Heureaux:
”Tly friends," he is quoted as saying,
"this Republic is founded on the free and unrestricted
suffrage of its citizens. It is the proud boast of
the Dominican that under the constitution he may
vote as he pleases. You are therefore free to
cast your vote for whomsoever you prefer. I wDuld
not be your friend, however, if I did not advise you
(1) "Santo Domingo, a Country with a Future," pp.
322-327
.
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that whoever does not vote for Heaureaux might
as well leave the country.”
- fh^ices
”The financial system of Santo Domingo is
characterized by an inequitaTd.e mode of obtaining
public revenue, whereby the burden of supporting the
state is thrown upon the poorest classes in the form
of indirect taxes upon articles of necessary consumption,
and Therein taxation of property or contribution ac-
cording to economic capacity plays little part.
This is especially true with regard to municipal
taxation.” (1) The revenues of the general
government are derived chiefly from customs duties
and secondarily from miscellaneous minor sources.
There is no direct tax on land. Almost 95% of the
customs receipts are obtained from import duties.
The following is a table of recent budgets:
•
• Year : Revenue : Expenditures:
1929 :$13,984,860 : 113,967, 545 :
1930 : 9,975,674 : 10,642,189 :
1931 : 7,311,418 : 7,920,120 :
1932 : 7,424,652 : 7,424,652 :
1933 : 7,063,496 : 7,063,496 :
(1) "Santo Domingo, a Country with a Fut:ure,” p.376
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The Dominican monetary standard is the
United States gold dollar. Except for about
$200,000 in Dominican coins (there is no Dominican
gold or paper money) all currency in circulation
is United States currency. For about fifty years
after the declaration of independence, coins of many
countries, principally Mexican silver and Spanish
gold, were in circulation, with the rate of exchange
constantly fluctuating. In 1890 the Republic joined
the Latin convention and in the following year through
the then existing Banque Rationale de Saint Domingue
issued silver and copper coins to the value of about
$200,000. In 1894 the gold standard was adopted
and thou^ no actual coinage took place all official
financial transactions were thereafter based upon
gold values. "In 1895 and 1897 President Heureaux
issued more silver coins, or rather, coins washed
over with silver, to the nominal amount of
$2,250,000, but the seigniorage was so enormous
that the issue was a case of a government counterfeiting
its own money. The rate of exchange fell to five
peso
s
for one dollar gold and this is the rate
legalized by the law of June 19, 1905, vhich made
the American gold dollar the standard of the Republic ."( 1
)
(1) "Santo Domingo, a Country with a Future," p. 384,
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YII - T'RxlNSPOPTATION AND CO!.!!!UNICATION
A - Hallways. The railways of the Republic
have an extent of approximately 150 miles. There
are besides about 225 miles of private lines on the
large estates. The Dominican Central Railways, which
formerly belonged to an American company, became by
virtue of contract made by the Government in
February, 1908, the property of the Republic.
This road connects the two important cities of
Puerto Plata and Santiago with an extension to
!'oca, and has a length of 60 miles, 25 miles of
which run through broken and mountainous lands.
The Samana and Santiago Railway runs from Sanchez
into the interior, reaching the towns of San Francisco
de Macoris, La Vega, Salcedo and Moca. The total
length of this line is 84 miles.
B - Highways. About 1908 the first step
toward the construction of a general highway system
was initiated. Between that year and 1916 a total
of 76 kilom.eters was completed at a cost of
$1,700,000. Today there are three principal
highways known by the nam.es of the patriots Duarte,
Mel la and Sanchez. The Duarte highway, nearly
^,:QiTAor;n.^!?.:os giu - nv
oi.L<iiKi3^ edi lo ' Y^LIb'Z srf!^ .by^stjLIsF - A
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300 kilometers in length, extends from north to
south, dividing the Republic into two areas.
This highway traverses zones of cacao, tobacco and
coffee production and passes through some of the
most beautiful sections of the country. The second
highway of importance is that known as the •Telia.
This road, 175 kilometers in length, extends in an
easterly direction, passing through a country of
beautiful panorsmas and providing an outlet for
the cities of San Pedro de Facoris
,
Hato Mayor,
Seybo
,
and La Romana. The Sanchez highway affords
communication between the capital, Santo Domingo,
and the capital of Haiti, Port-au-Prince. The
distance between Santo Domingo and the Haitian
border is about 260 kilometers. In 192 7 certain
customs restri ctions ^re removed, thus providing
freedom of transit for licensed motor vehicles which
transport passengers and light freight between the
two capital cit^.es. The Republic today has a total
of more than 800 miles of good roads,
Fill - AGRICULTURE
The United States Commission of Inquiry to
Santo Domingo reported in 1871: "The resources of the
oj noil aJt aiscfsmoll:^ OC»5
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country are vast and various, and its products
may be increased with scarcely any other limit
than the labor expended upon them Taken as a
whole, this Republic is one of the most fertile
regions on the face of the earth. The evidence of
men well acquainted with the other West India
Islands declares this to be naturally the ridiest
of them all.’’ The best agricultural lands and
principal interior towns of the Republic are situated
in the famous ’’Vega Real”, or Royal Plain, so called
by Colur.ibus, ’.ihich lies between the middle part of
the Cibao and ’'"'onte Cristi ranges. It is about
140 miles long with an average breadth of 14 miles.
The following quotation, taken from the
often quoted ’’Santo Domingo, a Country with a Future,”
(1) gives a fairly gcod account of the development
pf agriculture since the early times of colonization:
”In the first days of colonization it
appeared that agricultural prosperity would
quickly be attained. Great plantations were
set out and the remains of palaces and convents
in Santo Domingo City testify to the wealth they
produced. But the prosperity was founded on the
basi s of slavery. The laughing aborigines soon
succumbed under forced labor, the importation of
negroes was found expensive, and hopes of better
fortune attracted the colonists to the American
Continent. ’'fhile the country languished under
restrictive trade regulations, stock raising
became almost the sole purpose of the Spanish
(1) Pages 145-50
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section of the island The development of
the Spanish section had scarcely begun at the
end of the 18th century when it was blocked
by wars, the Haitian occupation, and later
by the civil disturbances. The native had
no incentive to acc’jmulate property, \tiich
would only attract revolutionists, and the
foreigner was chary of investing his money
in so turbulent a community All the
planting of small crops by the poorer countryman
is done in what are called ^ conucos ^
,
cleared
spaces fenced by sticks laid tightly against
each other in order to keep out the wild pigs which
infest the country The planting is done in
the most primitive way, commonly by making a
hole in the ground with a machete or by using
a forked stick as a plow ” (1)
A - Sugar. Sugar, the leading export,
is the principal product of the southern portion of
the Pepublic. ?fost of the large plantations are
located in the vicinity of San Pedro de Facoris,
#iich is in the heart of the sugar region and the
most modern city of the Pepublic with scarcely a
I
building of any kind more than 30 years old. To
these large plantations the city ov/es its rapid
development. These represent a value of millions
of dollars, are equipped with plantation railroads
and modern mills and extend over thousands of acres
of the plains behind the city. One of the largest
sugar estates of the Republic is the Central Romana
,
{!) The book from which this quotation was taken,
was published in 1919.
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which controls some 40,000 acres near the port of
La Romana, and is owned by the South Porto Rico
Sugar Company.
So rich are the Dominican lands that
cane will grow from the same root for ten and even
twenty years, while in Puerto Rico and the lesser
Antilles long cultivation has exhausted the soil and
replanting is necessary every three years. ?fost of
the Dominican sugar goes to the United States and a
large portion is eventually sold in Canada and England.
B - Cacao. ^ile sugar attracts the
foreigner, the Dominican’s favorite staple has been
cacao. Cacao has been called the pobr man’s crop in
that it can be produced with profit on a small scale
along with other crops. Yet the production on a
large scale and without regard to auxiliary crops
is also profitable. The Dominican product is of
high grade as is typified by cacao grown on a
plantation situated near Sabana de la Far. As
ordinarily produced , cacao is planted in the wet
seasons, spring and fall. Twd or three seeds are
dropped in hills, 9 or 10 feet apart each way. "'Ihen
the plants are about knee high they are thinned,
oes
lo Jnoq edif Tsen ss'iob 000*0^ eaoe eloic^noo rfoldir
coif! ot^cl .i^ifOc sdi xd b&airo el bna
,
aneriofl sj
.^nsqmoO *ib?uS
is F. f^naX rrBC^iiiiaioCI edi eta .XoIt o6
nave brs nei to”! ;tooi eiajje eri J atcnt wot% IXIt ^eo
iSEesI eri^ bno o-olH oX^si/I nX alXriw ^r»wX
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ceod eed sXqaXe sXiTOvel a ’ aao XnXooCl ©riX ^lariaXariol
aX qcrrf) e’nsia 'tdoq ariX JbeXXso need Rs%d o^oaO . oso -o
eXijca IXare s ao XXlmq dftvr boDubcnq ed aeo xX XeiiJ
s ao j!oXX ojiboncc. 9dX XeY .aqoro isiTXo riXXw saoXe
p.qono vi-iBlIiJCua oX Xx/criXXw 5aa sleoa esisi
Ic «t XoaL'Oiq naoifiinioCI stfT - .eXdaXX?: oaq era la eX
B no £WOT3 oeoBO vd XsxllqY*^ ss 66jbt3 rf^Xd
ei .tb’- 6l eX- sfiFdsC T^ea deXauXl a noXXaXnBlq
Xew erii nX XaXnBlq sX onoao ^XjaojjooTq
01B ebeaa B&^r^i ro a^7 .IIbX bns snX^rqa ^eaoeaaa
a^’ .x&Tf rioee i'ljbqe ieel 01 70 9 «8XXXd ni JbaqqoiX
^benalrii orce dsXfl eecat iuede a*iB aXnaXq add
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leaving only one plant to the hill. Many Dominicans,
however, allow all the plants to grow, "vi^ich results
in dwarfage and inferiority of product. In earlier
stages the plants require protection from the sun
Y^ich is secured by planting cassava alongside the
cacao. The larger spaces between the hills are
used to grow corn, beans, tobacco and other crops.
It has been found to be a better method to grow the
seedlings in plant beds and transplant them "vdien
about ei^t months old. The tree begins to bear
in about three years, but does not attain maturity
until five years later. About twD pound of dried
beans to the tree is the usual Dominican production,
and at this quantity cacao is said to be the most
profitable crop that the small land holder can
produce. The exports amount to thousands of long
tons a 'year and represent a value of several millions
of dol'lars. ’’The principal cacao region is the
Cibao and the upper Seibo plain, and the largest
plantation, belonging to the well-known Swiss
chocolate manufacturer, Suchard, is situated near
Sabana la Mar, on the south side of Samana Bay.
The cacao here produced is not of the finest grade,
such as that grown in Ecuador, but goes to make the
t cnsoinlnioCI .XXirf edit c^f JitBlq exio Yino snlvEsI
riolriw ,W0TS ocT ecfnislq li js> vroLia
'raiX'ijDd nl .^ajbo'tq 1:0 yJiaotielnl fica »:%3’i'ierKfi nl
tiiJB e/lJ tno-iA nottoeJlQrzq ertlup&i ecmcXq erfl bssb^s
9*1^ 9btz^acla i-VBZBRo sniJ’neXq yd f>e*ii/ode eX iloXrftr
dia eXXiil arfX neew^ed e'aoaqB 'legTeX sriT .oeoao
.fiqoTo zadio cna oooedoX ,enaed <11100 wois Jbesif
erid- W013 oit botii&s. s ed oiX batfc^i. need Bed tl
neriw fiioil^ ^ceXqsnfiiX &iiB afied i'neXq nt R^nXXXeae
T30d sniped 8©i^ eriT . fiXo sd^nom Jitfils tuode
Y^Xm^an nXfidXa ^on r9o6 dud tSiaev eeift? J’ooJa ni
feeiif) To Xmnrq cw^ cfiiodA .leXaX bissy ©vXT XXXnu
<noXifojj5oi5 naoXnimo J XajL/Bi; ed^r aX eei^ eri^” oj ensed
cXacm 9 tid 9d od tXaa ai otfoeo aXrl^ de bne
neo lefcXori onsX XXa.rSe eiid dedd qoio ©Xda^XToiq
gnoX To eXxiBsrforic o^’ cfauoma eifioqre" silT .ecjjfioiq
onoXXXiTi Xfiiovea To eulav a tooasiqei Xna laeY b ano?
eri^ ai 110X3 ei oaoao Xaq ioni iq .erfT”
.
.aieXXob To
^eeQiaX oriX fcriB <nXsXq odieo zeqqu add bno oadXO
e&iw& nwoii3{-XX 9T? sdd od^nXsaoIed ,aoXTjB^nBXq
laan !)e^ajj;fXe eX <l>iJSrioifC .'leinXooTirfiaci 3;f«Xooorfo
• YbS BfiaaBe To ©J&Xb fiTuca viitX ao aX finadsS
,aX)Bi3 XeenXT To ;?on eX beouboiq erteri ocobo eriT
edd 6^,m od as 09 dud ^zobaus'S ni nwois Xjsd:^ aia doue
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cheaper grades of chocolate. The ease with which
cacao is planted and the profits to be derived
from it often cause the small farmers to neglect
everything else for cacao and purchase articles
of food which they could themselves raise. The
consequence is that when the cacao crop fails,
there is widespread want and discontent," (1)
C - Tobacco. Tobacco is the next largest
e^cport crop from the Dominican Republic and it is
also a small farmer’s product, A considerable part
of the production is consumed in the country. Tobacco
forms the exception to the general rule of the
country’s exports which have their chief market in
the United States, Dominican tobacco is largely
exported to Europe, France and Geimany taking the
greater quantities. The cultivation of tobacco
is confined to the Cibao region, where it was grown
by the Indians when the Spaniards landed. The effort
of the countrymen to produce quantity rather than
quality has prevented the development of the finer
grades and the price paid for Dominican tobacco is
low.
(1) "Santo Domingo, a Country with a future," page 155
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D - Coffee. Coffee is another native
crop the developnent of which has been checked by
the popularity of cacao. However, coffee growing
has made considerable gains in recent years. The
coffee of Santo Domingo is of excellent quality.
In normal times the greater portion was exported
to France and Germany, but most of it now goes to
the United States.
IX - COFTTEHCE
I’ost of the trade of the Dominican "Republic
is carried with the United States, T^hich, as mentioned
before, in 1905 in accordance with a friendly treaty
assumed charge of the customs in an effort to bring
about a settlement of the obligations of citizens to
foreigners doing business in the Republic. The
following is a table of the Imports and Exports for
the years 1929-1933:
Year : Imports : Exports
1929 22, 729 ,444 23, 736,498
1930 15, 229,219 18,551,148
1931 10,151,762 13,067 ,162
1932 7,794,343 11,164,271
1933 9,322, 688 9,625,473
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The following table shows the trade with
the United States during the same years:
: Year Imports Exports :
: 1929 14,189,681 8,465,360 :
1930 9,270,704 7,254,551 :
: 1931 6,009,947 5,126,225 :
1932 4, 630,232 3,380,308 :
: 1933 5,519,493 3,279,352 :
X - EDUCATION
"As in other Spanish colonies, it was not the
policy of the Spanish government in Santo Domingo to
foster popular education, learning was confined to
the clergy and the aristocracy and was imparted only
by servants of the church. As early as 1538 the
Dominican friars obtained a papal bull for the
establishment of a university, and in 1558 the
institution known as the University of St, Thomas
of Aquino was inaugurated by them in Santo Domingo
City, with faculties of medicine, philosophy,
theology and law, the princip^ branch being
theology. This university acquired considerable
celebrity, but practically disappeared during the
colony's decline, being revived by royal decree of
eldest ;^nlv.'oIXox effT
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EiTcx) ©©'iXrpoe rju sXdT .YSoIoerfo
eriJ Sni-ojh heiB© iqjEje if.' xl£ bo tfoc^iq fud ^vflid&leo
to &©-ro9'. Ibxo'i xd bev trei ^C'.iXloefi o’^J^oIoo
May 26, 1747, which gave it the title of Royal and
Pontifical University of Santo Domingo, "^he
cession of the island to France and the wars which
followed weakened the famous institution, which
was definitely closed by the Haitians when they
assumed control of the government. The Haitian
occupation and the civil disorders of the first
forty years of the Republic were not propitious
for the ^reading of education. Beyond a
theological seminary founded in 1848, there were
only a few humble public and private schools,
leading a precarious existence. An eminent
Puerto Rican educator, Eugenio M, de Kostos, was
responsible for the intellectual renaissance of
Santo Domingo, A prominent Dominican historian,
Americo Lugo, says: *I believe that what may be
called national literature does not begin until
after the arrival in the Republic of the eminent
educator Eugenio 1!, de Hostos", (1)
r
At the present time public Instruction is
under the control of the National Council of Education,
of which the Secretary of Justice and Public Instruction
is ex officio chairman, and the General Superintendent
(1) "Santo Domingo, a Country with a Future", pp. 197-98.
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XnebneXnXieqw?. Xsaeae-O arif bns ./tfiirriiBrlo oioXtto xe sX
.tio_YPI.qq ,'’©*10 X0'? e *iXXw vaXnyoO a ^ 0301120 . oXaeS” (X)
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of Instruction is secretary. The General
Superintendent, through five departmental
superintendents and a corps of inspectors,
controls all grades of schools belov; the
University, There are departmental and local
hoards of education having limited powers. Public
education is official or semi-official, according
to lA^iether or not it is entirely supported by
public funds. The Organic Law of Public Instruction,
promulgated in 1918, classifies schools as primary,
secondary, normal, vocational, special f including
the mentally and physi cally defective and adult
Illiterates) and those of university grade.
Primary education is free and compulsory for
children from 7 to 13 years of age, wherever
there are aschools. Higher education is given
at the Central University of Santo Domingo, which
now has schools of law, medicine, dentistry,
phaima-cy and engineering. There were in 1932
522 primary schools in the Republic with 1,115
teachers and 57,061 pupils enrolled. School
expenditures in 1931 were $700,233.
XI - RELIGION
The Roman Catholic religion is now the
recognized state religion. In 1884 the Dominican
LsTsceO erfT ei not^OLn^^nl ‘io
V ' .
Is^ ©vll rfaucrii^ .^xisfinetnlrsqirE
tOio^oaqaai Jo eq-ioo a iina E^neJbne^ni'reqi/c
edi woXaJ siooilce Jo eebarrs IXa Eior^noo
XbooX ban iBirBmtieciob ©tb s^eri' '
.
Y^Xe'ievlxiU
olSdij^ .Biewoq snXvBrf noX^aouJba xo bbleed
T^rtibicoOB
,
XaioXllo-iineE t
X
sXoXT^ o bX not Seoube
be^'ioqqi/a e X JX ;fon to Ts/iefarir.'
tHoi^fotn^arxI olSdL^l Jo weJ otaesiO ed'^ .BbnLj otlduq
fXiBmtiq efi sXoorfoa eaXlXeeaXo ,8i6X nX betagli/njOTq
r «
* *
^aXbuXoni^ XaXosqa .XsnoX^eoor .XariTOn tX^^iBbnODoe
^Zvbo bne evtfoeJeb yllBO tBvdq bne vlleJnen ari?
.obBTS vJ’ieT&vXnt/ lo eeodf' bns {ee^BT9XXXXX
loJ Y^osXiJqiioo fine eeiJ ai noXtBouba Y^BiniT^I
T©vaTs.lif lo CTB©Y CX cioTt nsTbXiri)
aavXg kX ncX SbouLs led^.ln .eXocrioea errs ©T©r(^
rfoXffw (C^r.XLiofl oXiii?.?. Jo Y^-i*^T:6^inTT iBTXnaO ©jdX Xb
,'tTXsiXaa5 ,enioib©ifl ,wfil lo eXoorios esrf won
S£eX nX 0T6W ararfT .snXToaniana ^xte
6XX,X rfXXw oXXcfiJge^ odJ nX aXoo.ioa YTiiioXTq SS5
XoorfoS .baXIOTiia aliqiyq bna ziedoeeS
.C5S*00’^$ err^-ar X£6X nX eeuj Xtbaecpue
K0If>I>r5fI - IX
eciJ won at noisiXer sXXoriXsO necaoH arlT*
naoXnXfiioCI ariX I^RX nl .nolgXXsT aXsXa bosinsoen
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government entered into an agreement with the Holy
See according to the terms of "which the archbishop
of Santo Domingo is to be appointed by the Pope
from a list of three names, native Dominicans or
residents of the Republic, sutmitted by the Dominican
Congress, which in turn engaged to pay the salary of
the archbishop and certain other officials. Althou^
the religion of the State is the Roman Catholic,
religious toleration prevails in Santo Domingo.
XII - THE PEOPLE
The population of Santo Domingo is a race of
mixed European, African and Indian blood. As in the
other West India Islands the population is principally
rural. There are probably not more than a dozen towns
in the Republic with more than 1,500 inhabitants.
A - Aborigines. "At the time of its
discovery the island of Santo Domingo was thickly
inhabited. The native Indians were Araraks belonging
to the same race as those who occupied the other
larger West India Islands. Unlike the fierce Caribs
v4io inhabited some of the smaller Antilles, the
Arawaks were of a gentle and meek disposition.
They were inclined to idleness and sensuality.
Ylf'H ©dJ” xlJ’iw na oJ’nJ: beie^ns ^naauiTevog
qoifalddo'iB eiiS dotrfff Jo anns^’ edt o^ ^nlMooofi ©08
0qo^ ad& betntoqqa ed od al osfllnioCI oiJ’ftsS To
'lo anfiOjcnimoCI »vlJan ,8©niJ3R ©9'rrf^’ To ^^ell 3 moiT
flaoxxiiaoCI oriJ" yd tl jifue ^otL6uqe^~ &dd Jo stnabieerr
to iialae bosj^sae a'OJ^ nt dolrfw ,s8»7sno0
r^tioddlA .elsioiTTo Tsdd-o aladzeo fiiia qodaldiloTa adJ-
,
0 nonofT erfd' ei arft To nolsiXorf
.oSiii/troCI oddaPj nl aiXsve'rq aoiJ'SToXo^ eucX^iloi
idmzH airr - irr
To S03*i B si: osnXrcod o^nsB To noXteXLfqoq erfT
r
dri^ ni cA ’ .fooXd aaJtbaZ tno nsoiaTA ,[:Beqcn:i;a fcsxiu:
YlXaqXoiiiTq sX aoXXsXf/qoq sdd abnalsl sJtbnl dae^ zsdJo
BSiTfod HQZcb 3 nadJ" ezom Xon \Id3doT:q eza erreifT .Xs'iin
.aXfiBXXdSffrrX 003,1 narfX O’fO.'a dX tw ollduqsK oilx nt
y
Tc ©CiXX sd& XA" iaXiodA - A
Xl'-ioldJ Herr o-^almod oftieB To finrXsX ed& •v;'raToosXf)
Sr. tanoXed 8 >l3W37A 5tsw anBXrjnl ©ri Xsn ©dT .beXidBrinX
zadSo &d& balqsjrcco od^v ©eori*’ eb^sosi ©-nse sdd Oc
sdXiaO so-islT ©rid y^CXXnU . ifvnBisI ai'bnl dee.T Tes'isI
©rid tselXidnA isXXBmB erid To enos bsdXdsriflX oitu
.noidiaoqsXfi :{s=^ brue ©Xdne§ e To ©^ew s:{jsw«tA
.YdlX^yEnea bn£ S8?:*n0l6i od fceniXooi ©tcott i^sriT '
Columbus lauded their kindliness and generosity;
the possession of these traits, however, did not
prevent them from fighting bravely when exasperated.
Living in the stone age, thej^ knew none of the useful
metals, but gold ornaments were used for adornraent .
Older men and married women wore short aprons of
cotton or feathers; all other persons went entirely
nude. 'T’heir favorite amusements were ball garaes and
savage dances with weird, monotonous music; their
religion was the worship of a great spirit and of
subordinate deities represented by idols, called
zemls
,
carved of wood and stone in grotesque form,
and of which some are still occasionally found in
caverns or tombs. They dwelt in rude palm- thatched
huts, the principal article of furniture being the
hammock. Simple agriculture, hunting and fishing
provided their means of livelihood. The natives
called the island Haiti, signifying high ground, but
the western portion was also called Babeque or Bohio
,
meaning land of geld and the eastern part C,uis queya
,
meaning mother of the earth. The name Quisqueya is
the one by which Dominican poets now refer to their
country. The inhabitants lived in communities
ruled by local caciques
,
and the country was
I>C;*i8crT9n85a bns e:36nilt>nl2i *1 avdjifloO
d-on h£jb ,i8vawocJ ,cdleii ©serfd lo iioieseEsoq arfd
. '^©d'B'iaQ^jsxa aadn yle'/a'id sal Jil Till inoil me til dnereiq
lisISBu Qfii 'lo ©aon wenii verfl ,8sb enodr. eild* al salvlJ
. IrtoiTinicfcB Tcl £>9k.' ulaaaiBrrKJ b'Xos dad .alsd'em
lo sao'iq^ eTo^^rsHiacw bslTSiom Jjaa noa: *18MO
'{Ivitja© Ina.T ano'*x©q 'larido Xla jBTsrilsol lo nodlGO
feiLB RSiras lied yiow elnaf«8aa» a&tiora't 'ileri"^ ,©fujji
iltjijl ;oleam ai/onolonom ^b-tlew ddiw esonefc
Ic bn© il'ilqz 1jb©xs ^ qiriaiow erfl aew nolglleT
beXiBO ,aXoM belnsES'iqe'i eeilisb ©rBclblodjjB
t^mol sx/paeloTs flX ©node baa boow lo b^Tiao « slnss
r
aX bnacl YXXjtfno tRfiOoo ILld-e axa ara^B itc-Idw lo bae
Xartoladd-JELBq eSlfUi cl dlerb ^OilT .sdiaol tc emevao
Sild salad lo aXoldia Xaqloaliq &rfd
Salrietl baa gullnarf .eralXaolTSf alquilo .alooPiiLeri
Eavllsa orfT .boodtlevtL lo snaeLi ileril JbebXvoaq
d-fid
,
linao^s d^Xrf sMvliasls tlllaK baalal sdt baXIso
t Olrio
j
ao eupedgS ballao obX© bbw noldioq nTedeaw oril
, flV.ei/p ?.laQ dieq aTolcs© edl bna tic® lo bnal -^Ineam
&£ BYeapelap ©lasn ©rfT .rfltis© arfl lo lediom. sntnaam
xlonl cl loldi wo;: alcoq r^oinimoCI doidw aao sril
ES tllaa^-imoo nl 5©rlX Btiifilldarini ©rfT .^Inaob
BCTT Y^lni/oo ©rid bne ,co!jplo so XbdoI ^Lin
divided into five principal regions, each under
an absolute chief cacique.” {!)
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3 - The people of today. No matter whether
they are black, brown, or white, the Dominicans are a
pleasant people and imri^easurably superior in every way
to their Haitien nei^bors and to many of the other
TJest Indians. Fany of the Dominicans are highly
educated in the great universities of Europe and
America and among them are artists, authors, poets,
musicians, historians, engineers, diplomats, soldiers,
clerg3nDen, sculptors, and architects that would be a
credit to any country.
The Dominicans have few native customs,
their greatest national peculiarity being their fondness
for revolutions. In one way, however, the Dominican
nevolut ionists excel those of all other Spanish
American countries: they seldom molest foreigners
or injure their property. Of all amusements there
is none which appeals so strongly to every class of
the population as dancing. Every public holiday is
an excuse for the giving of a baile or dance, and
when holidays are scarce the bai le is arranged anyhow.
(1) ’’Santo Domingo, a Country with' a Future,” Pp.1-2
«?as
V'‘
leZttij dofl© ,BaoJ::r^€>T leqlofliTcq ©rll o^nl tebtvlb
(^} " . ejjpioflo “ielrio 0;luX oscfa riB
“lori^ailw T9^;fflCJ oW . :d5oJ- l:o slqoeq odT - g
a 8*iJ3 ensoJtflicT'jC ari^ tS^lrlw to ,r:9roT(f ,3fe)6icr ara
X't^ve nl 'tol'xeque elqoaq ^xiOBaalq
w
Torino add' Yuani oJ^ Ixib sTodi^iact naiJiaR ilarf^ o^
Yldslri eiB ansoinlinoG vdf lo y^b’' .enalbnl d’aa'tr
brifi aqoTua lo eatd’lR'xevXni.' ?b 3T3 ericf al bet^ioube
,e^^oq
,
8Torfd’t/B .sd'sid’Ts yie ssasfS yioriB 6ne soX're.'nA
,n":9l&l08 jOiafTioIqlfi ,aT!5©nt3n« tEftslToJ^irf ^anBioleun
B ed SIifOT ^arid’ citoedldoTs bae tS’XO^qluoE.
,
aesiYBidXo
.^^rXni/oo y^^^ cS d’ibero
taniod’eLO 9Vld“Bn veJ ered snfloXnXmoCI erfT
X
cp.onDno'^ Tisrid’ j^niac vtiiFiXuDeq XanclXaii d‘8©d’20T3 riedf
nsolfiliucCl sdi
^
zormcd ,ysw' one nl .anoX^ oXovst toI^
rfeXrtBqS T9ii^o XIo to esorfX Isoxe' ffteinolXuXovaT
liTPft^iaTot XeoXo-!! ao&Xee raelTd’njjoo nfvoiTara^.
aredt edTS3«!eai;mB XXb t •Y^'iBqo'iq TlarfX oTjJtnl to
to eeslo 06 eXaaqqB rioXriw anon eX
eX Yof>i-torf oXXc&/q y'isv'3 ' .BniOTf5& aa noXd’eXx/qoq arfX
XnB «eonel) to eXXed a to axrxvJtQ a rlX toI aei/oxs ns
.“Oil\MB Ss^sTTS eX sX Xs(f odJ eoTSOa stb eYs&XXori aadtr
.S-X.q*T ",6TJjXt/'5 a'dXX?: Y^XauoO a jO^nXeioa oJ’nsS" {X}
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TlTaltz music is popular but the fa’vorite dance music
is the pretty Puerto Rican danza
,
^ich is kin to
TTexican airs and to the Cuban guaracha , and "may
be compared to a flowing brook, now gliding along
serenely, now rushing in cascades." The dances are
often interrupted by the serving of sweets and ices,
XIII - THE FUTURE OF SANTO DOrUTGO
It is easy to predict the economic future
of Santo Domingo. There will probably never be
much manufacturing but agriculture will increase
with enormous strides assisted by streams of foreign
capital which will not be slow to realize the
exceptional opportunities offered. The extension
of agriculture will stimulate commerce and augment
the wealth of the people. Within a few years,
the island will probably become one of the richest
gardens of the West Indies,
I cannot think of a more adequate conclusion
than the last paragraph of the often quoted "Santo
Domingo, a Country with a Future", which beautifully
and fittingly, tells us what we may expect of
the Island
otauia 9ortB& etiToval 9(1 ;f ^uc^ ^[aXifqoii eX olet/n sSLbV
o$ niif ai rfolrtw
.
jbscb& naoX^T oX-reu^ 9.r(J- aX
YAffi” Xttia , SifoaT:at;a nacfut) aril ol Xn® Eiie OBOxxeyr
^nola 5»nX&tXs j^ioonJ ^rrXivoXl & oi beiB<:pioo ed
(
9^3 aeo^mf) erfT ".eefcaesBO ni giirieiri won j^Xenaias
;!'-®eoX £>c3 e/eoTfe lo ^nlviias aril bsl<
5
[in'ielnl aello
ooviT?!oa QTCia *^0 rmT - iiix
©ujli/l oiiaoaooa aril loXbaiq ol x^fi© aX II
eri “isvaa xXdaJo'icj IXiw eiariT .c^riXnioCI olnaB lo
ecBSTionX XXiw e^i/lIuoXiji® Ijjri ^aiiu&OBJjJOBa rioyni
rQXaroI 'io BiHiieilB f>8leXs8e aaJbX'ilE Bifom'ron© ril Xw
aril 8,‘^XXa'W ol woIe ad Ion XXXw rioXriw XaliciBO
noi&nalx© aiTT .J/anallo aeXlXnyl'roqqo Xenoilqaoxe
lne.T3J-<B fjnu ooniacuttco alaXmaXle IXX^ enirlXnol'iSB 'Xo
,errBBX nlrillW .eXqoeq sril-Ao rillse^’ff ©ril
iBericii aril *to ©no amcoed YldecioTq XXii? bnsXaX aril
.eaX&nl 18©X7 aril lo ene£»'XBS
noXat-fXonoo alaupeb® enom jb lo jlnXril lonnao I
olnsa*’ balonp nallo aril lo riqonae'ieq IbbX aril oeril
\cXXnlX luaed rioXrfw ,’'9‘ruli/''X b riliw Y^tnx/oO a ,o-y!XiTioa
lo loeqxa latiw an eX lal ,YX3nillXl X>n6
.JbnBisI eril
”The curtain has gone down upon the
epoch of revolutions, conspiracies, civil
wars and destruction. That period belongs
to the past as definitely as the era of
freebooters and pirates. A new era has
begun for beautiful Quisqueya, in which, under
the protection of the Stars and Stripes, it is
destined to enjoy a greater measure of freedom,
progress and prosperity than its inhabitants
have ever dreamed."
x:axm^accxxxxxxxxx
sd^ noqu iiwob enos aarf nle^'iLfo sriT
liv Jto ,8 sloe'll qanoo
,
enoltuIOTST lo riooqs
ayioled lioi'isq ^adT .iioli'OLi^aaS Jbna slew
70 SI© Off* &e ^le :tIntjQ5* ss JJ'aeq aril ol
eerl riiu y&n A .,ia;l3'ilq tas ei© Joodse'il
-
. V.., •
•isfjnii ,doIiIw fll ,s\o0p8li/jJ It/liluBed 'ic7 niigsd
e1 j 1 ^^ls cii-lS ©dl lo nolloedoiq sdJ
tmobfierl 7o ©russsni lelBS'i^ e Yotr® ot banlJaafe
i
a^ne^Idfirfni all natll J&ns e a si301 q
”
. fvomssib 107© avail
:oooocr.acjoooaocKXXX
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